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SOME STARTLING EXCERPTS FROM THIS BOOKSOME STARTLING EXCERPTS FROM THIS BOOK
THE STRANGER WAS TERRIFIED AND RAN UPRIVER. THEY FINALLY CAUGHTTHE STRANGER WAS TERRIFIED AND RAN UPRIVER. THEY FINALLY CAUGHT  

HIM,  AND  A  COUPLE  OF  MEN,  INCLUDING  LESLIE  KENNEDY,  ESCORTED  HIMHIM,  AND  A  COUPLE  OF  MEN,  INCLUDING  LESLIE  KENNEDY,  ESCORTED  HIM  
DOWNTOWN.  THE RCMP IN DIGBY WERE CALLED, AND THEY CAME TO PICK HIMDOWNTOWN.  THE RCMP IN DIGBY WERE CALLED, AND THEY CAME TO PICK HIM   
UP.  SOMEONE YELLED, “TAKE LESLIE TOO”.  THE CROWD LAUGHED.UP.  SOMEONE YELLED, “TAKE LESLIE TOO”.  THE CROWD LAUGHED.

BEAR RIVER WAS THE WORLD CENTRE OF LOG ROLLING.  THE MENS WORLDBEAR RIVER WAS THE WORLD CENTRE OF LOG ROLLING.  THE MENS WORLD  
LOG  ROLLING  CHAMPION,  WATSON  PECK,  THE  NORTH AMERICAN  MENS  LOGLOG  ROLLING  CHAMPION,  WATSON  PECK,  THE  NORTH AMERICAN  MENS  LOG  
ROLLING  CHAMPION,  EBER  PECK,  AND  THE  WOMENS  WORLD  LOG  ROLLINGROLLING  CHAMPION,  EBER  PECK,  AND  THE  WOMENS  WORLD  LOG  ROLLING  
CHAMPION, VIOLA PAUL, ALL LIVED IN BEAR RIVER.CHAMPION, VIOLA PAUL, ALL LIVED IN BEAR RIVER.

BEAR RIVER  REMAINS CANADA'S CENTRE OF RAISING AND TRAINING OXEN.BEAR RIVER  REMAINS CANADA'S CENTRE OF RAISING AND TRAINING OXEN.

I PANICKED AND STARTED YELLING “HELP”.  DONALD HARDY THOUGHT I WASI PANICKED AND STARTED YELLING “HELP”.  DONALD HARDY THOUGHT I WAS  
KIDDING, AND HE GRABBED ME.  WELL, I WAS REALLY RELIEVED SOMEONE HADKIDDING, AND HE GRABBED ME.  WELL, I WAS REALLY RELIEVED SOMEONE HAD  
COME TO MY AID, ONLY DONALD WASN'T THAT GREAT A SWIMMER EITHER.  SO ICOME TO MY AID, ONLY DONALD WASN'T THAT GREAT A SWIMMER EITHER.  SO I   
GRABBED ON TO HIM AND STOOD ON HIM SO I WOULDN'T DROWN.  THE ONLYGRABBED ON TO HIM AND STOOD ON HIM SO I WOULDN'T DROWN.  THE ONLY  
THING WRONG WITH THAT WAS, HE WAS NOW DROWNING.THING WRONG WITH THAT WAS, HE WAS NOW DROWNING.

ANNIE KEMPTON'S GRAVESTONE TELLS MUCH OF THE STORY,  AND IT WASANNIE KEMPTON'S GRAVESTONE TELLS MUCH OF THE STORY,  AND IT WAS  
USED AS A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A LADY DEFENDING HER VIRTUE.  SHE GOT THEUSED AS A TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF A LADY DEFENDING HER VIRTUE.  SHE GOT THE  
BIGGEST  GRAVESTONE  IN  MOUNT  HOPE  CEMETERY.   PETER  WHEELER  WASBIGGEST  GRAVESTONE  IN  MOUNT  HOPE  CEMETERY.   PETER  WHEELER  WAS  
LATER HANGED IN DIGBY.LATER HANGED IN DIGBY.

WHEN WE PICKED BLUEBERRIES, THERE WERE TWO DANGERS WE HAD TOWHEN WE PICKED BLUEBERRIES, THERE WERE TWO DANGERS WE HAD TO  
LOOK OUT FOR; TICKS AND BEARS.  BEARS, YOU CAN SEE, BUT TICKS OFTEN DOLOOK OUT FOR; TICKS AND BEARS.  BEARS, YOU CAN SEE, BUT TICKS OFTEN DO  
NOT BECOME APPARENT UNTIL YOU ARE BACK HOME AND FEEL AN ITCH INNOT BECOME APPARENT UNTIL YOU ARE BACK HOME AND FEEL AN ITCH IN  
YOUR BACK.YOUR BACK.

I  SPOTTED A BIG ONE OVER THREE FEET LONG,  AND OFF I  WENT IN HOTI  SPOTTED A BIG ONE OVER THREE FEET LONG,  AND OFF I  WENT IN HOT  
PURSUIT!  AS I GOT INTO STRIKING DISTANCE, I THRUST MY WEAPON AT IT.  TOPURSUIT!  AS I GOT INTO STRIKING DISTANCE, I THRUST MY WEAPON AT IT.  TO  
MY SURPRISE, IT TURNED ON ME AND THRUST ITS UGLY MOUTH FULL OF SHARPMY SURPRISE, IT TURNED ON ME AND THRUST ITS UGLY MOUTH FULL OF SHARP  
TEETH AND LUNGED AT ME!  I NEVER HUNTED EELS WITH A FORK AGAIN.TEETH AND LUNGED AT ME!  I NEVER HUNTED EELS WITH A FORK AGAIN.

ONE IGNORANT TWERP PUSHED SOMEONE, WHO PUSHED ME AND I FELL OFF,ONE IGNORANT TWERP PUSHED SOMEONE, WHO PUSHED ME AND I FELL OFF,   
TO HAVE MY STOMACH RUN OVER BY ONE OF THE HUGE RUBBER TIRES.  IF THETO HAVE MY STOMACH RUN OVER BY ONE OF THE HUGE RUBBER TIRES.  IF THE   
HAY WAGON HAD ITS STEEL WHEELS ON, IT WOULD HAVE CUT ME IN HALF.HAY WAGON HAD ITS STEEL WHEELS ON, IT WOULD HAVE CUT ME IN HALF.

ON THE  FIRST  DAY OF  SCHOOL IN GRADE 11,  OUR HOME TEACHER,  MRS.ON THE  FIRST  DAY OF  SCHOOL IN GRADE 11,  OUR HOME TEACHER,  MRS.   
WENDELL, TOLD US ALL THAT SHE WOULD GIVE $10.00 TO ANY STUDENT WHOWENDELL, TOLD US ALL THAT SHE WOULD GIVE $10.00 TO ANY STUDENT WHO  
CONTINUALLY  IMPROVED  HIS/HER  HISTORY  MARKS  IN  EACH  QUARTER.   ICONTINUALLY  IMPROVED  HIS/HER  HISTORY  MARKS  IN  EACH  QUARTER.   I   
THOUGHT, - OBVIOUSLY, THIS LADY DOES NOT KNOW WHO SHE IS TOYING WITH. ITHOUGHT, - OBVIOUSLY, THIS LADY DOES NOT KNOW WHO SHE IS TOYING WITH. I   
DID IMPROVE MY HISTORY MARK IN EVERY QUARTER, BUT SHE RENEGED.DID IMPROVE MY HISTORY MARK IN EVERY QUARTER, BUT SHE RENEGED.

I JOINED THE CANADIAN ARMY MILITIA, WEST NOVA SCOTIA REGIMENT (MG) INI JOINED THE CANADIAN ARMY MILITIA, WEST NOVA SCOTIA REGIMENT (MG) IN  
THE AUGUST OF 1955 AT AGE 16, AND LEFT IN THE AUTUMN OF 1956, I RECEIVEDTHE AUGUST OF 1955 AT AGE 16, AND LEFT IN THE AUTUMN OF 1956, I RECEIVED  
A TROPHY FOR BEING THE  BEST SHOT IN THE  REGIMENT,  PASSED A TRUCKA TROPHY FOR BEING THE  BEST SHOT IN THE  REGIMENT,  PASSED A TRUCK  
DRIVERS COURSE AND QUALIFIED AS A CORPORAL AT 17.DRIVERS COURSE AND QUALIFIED AS A CORPORAL AT 17.

IT WAS SO COLD IN ST. JEAN THAT MANY OF US RECRUITS EXPERIENCED OURIT WAS SO COLD IN ST. JEAN THAT MANY OF US RECRUITS EXPERIENCED OUR  
EARS FREEZING WHILE ON PARADE.  YOU COULD HEAR THE EARS OF A PERSONEARS FREEZING WHILE ON PARADE.  YOU COULD HEAR THE EARS OF A PERSON  
FREEZE WITH A DISCERNIBLE “PING”.  NONE OF THE STAFF SEEMED TO CARE.FREEZE WITH A DISCERNIBLE “PING”.  NONE OF THE STAFF SEEMED TO CARE.

WHILE AT RCAF STATION CHATHAM, I WAS ASKED TO TEACH AT A ONE ROOMWHILE AT RCAF STATION CHATHAM, I WAS ASKED TO TEACH AT A ONE ROOM  
SCHOOL IN NAVAN. I WAS ALSO ASKED TO JOIN THE SALVATION ARMY AND MAKESCHOOL IN NAVAN. I WAS ALSO ASKED TO JOIN THE SALVATION ARMY AND MAKE  
A CAREER OF IT.  I POLITELY DECLINED BOTH OFFERS.A CAREER OF IT.  I POLITELY DECLINED BOTH OFFERS.
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Harry Hill of Bear River

Harry Hill was the most photographed resident of this picture perfect community.  Fit as 
a Fiddle, he would walk to work every day.  Mr. Hill loved to tell of his early life in Bear 
River, when sailing ships dominated the waterfront, and the village teemed with pairs of 
horses, oxen and hundreds of craftsmen.  Among his many jobs, were Manager of the 
Ice rink and Custodian of the Mount Hope Cemetery.
Harry, sometimes called “Joker”, was well known for decades as the best dressed man 
in Bear River.  Every Sunday afternoon, after church services, he would smartly take his  
weekly walk with a cane “around the tide”.  He told me once that he bought all his suits 
at an upscale men's clothing store in Halifax.

VIVI



In loving memory of the woman who raised me, my Grammy

Ruby Cornwall Benson née Annis.
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Daddy, Tanny and me in 1947 during one of his infrequent visits.
                          Dad was 32, Tanny was 6, I was 8 years old.                         
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My Nova Scotian Roots
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The MacGregors of Smiths Cove: Helen, Stanley, Emma, Arthur Butchart , Greta, Anne. 

The Crouses of Bear River:  Seated are parents; Wallace Fowler Crouse and 
his wife Annabell.  Standing at rear; Mae, Harriet, Janet, Florence (my Aunt Flo).

  Standing in front; William, my paternal grandmother Josephine and Harold. 



My Maternal Great, Great Grandfather, Jacob Lester Cornwall.
Jacob, Grammy Ruby's maternal  grandfather, was a Deacon, and he often preached at the Bear 
River Baptist church, the largest church in the village.  
The Annis girls would often be squirming in the front pew, and he would look down from the 
pulpit and say, “When my grandchildren are quiet, I will begin the service.” 
He had a reputation of being a bit stingy and not serving enough food at Sunday Dinner, when 
the family was there.
One Sunday, my grandmother, Ruby, asked to say grace, and she popped up with, “God bless 
the ten of us, there ain't enough for nine of us, Amen”. 
Jacob had three wives, in turn, and the last one, Matilda (Tilly), lived until 1945. She was called 
Grammy 'Corn'.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

The Annises

John Primrose Annis with his horse, Border
John Primrose Annis was a horse lover.  He took care of many of the Mi'kmaqs, who paid him in 
vegetables, or whatever they could afford.  
He was the town Dentist of Bear River.  In those days, Dentists fabricated their own false teeth 
by pressure cooking them.  One day, his pressure cooker blew up and hit him on the head.  He 
went blind and became a lay preacher, with my grandmother, Ruby, driving him to all the little 
churches out back of Bear River on Sunday afternoons.
He was operated on at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston by Dr. Harvey Cushing, a well 
known neurosurgeon.  He died following surgery.  The Annis children:  After their mother and 
father died, the younger children were sent to the U.S. to live with various Aunts and Uncles. 
The Annis family never lost contact with their American cousins.
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Explanation: The first School of Dental Surgery in North America was at Baltimore, Maryland. 
Most  Dentists  in  the  Maritimes  received  their  training  there.   This  included  Dr.  Stanley 
MacGregor and Dr. John Annis. 
There was a long history of family connections between New Englanders and Nova Scotians 
since the first  'American Planters'  were sought by the British to develop early Nova Scotia, 
(when it comprised what is now Nova Scotia and New Brunswick) in the late 1700s.
Between the late 1800s and the 1930s, there was a net outflow of people from Nova Scotia to the 
'Boston States'.   After  WW2,  Ontario  became the  main  recipient  of  Nova Scotia  population 
outflow.
Eva: Went to Boston to attend Nursing school before WW1.  She was on staff at Northeastern 
Baptist  Hospital,  when her  father  was operated  on.   She  married  Chester  Sandiford  in  the 
Baptist Church in Bear River at the stroke of midnight on New Year's Eve 1930.  The youngest 
sister, Annie, was her Maid of Honour.  The balcony was filled with Mi'kmaq Indians in their full  
dress.  
Ruby: She used to tell me stories about each of the Trotters, her father owned.  She knew them 
all by name. She explained how she would take a Trotter out on the river in the Winter with 
special cleats for the ice, where she would race up and down the river.
She worked at a chocolate factory in Boston for awhile, then went to Ganongs in St. Stephen, 
New Brunswick, where she met Harold Seamone. They married, and had two children, Harold 
and my mother, Francis Aileen Bessie.
They divorced in Bridgetown, and Ruby took her daughter back to Bear River, where she worked 
at the Commercial House. Harold Seamone took his son to Blacks Harbour, New Brunswick. He 
married twice more.
Ruby married Harding Theodore Benson, a Carpenter and House Mover. She moved into his 
ancestral home, two houses from her own birthplace on Bell  Road. In 1944,  my mother and 
father divorced, and my sister, Carole Anne & I went to live with Grammy and Grampy Benson.
Olive: Went to Maine, married Carl Townsend, had no children. She died of TB in 1971.
Reta: Worked at the Commercial Hotel with Ruby around 1921. Went to Boston in 1923 (at 14) 
and lived with an Aunt & Uncle.  In 1938, she married Cyril Hunt from Greenfield, NS. and had 
two children, David and Diane.  Cyril was an Egg Candler and then a salesman. She died in 1987.
Dorothy Louise: Arrived in Boston in 1919 at the age of 11 to live with Uncle William and Aunt 
Agnes Cornwall.  It was an abusive household, she ran away and was married at 16 to Nobe 
Henderson, and divorced three years later.  The following year, she married Harry Butler, and 
was divorced before 1933.  She married Bill Bocuzzo in 1953.
Bill  died  in  May  of  1994,  and  Louise  was  murdered  by  her  step  grand-daughter  and  her 
boyfriend in July 1994, with whom she was living.  She was buried in the Benson family plot at  
the Mount Hope Cemetery in Bear River.
Annie: The youngest  of  the Annis sisters,  was raised by Ruby.  She married John Vidito  of 
Lequille, NS, miscarried one male baby and safely delivered a boy, Frederick.  I grew up with 
Fred, as my cousin.  We were close when I attended Annapolis Royal Academy.
One comical incident Grammy told me about Aunt Annie was once, when Grammy scolded her 
for being out to late, and Aunt Annie replied, “I'm not a Chicken Spring you know!”.
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Our Bear River Mi’kmaq First Nation Centre
The Bear River First Nation is one of thirteen First Nation communities in Nova Scotia. It is 

also a member of the Confederacy of Mainland, a Tribal Council that provides advisory services 
and programs to member-communities. 

Our Chief is Frank Meuse, and our Council members are Carol Ann Potter and Fred Robart 
Harlow.  The  Band Office  is  located  at  130  Reservation  Road,  just  down the  road  from the 
Heritage and Cultural  Centre.  There are currently under 100 Mi’kmaq living on the Reserve, 
while  approximately  200  members  reside  off  -  Reserve  in  other  parts  of  Nova  Scotia,  and 
throughout North America. 

Bear River First Nation History 
According to oral tradition, the ancestors of the people of the Bear River First Nation have 

lived in this area since the beginning of time. Both archaeology and oral history helps us to tell 
the story of how our ancestors lived in pre-European contact times. 

The Birch Bark Canoe, crafted out of birch bark, which is naturally water-repellant, Mi’kmaq 
canoes were light, easy to paddle and to carry over land. Smaller canoes were built for travel on 
the many lakes and streams in the interior, while larger, sea-going canoes were constructed for 
travel along Nova Scotia’s South Shore, and on the Bay of Fundy.

Both Dr. Stanley MacGregor and his son, William Vernon Stanley MacGregor, were actively 
involved in obtaining the right to vote for Nova Scotian First Nations people.  Dr. MacGregor 
employed a native guide year round.
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The Spectacular Scenery of Bear River 
Downtown Bear River at low tide.  The view below is from Frank Parker's property on Bell Road, 

near where I lived.  The fenced off area was the space for the ice rink in winter.

Digby County is at left, Annapolis County is at right.

Bear River at Low tide.  View from Peck's Hill 
The tides come in twice a day.  Every second tide comes forty five minutes later each day.  All 

the stores in town are sitting on wooden or cement supports, which makes Bear River unique. 
When the tide comes all the way up, there is 25' of water underneath them all.  Sea run trout live 
out  their  entire  lives  going  back  and  forth  with  the  tide.  In  the  early  1950s,  Striped  Bass
appeared in the Bear River, and they have offered a great sport fishery ever since.  Five streams 
feed the Bear River; Campbells Brook, Franklyn's Brook, Bear River West Branch, Bear River 
East Branch and Balser's Brook.  Salmon used to frequent it, but the Gulch development dried 
up the Bear River East Stream. Cheaper Hydroelectric power was deemed more important than 
maintaining the salmon habitat.                                                                                                  Page 7



Bear River – The Switzerland of Nova Scotia. The Digby side of Bear River with the Baptist 
church steeple on the upper right.
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From birth until 12 years of age, and again for another year when I was 16/17, my home was 
proudly Bear River.  Those were the years before Television, when local pride was evident and 
baseball & hockey were our ways of promoting it – and then there was log rolling.  We were 
particularly proud that  Bear River  won the Maritime Intermediate  Baseball  Championship in 
1952 - and we were somewhat proud that, whenever  the Bear River hockey team played Digby 
Ravens in Digby, the RCMP always attended in force – in case a riot broke out - again.

Another source of local pride was that in Bear River, we didn't need police.  Everybody in 
town knew everyone else's business.  We had four (or more) bootleggers to fill  a necessary 
niche in our recreational lifestyle; Dougy, Ducky, Georgey and the one in Bear River East.
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Where the beautiful Bear River meets the Annapolis Basin (looking upriver).

Sign at beginning of 4 mile route to Bear River - circa 1980.



The Bootleggers of Bear River
Dougy's place was the closest to the centre of town, and he had it made.  He was a part time  

bicycle mechanic par excellence, and he would pedal his bike to Digby and back to buy his 
product.  That was a distance of 22 miles round trip, no mean feat for the best of us.

Doug used to live in a small cabin on the Digby side of the Bear River East Branch but he 
kept his stash on the Annapolis County side, as the Annapolis jail  was much nicer and the 
meals were wonderful in comparison. Doug's cabin was not winterized, so an “anonymous” 
telephone call would be made late each Autumn when it got bitterly cold outside to the RCMP in 
Digby, that Doug has some beer bottles in the water ready to pick up.  

An RCMP car would duly appear, and Doug would show them where the beer bottles were 
(well  on the Annapolis side of the brook),  and they would take Doug and his ready-packed 
suitcase not to the lousy Digby jail but to the Annapolis jail, where it was nice, clean and warm, 
and the staff there all knew and liked him.  He later appeared in court and the Judge kindly 
sentenced him to his annual six months in jail. Another cold winter averted. Come next April, 
Doug would be completely rehabilitated, and living in his little cabin back on the Digby side of  
the brook, and back working at his subsistence level “hobby”..

Ducky's real name was Edna (surname withheld).  She lived in back of Sissiboo.  In my teens, 
I had a good name for being a gentleman, not swearing, being polite and not starting fights, so I  
was welcome at any bootleggers in or near Bear River.  Some of my friends even got me to get 
them beer because they were banned from even knocking on the door of some bootleggers.

Once when I was visiting my grandmother in Bear River from RCAF Station Chatham, I went  
to Ducky's and I spotted a beautiful girl there I didn't know.  I thought I knew all the eligible girls 
in Bear River but this one was new to me.  I asked for her name, and she was Edna's daughter. 
We talked a bit and I asked her to write me at Chatham.  She was really cute and I would have 
liked to get to know her better.

However, it was not to be as I had also asked another Bear River girl to write to me. Little did I 
know that these two girls were best friends so after the first letters, they abruptly stopped. Bear  
River was actually two villages in one.  Back in the 1800s, Bear River was the village on the 
Digby County side of the river, and Hillsborough was the one on the Annapolis County side. In 
the early 1900s, a steel bridge was erected and the two communities were consolidated into 
Bear River. Grammy used to  watch the welders catch the hot nuts and bolts in buckets.

Our County Councillor was Harvey Chisholm as long as anyone could remember.  He had a 
commercial pig farm up on the top of the hill on the Digby side.  After the war, he brought in two 
families of Dutch people as farm help. In those days, the quickest way to get your Canadian 
citizenship was to work on a farm for awhile. Harvey did such a good job, his pig manure pile 
grew and slid down the hill and poisoned Bear River, causing the authorities to condemn the 
river for swimming, fishing and clam digging.  It was a good thing Harvey was the Councillor for 
Bear River, no one really complained.  

How could they, they would have to complain to Harvey.  Some people claimed that Bear 
River got its name from someone seeing a Bear in the river.  Not so, it got its name from the first  
farmer in Canada,  Louie  H  é  bert  ,  when he lived in Porte Royale,  the precursor to Annapolis 
Royal. When I lived in Bear River, there were practically no French people there.  Although, there 
is still a Mi'k Ma Native Indian Reserve there situated on what we called “Indian Hill”.  They were 
the only Catholics in Bear River, and their church was called Sainte Anne.

When I went to school at Oakdene School in Bear River, at noon hour, we played Cowboys 
and Indians in the nearby woods with real Indians.  The pity was that most of them died of TB.  
One girl for which I had a secret crush, was Barbara Fletcher, the oldest daughter of George 
Fletcher, who had married an Mi'kmaq lady.  He was a WW2 vet.  They had two daughters, and 
the youngest had red hair, betraying her Pict ancestry. Barbara also contracted TB, and was 
sent to the Mayo clinic in Boston but she died there.                                                            Page 10 



Harry Purdy's Pasture
Up over the hill behind Grammy's place, was a mixed woods place that used to be a cow 

pasture.  Everybody called it Harry Purdy's pasture but he was long dead when I was there.  It 
was a secret playground, where we made believe we had horses and we played Cowboys and 
Indians. 

We would jog along jumping over the Junipers and say “Woaah Boy”, just like the Heroes in 
the Western Movies.  We didn't have any Wild Turkeys in Nova Scotia but we had lots of Ring 
Neck Pheasants, and they were BIG.  Sometimes, Grammy and I would take a walk up in the 
woods on a Sunday, we would see a whole flock of them in a big tree.  If they were frightened,  
they would fly off across the valley into Annapolis County up on Peck's Hill.  We could see them 
land way up the hill on the other side of the river among the Pine trees.  Once, I even ventured 
across the valley and up the hill to see if I could find where they landed but I didn't have any 
luck in that.  Even later, as a teenager, I didn't have any luck in getting a Pheasant.  They were 
too smart for me.

The Pie Snatcher
One Summer, rumour had it that someone was stealing pies when they were put out to cool. 

No one knew who was doing it  but  it  certainly caused a  stir.   One Sunday afternoon after 
Church, we were sitting out on the patio, when a noise down by the river caught our attention.

Two groups of people were running up the river at low tide, one on each side of the river, 
chasing  a  man.   Every  man  in  town was in  the  chase.   So,  we took  off  to  see  what  was 
happening.  The stranger was running for his life from the entire town. They finally caught him 
and a couple of  guys,  including Leslie Kennedy,  escorted him downtown.   The RCMP were 
called, and they came to pick him up.  Someone yelled “Take Leslie too!” Everyone laughed.

This incident reminded me of the communal lynchings in the Western movies, but in Bear 
River, we were too civilized to hang anyone.  However, the pie stealing stopped.  I guess we got 
our culprit.  No one ever heard of him again and we didn't even know his name.

I'm In Love
One Summer, a beautiful young lady with long Red hair came to teach at our Baptist Sunday 

School.  She was from Grand Manaan Island and she was going to marry Donnie Brown.  She 
was so beautiful, I couldn't get my eyes off her.  A perfect lady:  If only I were twenty years older! 
I would treat her like a Queen and she might marry me. 

Later, Donnie developed a kidney problem, and had to wear a catheter bag.  They had two 
children and continued living in Bear River for as long as I knew them.  I lost trace of them after 
awhile.

Bear River's Golden Age
From  its  inception  by  American  Planters  and  before,  Bear  River  experienced  a  robust 

economy with shipyards, a regular shipping service, several forest products plants, two Hotels, 
a thriving business centre and several hamlet communities, including Lake Jolly (which had a 
clothespin factory and a school), Morgantown, Sissiboo, Bear River East, Clementsvale and a 
First Nations centre.   Locals called it the time of Wooden ships and Iron men.

I have seen many photos of several tall ships docked at the wharves in Bear River.  When I  
grew up there, the only usable wharf was used by the Lincoln Pulp Company.  I once asked 
Grammy, What was the difference between the Liberals and the Conservatives?   She replied; 
“The Liberals spend too much money and the Conservatives spend too little”.  I  have since 
revelled in the accuracy of that statement.  Evidently, it was beyond the capacity of either one to 
bother to save Bear River from its economic decline.                                                          
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The Marriage Game
When Carole Anne and I moved to our Grandparents' house, WW2 was still going on.   One 

day,  the bells started ringing at the Baptist  and Anglican churches and even from Oakdene 
School.  I asked Grammy, why were all the bells ringing? She replied “the war is over”.  I didn't 
even know there was a war on.   The old part  of  the house was rented by the Dukeshires. 
Elizabeth, the daughter, was a year older than me but was very pretty. When we played the make 
believe marriage game, I always wanted to marry her, as the only other girl was my sister Carole 
Anne, and you can't marry your sister!  I was emphatic about that. 

In our marriage ceremony, one person played the Minister and another played the best man 
(or bridesmaid).  The other two got married.  After the ceremony we went our separate ways to 
get fed.  There was no point to it other than to prove we could all get along well. 

In 1952, the Dukeshire family moved to  London, Ontario, so I didn't see her again for a long 
time.  However, while I was stationed at RCAF Station Clinton in 1957, a friend from B.C. And I  
drove down to Grand Bend to check the place out.  It was a young people's vacation centre, and 
we might run across some girls there. As we were walking down the main street, two women 
walked up to us and asked us if we came from Nova Scotia.  One was Elizabeth!

My friend from BC said Yes, but that was merely because he wanted to get to know them.  I  
spoke with Elizabeth, and I was amazed it was her.  I joked that we were married quite a few  
times in our youth.  She blushed of course.  To an observer, it could have suggested something 
other than the pure innocence it actually was. I never saw her again.  That experience goes to 
show we can run across someone we once knew just about anywhere in the world.

Annie Kempton
When Grampy was a young man, he had a girl friend whose name was Annie Kempton.  She 

lived up on the Parker Road.  One day, a stranger came across her and took advantage of her in 
her home.  He killed her, and they brought in a Detective from Halifax to find the murderer. 
Grampy was even questioned but he was somewhere else at the time.  They finally caught the 
guy, Peter Wheeler. He was a seaman from a ship in Digby.  Annie's gravestone tells much of the 
story, and it was used as a typical example of a lady defending her virtue.  She got the biggest  
gravestone in Mount Hope cemetery.                                                                                        
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Oakdene School

Oakdene School was later renovated into a Community Centre

Kindergarten & Grade 1 (1946) with Miss June Schmidt.    I am fourth from left front row.
In my early school years, I was often underweight and I had several children's sicknesses in 

turn, among them; Pneumonia, Whooping cough, and Chicken pox.  
My  most embarrassing incident ever was when a pretty little blonde girl, who was a niece of 

Miss June Schmidt, rushed over and kissed me in public in the Bear River Post Office.  I was so 
embarrassed I feigned sickness so no one would tease me about it.  It worked.
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Kindergarten report card  - 1946

Report from NS Health Department re. my 
weight and a requirement for a booster dose of 

Diphtheria toxoid.

Mrs Cook's handwritten marks for me, Grade 2



Grade 2 (1947) with Mrs.  Cook.   I am second from left front row.
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Grade 2 Report Card – 1947

Grades 4 & 5 (1950) Mrs Eleanor Morine.  I am second from right front row.
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Grade 4 Report Card in Bear River - 1949

Grade Five Report Card, Bear River – 1950
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Grade 6 at Oakdene School with Mrs. Johnston, Bear River in 1951.  
Boys in front row L to R. Robert Harris,?, Raymond Morine, Donald Darres, Neil Parker, Me, Billy 
Parker, Donald Bent.     Barbara Fletcher is fifth from left in the second row.

Grade Six Report Card, Bear River - 1951
I was never physically punished by anyone except Mrs. Cook.  She seemed to relish strapping 
me.  It happened almost every day.  I was used as an example to keep the girls in line.    She  
never strapped the girls as they would cry and she wouldn't have that.                              Page 18



 One  day  I  was  strapped  three  times  with  a  beaver  tail  strap.   That  day,  a  student  did  a 
particularly funny thing, and I couldn't help but laugh.  To hide my response, I raised my desk 
cover  so  the  teacher  could  not  see  me,  and  I  laughed silently.   Suddenly,  Mrs.  Cook  was 
standing beside me.  Sure enough, I had to follow her to the front and receive ten straps to my 
hand.  On my way back to my seat, Robert Handspiker came up the aisle, making as if he was a 
truck, lurching from side to side “Vrr Vrr”.  He knocked me flying into someone else's seat and I  
had to go back up and get  another strapping,  along with him.  I  honestly felt  that  one was 
undeserved.  I was an innocent victim of someone else's horseplay.

One day as a boring afternoon waned away, I decided to draw a picture of Mrs. Cook, with a 
tail  and whatnot.   I  dutifully tucked it  inside my desk before I  left but Raymond, one of my 
“Buddies”, sitting next to me, told me matter of fact that he had taken it out after I left, and left it  
for Mrs. Cook to see.  That was a Friday so I was sick on Monday, unable to face the music.  I 
was sure she would kill me for what I had done.

Finally, I couldn't fake it any more and I went to school on Tuesday.  When the class recited 
the daily Lord's prayer, I really meant every word for the first time ever.  To my surprise, I did not  
receive any punishment from Mrs Cook.  Either Raymond was just teasing me or maybe Mrs.  
Cook figured she had punished me enough all year for really nothing other than I would not cry 
if she strapped me.  - Or maybe the good Lord heard my prayer.  One afternoon after school was 
out, a big hay wagon was going down the hill pulled by two oxen.  Most of us boys piled on and 
we squeezed together to make room. One ignorant twerp pushed someone, who pushed me and 
I fell off to have my stomach run over by one of the big rubber tires.

I uncontrollably peed myself, the wind went out of me and I couldn't breathe for awhile.  The 
wagon driver stopped to see if I was hurt bad.  After awhile, I managed to get up and walk.  The 
lesson I learned that day was not to pile on to a loaded hay wagon with a bunch of idiots.  I was 
lucky it didn't use those big steel rimmed tires.  It would have cut me in half.

At school, Billy Parker, Neil Parker (no relation) and I called ourselves the three musketeers.  
We were always first,  second or third in the class marks.  I  never really tried that hard so I  
usually came along in third place.  I didn't really care as Neil and Billy were my best friends.

During the time I was taking singing and piano lessons, I had to go in front of everyone and 
sing “O Little Town of Bethlehem” in the school auditorium.  I was so nervous, I got through 
singing the first two stanzas and then walked off the stage.  When my music teacher wanted to 
make a recording of me singing, she knew me well enough to make everyone leave the room 
while I sang my heart out – you guessed it  - “O Little Town of Bethlehem”.  I completed it that 
time.  Then, I  had to go up the Annapolis Valley to a Music Festival and play the piano for 
“Country Gardens”.  I still have the record.

We had five churches in Bear River; Baptist, Anglican, United, Adventist, the Indian church, 
Sainte Annes and a Jehovah Witnesses Tabernacle.  One day at church with my grandmother, I 
was sifting through some pamphlets and I noticed one that  wasn't the usual fare.  I showed 
Grammy, and she was aghast.   It  was a Jehovah Witness pamphlet that was surreptitiously 
placed in each row.  She didn't waste any time alerting the proper people.

Besides the strappings, perhaps the best times of my life were spent at Oakdene School.  The 
only Bells in the village were at the school and the Anglican and Baptist churches. One day all  
three bells started to ring, and I asked my grandmother why the three bells were ringing.  She 
replied “The war is over”.  I didn't even know there was a war, although one day, I had to go to 
church and attend a funeral for six men from Bear River.

They had all   been seamen on the  Gypsum King,  when it  was torpedoed  by a  German 
submarine.  The coffins were only three feet long as there were no actual bodies there.  They 
were lost at sea.  The Baptist Church was by far the largest in the village, and I grew up thinking 
that the Baptist church was the biggest in the world.  It  appeared to me that everyone who 
owned land in Bear River was a Baptist.  
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Our Baptist Church
It was only much later in life did I realize that the Baptist religion of Nova Scotia came with 

the early Planters from  the United States.  That only stands to reason as Bear River mostly 
consisted of Planters, who were American settlers, who were invited to settle in Nova Scotia in 
the late 1750s.  Planter is an  old English term for Settler.

Their surnames were very common in Bear River.  They are Parker, Harris, Henshaw, Rice, 
Kempton, Darres, Barr, Morine, Buckler, Benson, Dunn, Forsyth, Ellis, Isles, Lent, Miller, Porter, 
MacDormand, Alcorn, Banks, Morgan, Brown and Yorke.

All the farmers on the Digby side of Bear River were of German ancestry, who are descended 
from German mercenary soldiers, and were allotted grants by George III in 1784.  Some of these 
names  are  Krauss,  Eisner,  Handspiker,  Schmidt,  Cossett,  Freud,  Kohlbeck,  Sabine,  Oicle, 
Wyles, Baltzer and many others.  Most of these surnames were altered to English spelling.

There is a “Waldeck Line” a few miles up the Chute Road, where the Waldeck Regiment of 
German soldiers were settled to maintain a defensive line in case of an American attack on the 
Annapolis Valley after the American Revolution.

The first  MacGregors,  were  retired  soldiers  or  sailors,  who were  also  given government 
grants.   My own family  were  descended  from a  Sergeant  John  MacGregor,  who retired  in 
Bermuda from the 26th Cameronians, and then moved to 9 mile River in Hants County.  Of his 
five  sons,  the  only  one  who  spawned  a  prodigious  family  tree  was  George,  the  second 
youngest.  His descendants are mostly centred along the eastern shore of Nova Scotia.

The  youngest  son,  John,  went  to  Thunder  Bay  and  spawned a  considerable  MacGregor 
family there.  Much of our family went to the United States over time, where they have begat 
more MacGregors.

We had genuine missionaries teach us kids in bible classes during some Summers.  They 
were  young  men,  who  fit  in  well.   I  remember  asking  religious  questions  that  sometimes 
stumped them, and they would say that there are some mysteries that cannot be answered. 
That didn't sit particularly well with me.

We Baptists did not believe in infant Baptism and we did not force children to join the church. 
Only one of us ever got baptized, that was Billy Parker.  I respected him for that but I didn't think 
I was ready to join the church just yet.  Too many unanswered questions.

The Dinosaur Track

At the foot of the hill in our front lane, there was a big grey rock to the right that was too big 
to be moved.  I stared at it a lot, and one day, I thought the marks on it resembled a dinosaur 
foot print.  So I spread the word that there was a dinosaur track on our property.

Several people came to look at it, and some agreed it was a dinosaur foot print.  Others were 
not sure.  I thought that I would be famous but the peering soon petered out and after awhile, no 
one bothered to look at it any more.  I should have charged admission, it might have worked out 
better.
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The Digby County Exhibition
The second most  important  annual  Community Event  in Bear  River  is  the Digby County 

Exhibition.  It is held in permanent facilities on the Digby side of the village.  This is the place 
where I witnessed amazing pairs of Horse and Oxen in contest of strength in my youth.

To  see  these  animals  strain  to  pull  weights  that  were  almost  impossible  to  pull  was 
something again.  The largest animals do not necessarily pull the most weight.  It is almost 
always a smaller pair  that  wins because they tried harder.   There are always baked goods, 
vegetables and many products made by local people.  There were skill testing games and others 
for everybody.

I remember one year when I took a ride on a rental horse for awhile and another horse rushed 
out to bite my horse, instead, it bit my leg and that hurt.  I told the manager of the horse rental  
business but he refused to accept my complaint.  “Old Biney would never bite anyone”.  Of 
course the mare didn't mean to bite me but she did, the stupid horse thought she was biting the 
horse I was riding, and it hurt like heck. I wasn't impressed with the honesty of the operator 
running the business.

I had learned at the Cherry Carnival that young people were sometimes taken advantage of 
by shysters.  Once, when I tossed a ring, it  completely encircled an object but the operator 
declined to give me the proper prize until an adult intervened and stated I had legitimately won 
the prize.  I didn't even know the adult but I thanked him for his help in that matter.  Life is a  
learning experience.

My grandmother was surely the best cook in the world but she never put any of her cooking 
up for judging.  Some people don't need to prove their expertise.  They are merely happy that 
their family enjoys their efforts.  When I put a small cloth through the barrel of my Cooey .22  
rifle to clean it, and it got stuck, I held the rifle around a corner of a building and blew it out with  
a bullet. It never shot straight again and I sold it to a guy, who used it at the Exhibition in a  
shooting stand.

Of course, no one would hit what he was aiming at with it because the barrel had a warp in it.  
Some things are not what they appear to be.  History: The first Digby County Exhibition was 
held  in  1879,  and,  with  the  exception  of  a  year  or  two,  has  run  continuously  since.  It  is 
coordinated  by  the  Bear  River  Agricultural  Society,  and  has  been  held  in  2  or  3  different 
locations in the area.

In 1970,  the name was officially changed to the Digby County Exhibition,  and the Digby 
County Exhibition Society was established under the Societies Act. The Bear River Agricultural 
Society owns the exhibition buildings, and rents them to the Exhibition Society for $1. per year. 
The  Exhibition  Society  carries  out  all  the  maintenance  and  repairs  on  the  buildings,  and 
coordinates the show each year.  Nevertheless, this exhibition is the best in Canada for anyone 
to see horse and Oxen pulls.  I have been at agricultural exhibitions across Canada, from B.C. to 
Nova Scotia, and none compare to the one in Bear River.
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Teams of Oxen – A Bear River Thing
Bear River  remains Canada's centre of raising and training oxen.  We would often see men 

leading a pair of oxen by our house.  The more they stayed  together, the better they worked as 
a team.  The reason why Oxen were popular as work animals in Bear River was because most of 
the farmers on the Digby County side were of German extraction, and working oxen used to be 
very popular in Germany.  It is more impressive to match the oxen as much as possible.

At the Digby County exhibition, teams of oxen compete in pulling weighted sleds. 
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Oxen keep their horns so they look better.
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Oxen team patiently waiting to pull. They are selected for a perfect match.

Oxen team pulling in competition. With oxen, the driver stays in front.



The 'Brown' House

Our house was painted brown, so I always called it the “Brown House”. All together, I spent  
about five years living there, and they were not particularly happy years for me.  My mother 
forced me to  attend Sunday school  & Church services  every Sunday,  sick  or  not,  and my 
parents fought a lot. Neither my mother or father ever went but I walked alone down the hill to 
the  Church,  attended  Sunday  School  and  then  sat  through  the  adult  services  with  my 
grandmother at Church later.

My father owned the house.  At that time, World War Two was raging, and Bear River was 
booming.  Seven miles away, on the shore of Annapolis Basin, HMCS Cornwallis, the largest 
Naval Training Establishment in the British Commonwealth, was busy training sailors as fast as 
it could for the burgeoning Royal Canadian Navy.  By the end of the war, the Royal Canadian 
Navy was the third largest Navy in the world.  Not bad for a Navy that began in 1939 with only a 
few decrepit ships.  It was the largest employer in Annapolis and Digby Counties so there was 
lots of local employment.  Also, several senior men in the Navy, who worked at the base, had 
families, who rented in Bear River, so our housing market was booming also. 

William Vernon Stanley MacGregor, was the youngest son of the Digby town Dentist, Doctor 
Stanley Bigford MacGregor, and a Smiths Cove schoolteacher, Josephine nee Crouse.  She had 
female problems after giving birth to my father (her fourth child), and she hired a housekeeper, 
Emma McGuire, to do the chores.                                                                                            Page 24



 After awhile, my grandfather impregnated her and my grandmother couldn't help but notice. 
She was in such despair that she shot herself, and was hospitalized.  Her parents took her back 
to Bear River, where she eventually succumbed to her injuries.  The official verdict was 'blood 
poisoning'.

Doctor Stanley MacGregor married Emma, and their only child was named “Anne”.  She grew 
up with my father as his younger sister.  My mother told me she was friends with Anne, who 
once  had a  boyfriend in  Bear  River,  and went  there  often.   Anne  married  a  Butchart  from 
Vancouver.

My father was booted out of Digby Regional High School by the Principal, Mr. H. Purdy.  For 
fighting.  He had a rough time, and he bought fish from fishermen on the docks in Digby, and 
with his Model  T ford Truck,  sold them to farmers.  Later,  he was a salesman at the Wright 
Brothers shoe store in Digby.  When  the war broke out, he managed to obtain a position at  
HMCS Cornwallis as a clerk, I suspect through the help of the Wrights, who were in the militia. 
In that position, he was immune from being conscripted.

Doctor MacGregor died in 1937, and I was born in the Digby Hospital at midnight on January 
5th 1939, so I never met him. He had told my father that he had made out a will, and looked after 
him in it, but no will was ever found.  My father suspected Emma had burned it, so he hired a 
lawyer to challenge her claim for the total estate.  He won enough to buy the brown house. 

In 1938, my father married my mother, Francis Aileen Bessie Seamone, (Dad was 23, mom 
was 16), and they lived in a small bungalow in Smiths Cove.  My father was successful in his 
suit, and he obtained enough money to buy the Brown house in Bear River.  The young couple 
moved to Bear River before I was born.  She told me much later that she moved up in the social 
order when she married a Mac Gregor.

The main things I remember about the Brown House are the barn close by, where we kept 
chickens, the the wood stove and the bedrooms off to the front of the house.  I also remember 
the big crows that flew overhead calling to me, daring me to go far enough away from the house 
so they could dive down and catch me and carry me away.  I managed to keep away from their  
clutches by scanning the sky to make sure they were not around, then running as fast as I could 
between the house and the barn.  One day as I was watching a neighbour farmer cut his tall  
grass with a big scythe, I fell asleep sitting on a stump.  Suddenly, I awoke covered in big black  
ants trying to eat me alive. I screamed as loud as I could, and mom ran out and beat the ants off 
me with a big bristly broom.  I had no use for ants ever since.                                    

Our family dog was Skippy, a black Pomeranian.  I loved that dog.  He was small but he had 
the heart of a lion.  One day, he got into a group dog fight that was between a big viscous 
Doberman, that had escaped from his American owner's yard, and a group of five local dogs. 
Two of the local dogs were killed but Skippy survived, with wounds but he totally recuperated. I 
remember later, walking by the yard, where the Doberman was kept and I glared at him, i hated  
that dog but I never threw stones or anything.  I knew he was a killer, and he almost killed my 
Skippy. There was a tall cement wall around him, how he ever escaped that wall astounded me.

My sister, Carole Anne, was born one year and eleven months after me, on December 27 th 

1940.  Life was never the same again.  Suddenly, I had someone to watch over, I was an older 
brother. She was smaller than me but different.  She had my father's brown eyes and I had my 
mom's blue eyes.  I couldn't pronounce “Carole Anne”, so I called her “Tanny”, and she called 
me “Hiyo”.  No one ever called us either of those names except each other.  Dad was the only 
one who called Mom “Kit”, short for kitten.

After 'Tanny' was born, mom had medical problems, and could not be intimate with my father, 
so he sought the comfort of other women. I asked mom once, 'Was my father good looking?' 
She  replied,  'he  was too  good  looking.'  Relations  between my mom and  dad  deteriorated. 
History was repeating itself.  I remember lots of fights and a strained atmosphere.
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  Much, much later, my mother told me it was 
because he was “running around”, and she said, 
looking back, she should have put up with it.  I 
vividly  remember  going  to  school  for  the  first 
time with my father, holding on to his hand all the 
way down the hill across town, across the Bear 
River bridge, and up the hill to the school.  That 
was  the  memorable  day  I  met  my  favourite 
teacher,  Miss  June  Schmidt,  who  taught 
Kindergarten.

She was so smart that they made her acting 
Principal whenever the Principal position became 
vacant or the incumbent was on vacation.  She 
called  me  her  “Absent  minded  Professor”, 
because I was smart but I forgot simple things, 
like my glasses.  I hated those glasses.

When i was five, it became obvious I needed 
Glasses.  Dad drove me to Yarmouth, were there 
was a practising optometrist.

I  had an  uncle  there  named Gerald  MacKay, 
who had been a fighter pilot during the war. He 
owned  three  airplanes,  which  he  kept  at  the 
Yarmouth Airport.  I remember walking across the 
tarmac at the airport out to the airplane, and at 
that time, I thought it was the biggest airport in 
the world. Of course, I had never seen any other 
airport.

I remember him telling us about some war stories. He took me for a free flight in a Tiger Moth 
airplane I will never forget. 

 We all knew that if she had been a man, she would have had the job permanently.  Much 
later, she was selected as the most outstanding citizen of Bear River, an honour much deserved 
and much delayed.  Just by sheer coincidence, I was there to enjoy the ceremony.  

I remember one day, my father got exceedingly angry at my mother, and told her he was 
going to shoot  himself.   He grabbed his gun and went into the barn and started shooting. 
Afterwards, we found he had shot every chicken we had.  Not long afterwards, my father left us.  
My sister and I went to live with my grandparents.

The atmosphere was pleasant, except for the first while when my mother and grandmother 
were sure that my father had told me where he went, and I refused to say anything.  I loved him 
and I would not admit I didn't know where he went. I was all of five years of age, but I have 
always had a stubborn streak.  I stayed with my Grammy, who raised me until I was 12.

 Dad got a job at a shoe store in Halifax, and mom worked as a Maid at the Clarke mansion in 
Bear River for awhile, then took a Helene Curtis Hairdressing Course in Montreal.  She later 
worked as a Hairdresser at  the Nova Scotian Hotel  in Halifax,  then at the Cornwallis Inn in 
Kentville, then she started her own Salon in Bear River.

Carole and I  visited Dad at  35 Carleton Street  in Halifax for  a week in 1947.   It  was the 
bicentennial  birthday of  Halifax and they had a  Circus in town.   We met Blake and Wayne 
Tanner, Edna's children from a previous marriage with Charlie Tanner, and little Reigh, who was 
my half brother.  Eighteen years later, I joined CCGS Labrador's complement as the Telecom 
Officer, with Charlie Tanner as our Chief Steward. 
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A studio photo of Tanny and me (me at 3 years and Tanny 1 year).
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Running Away
The first thing I remember in my childhood was me pushing my little wagon at the side of our  

house and calling for my sister and our baby sitter to get out of my way because I was coming 
through.  Well, I got it stuck in a rut and had trouble coming through, so they eventually got 
tired of waiting for me and went about their business anyway, leaving me to try and get my little 
wagon out of the rut myself. 

One day,  when I  was four  years  of  age,  my mother  got  mad at  me and sent  me to  my 
bedroom, she said “Wait until your father comes home”.   I was terrified, I was not going to wait 
for him to come home and beat me, so I slipped out the bedroom window and carefully sneaked 
around the house and crept along the ditch towards Grammy's house.

There was no problem walking along the street but I had to turn a corner and walk down a 
steep hill, then turn sharp right and down another hill to the metal bridge across Cherry brook. 
This brook was the lower part of Campbell's brook and it ran way down below the bridge.

I thought the bridge might give way and fall when I crossed over it so I held on to a railing 
very tight and I managed to get across the bridge without looking down at the roaring rapids 
below, before it fell into the deep ravine.  Actually, it didn't fall but I imagined it would.

I knew which direction led to my grandmother's house so I walked to the left along Bell Road. 
When I came to the big Oak tree on the right in front of  Aunt Mildred's barn, I spotted a huge red 
bug, which was watching me.  It was clutching on to the big tree, and it was waiting for me to 
get closer, so it could grab me and kill me.

I watched the giant red bug on the tree as I carefully crept around the far side of the road so it 
couldn't get me.  I was so scared of it that I soiled my pants.  As I awkwardly walked in front of 
Aunt Mildred's house, my Grammy, who was visiting, came out and hailed me.  So I went into 
the house and sat in a chair in the living room, quite uncomfortably.

Grammy asked me if I had a note because my mother always gave me a note to give her. I  
didn't have a note so she knew something was up.  Then, my grandmother smelled something, 
and she took me over to her house and cleaned me up.

Much later that evening, my mother and father drove over to pick me up, and took me home.  
I never did get a beating that day.  I never ran away again.  It was a terrifying experience, what 
with a rickety old bridge high above the brook and a giant bug waiting to grab me.

 I had a big imagination.  One time, when I was sitting in my father's car, I asked him what a 
certain push button does, and he said it blows the car up, so I was very careful not to ever touch 
it.  I later found it was the start button.

Once, I asked him what the noise was up the wood stove chimney.  It sounded like a scream 
to me, and he said it was the wolf catching a pig, so I never sat too close to the stove again.  I  
didn't want to hear the screaming pig.  At that age, I believed anything my father told me.

Uncle Roy and Aunt Mildred Snell were good friends with my Grandmother.  Aunt Mildred 
used to be a school teacher at the one time Lake Jolly school.  They always had a cow or two,  
and I sometimes watched Uncle Roy in his daily chore of milking the cows.

Once, he asked me if I wanted to get some milk squirted in my mouth.  'Sure”, I replied, so he 
aimed the udder at me and squirted a stream of fresh cow milk at me.  After a few minutes of  
playing that game, my face was covered in milk.  So Uncle Roy suggested I clean my face with 
the cow's tail.  I did that, then he said “go home and ask your grandmother for a kiss”.  I did 
that, and Grammy was suspicious and asked me why.  I told her what had happened.  Looking 
back, it seems rather silly but I liked the Snells, and I trusted them.  They were never mean to  
me.
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My Bear River 'Aunts' and 'Uncles' 
Grammy told me early in life to call certain people in Bear River,  Uncle or Aunt.  There was 

Aunt Evelyn Chalmers, the one time Telephone Operator at the Bear River Telephone Exchange. 
In the forties and fifties, it was cords, plugs and panels of jacks to plug them in.  Aunt Evelyn 
lived alone in her house on the hill,  just outside of Bear River. Later,  I  learned she was no 
relation to me whatsoever.

Then, there was Uncle Roy and Aunt Mildred Snell.  He was the Supervisor of the Burn Alcorn 
Lumber Mill, that was situated at the edge of the Bear River just down river from the bridge. 
Aunt Mildred used to teach at the one room school at Lake Jolly. 

I remember that Uncle Roy always bought a new deluxe General Motors brand automobile 
every year.  He had a nicely kept wooden garage to store it in, and it was always in perfect 
condition.  Sometimes, They would take Grammy out to their cottage on Lake Jolly, and I would 
go too.  Uncle Roy had contracted for a private road to be built between the old Lake Jolly road 
and his cottage.  It was a gravel road but it was kept in good shape during the cottage season.  
Those were nice visits we had. Uncle Roy would drive me into town early in the morning so I 
could go to school.  And I would rendezvous with him to get back in the afternoon.

Their cottage was named “Wanamiro”, a lovely sounding name that was a conglomeration of 
four people's names;  Wa, for their only son, Walton, Na, for Walton's wife, Nancy, Mi, for Aunt 
Mildred and Ro, for both Uncle Roy and his grandson, little Roy.  Walton, Nancy and son, Roy 
lived in Gatineau,Quebec, where Walton was a Principal of a school.  They would come home to 
Bear River every summer to visit with Uncle Roy and Aunt Mildred, and they would spend most 
of their time at Wanamiro.  Uncle Roy had lots of Hunting and Fishing magazines at the cottage, 
and I read through them all.  On some days, He would take us all out on the water for a boat ride. 
That was great too. I found out later in life that Uncle Roy and Aunt Mildred were no relation to 
me whatsoever.

There was Aunt Edith.  She was married to the Post Master, Vernon Harris.  She actually was 
a relative, through marriage.  She was the daughter of Grampy, through his first marriage.  His 
first wife died and he married Grammy. Although she was 20 years younger than him, they had a 
mutually beneficial marriage and I never saw them say a cross word to each other.  

Then, there was Grammy's best friend, Dorothy, who was married to Frank Parker.  He taught 
me how to tie flies for trout fishing. She was killed, when she slipped on the ice and an oil 
delivery truck ran over her almost in front of her home. I visited Frank in the hospital, when he 
was operated on in Halifax, and I would visit him every time I went to Bear River. He committed 
suicide when his hardened arteries caused his leg to hurt very much.   Some people felt it was 
terrible for him to kill himself, but I knew how much pain he was in, so I did not blame him for it.  
He told me once that his grandchildren were all he lived for.  

I later figured why Grammy wanted me to call certain people Aunt and Uncle, even if they 
were  no  relation  to  me.   She  belonged  to  two  social  clubs  for  women.   They  were  the  
“Rebeccas”  and  the  “Happy  Gang”.   The  Rebeccas  were  the  Women's  Auxiliary  of  the 
Oddfellows.  The Happy Gang was a group of Bear River women, associated with no other 
clubs.  Admission was by invitation only.  Every meeting was in a member's home, and it rotated 
every month.  During those social meetings, we kids were to be seen and not heard.

Aunt Flo was a sister of my father's deceased mother, Josephine Crouse.  She was married to 
Harold Harris, the owner of the Imperial Oil Gas Station in town, and she was the Bear River 
reporter for the Digby Courier Weekly Newspaper.  It was mostly a gossip column. These were 
some  of  the  people  that  Grammy socialized  with,  and  I  was  expected  to  behave  properly. 
Grammy would  walk  “around  the  river”  every  Sunday  afternoon,  when  she  visited  certain 
households, with me in hand.  We often were treated to tea and cookies so I enjoyed them. 

I remember Grammy often sending me to Stewart Darres's Store with a homemade pie, he 
used to run the restaurant next door to the Commercial House ,where she worked, and she was 
a kind person who never forgot a friend.                                                                                 Page 29 



 The Champion Bear River Blue Sox Plays  Ball !
Bear River was in the Western Annapolis Valley Intermediate Baseball League.  There were 

five teams in the League.  They were:
1) Digby Ravens.  They had a really good baseball  field with advertisements and all  the 

accessories.  We hated them because they not only had lots of money but they cheated.  We 
nicknamed them “Digby Wharf Rats”.

2) Bridgetown.  They had a nice level playing field, but we didn't like them much either. They 
hated to lose, and we called them “Bridgetown Wharf Rats”..

3) Midddleton.  They were an okay team.  We didn't mind them as they were not very good 
and we beat them every time we played against them.

4) Greenwood Flyers.  They were an RCAF team, and didn't play very well either, so we liked 
playing them.

5) Bear River Blue Sox.  We had no money but we had lots of spirit. And we always had the 
biggest cheering section.  

When we decided  to  build  a  better  baseball  field,  they  asked  Grampy to  help.   He  was 
crippled but he knew how to build anything.  It was a 100% voluntary Community project, and 
when  they were finished, our baseball field was really nice with first class bleachers.   Grammy 
and I roared up and down the Valley in a packed three ton canvas covered truck to see all the 
games.   It  had  wooden benches  around  the  sides  and  front,  no  seat  belts  in  those  days.  
Annapolis Royal and HMCS Cornwallis had enough people for a baseball team but they could 
never get their acts together to form one, so Bobby Potts, the Phys. Ed. Teacher at Annapolis 
Royal Academy played for Bear River.

Our oldest player was Bruce Reid, who once played professionally in the US..  When the 
other side's rooting section saw him come on the field, they would sometimes laugh at him and 
we didn't like that a bit.  We would boo them mightily.  We took our baseball seriously. If we lost 
a game, we would think like the old Scottish proverb of a wounded warrior:

“I'll lay me down and bleed awhile, then I'll get up and fight again”.

In 1952, the impossible happened, I watched us beat Digby on home turf to win the Valley 
championship, and they went on to win the Maritimes Intermediate Baseball Championship.  We 
played off against Charlottetown in the finals.  All three trophies were prominently displayed in 
one of the front windows of the Bear River Trading Company for an entire year.   Looking back, 
They were my best years, rooting for Bear River, rolling up and down the valley with Grammy. 
The Bear River Blue Sox Baseball team in the 1950s
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Sunday School

Our Baptist Sunday school class – 1952.

From  the age that I could walk, I had to attend Sunday 
school.  The Church was only about a city block from our 
house, so it was not a long walk.  The kids above are: Back 
row: Neil  Parker,  Jeffrey, me, Billy Parker.  The front row of 
girls  are   ?  Darres,  Mavis  Forsyth,  Paula  Harris.   Mom 
would put cold curls in my hair and I hated it.  They made 
me look girlish. Our Sunday School teacher was Mrs. Harry 
Benson.  She would arrange for a motorboat excursion  for 
us every Summer down the Bear River to its mouth.  She 
would also give each attendee a sticker  for  each day of 
attendance.  Mine  are  reprinted  on  the  following  eleven 
pages.  When we got  bored,  we boys would take  a  deep 
breath and pinch our noses and see how long we could 
hold our breath.  We were practising for the summer when 
we planned to swim underwater.

Neil & Billy Parker (no relation) and I were best friends. 
Billy was very smart in school.  He had a bad  accident near 
Bell path when he ran into the front of a lumber truck on 
Graham Hill.   His  face was cut  in  several  places  from a 
headlight of the truck.  He had to take several months off 
from school to recuperate. His mother left for Toronto, and his father moved to a cabin off the 
West Branch Road.  Billy made a career in the Royal Canadian Navy.  

Neil went to Acadia University and became a Weather Forecaster for Environment Canada.  I 
visited him by helicopter at Frobisher Bay, when I was on the CCGS Labrador in the Summer of  
1966.  He was later transferred to Edmonton.  His mother, Merilee, was very pretty and died 
young.  Neil’s father, Malcolm Parker, had a hunting camp at Sixth Lake,  I visited him once 
there, while fishing with Fred.                                                                                                   Page 31 

 View of church from our front yard



1948 Attendance
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Each sheep sticker is a day attending
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Each kitten is a Sunday School day attended – 1949
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1950 Attendance
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1949 Attendance
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1949 Attendance
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Bear River, a microcosm of transplanted American “Planters” in Nova Scotia.
In Bear River, the small village I grew up in, there was a social strata, which was inherent, and it  
was accepted by all except those on the fringes of society.  I assumed that everybody in Bear 
River, who owned  property were Baptists, and that the Baptist church was the largest in the 
world.
I knew all the store owners, and due to my grand mother's social status, I was comfortable in 
the company of anyone in our community. She had special friends, who I was told to refer to as 
“Aunt”  and/or  “Uncle”,  who were  of  no  relation  to  me.   My grandmother  belonged  to  two 
women's social clubs, the “Rebeccas” (the ladies Auxiliary of the Oddfellows) and the “Happy 
Gang”.(an  ad-hock  group  of  village  women  by  invitation  only).   The  Happy  Gang  met  at 
alternating members' homes, and we children were to be seen and not heard.
Like every municipality, Bear River had its town drunk and its bootleggers.
The core of our society were descendants of American 'Planters',  who were drawn from the 
northeast American colonies in the late 1750s and 1760s. They were referred to as 'Planters' 
because they planted many children,  not seeds. Some of these families were Chute,  Harris, 
Benson,  Rice,  Clarke,  Chalmers,  Parker,  Marshall,  Peck,  MacCormack  and  Burns,  amongst 
others.
The only nearby United Empire Loyalists were the German families who farmed the areas 'in 
back of' Bear River. Boatloads of German 'Hessian' soldiers were brought into Digby at the end 
of  the First  American War (American Revolution),  and were allotted forested land tracts for 
farming..
Families  with  names  such  as  Handspiker,  Eisner,  Schmidt,  Krauss  (Anglicized  to  Crouse), 
Kaulbeck,  Muller  (Anglicized  to  Miller),  Sabine,  Oikle,  Wentzell,  Wyles,  Snell  etc.  were 
commonplace. 
We had a superiority aura as we were a very religious community with five thriving Protestant 
churches.  The only Catholics were the Aboriginal Indians up on the Mik Maq Reservation.
The prosperous days of wooden ships and iron men of the 1890s were gone but during the war 
years and into the 1940s, we still had remnants of the old forest industries. At the beginning of  
the 20th century, there was the Bear River Pulp Co., the Clark Bros. Pulp Mill, the Clark Bros Pulp 
Mill and Woodworking plant at Lake Jolly, the Lincoln Pulp Company, who owned harvest rights 
to  all  the  crown  forests  south  of  town,  the  International  Cooperage  Company,  which 
manufactured barrel staves, Burn Alcorn's Mill, which manufactured finished lumber, and the 
biggest employer, HMCS Cornwallis, where a huge sign proclaimed the 'Largest Naval Training 
Establishment in the British Commonwealth'.
As a community, we had no police presence, no garbage pickup and no fire department, but we 
were well organized & efficient.  We did have an Esso & Irving Gas station and a resident Doctor. 
We had a Royal Bank of Canada outlet, a manual M.T. & T. telephone exchange, a large War 
memorial, A Royal Canadian Legion, Masonic Lodge, Oddfellows, an IODE chapter and Women's 
Institute. The largest store in town was the Bear River Trading Company.
In  my early  youth,  there  were  very  few  of  the  original  wealthy entrepreneurs  left,  just  the 
decaying remnants  of  our  two once  thriving  hotels,  the  Commercial  House  and the  Grand 
Central Hotel.  Most of the old rich families had moved on, to Montreal or Ontario.  
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The Bear River Cherry Carnival
The  Cherry  Carnival  is  a  yearly  festival  that  usually  occurs  on  a  day  in  the  middle  of

July, when the high tide peaks in the early afternoon.  It is an old tradition in Bear River that  
draws hundreds of visitors to the village. You will find a parade, community dinners and canoe 
races. But the most popular events of the day are the greased pole event and the over-the-top 
fireworks at dusk.

The community was first called  Bridgeport on the Annapolis County side and Hillsborough 
on the Digby County side, but efforts to separate the two sides were to no avail, and the village 
developed as one Community;  Bear River.  As early as 1789, letters were addressed to “Bear 
River”.

The  Cherry  carnival  is  unique  in  Nova  Scotia,  it  began  in  1893,  when  Cherries  were 
commonplace in Bear River, both cultivated and wild.  The author remembers when he was a 
youth growing up in Bear River, climbing wild cherry trees that grew alongside the roads, and 
gorging on red or black “Ox berries”.  Those were the especially big ones on certain trees.

The first event in the day is the parade.  This, in itself, is a reflection of Bear River's unique  
culture.   Every year there were entries from HMCS Cornwallis, all the Fire Departments from 
area communities, a First nations float, then the various Miss Bear River, etc floats.

  
The most popular events were the greased pole, canoe races and canoe tilting events.  Bear  

River was most famous for its water sports.  There were always games of chance too. Many 
people from all over Canada and the United States, who formerly lived in Bear River, came home 
for the day to renew old acquaintances. The greased pole is always a very popular event.
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Log Rolling with Roy Rogers
Bear River was the world centre of log rolling in the 1940s.  The Mens World Log Rolling 

champion, Watson Peck, the North American Mens log rolling champion, Eber Peck, and the 
Womens world log rolling champion, Viola Paul, all lived in Bear River.  Outdoor sports were our 
forté, especially hunting, fishing and water sports.

I remember  when Grammy would send me over to a Mrs. Buckler's house to fetch a bottle of 
cream.  Mrs. Buckler had one cow and she milked it every day to produce milk and cream.  One 
day, she invited me inside to see a picture she had hanging in her living room.  There was a 
photo of her son, Gerald Buckler on a big log with Roy Rogers.   I did not recognize Gerald but I  
sure recognized Roy Rogers,  as he was a hero of  mine.   Gerald was on the Sports circuit 
displaying his log rolling expertise all over North America.

I was really impressed, and I always held Mrs. Buckler in high esteem but I never met her son, 
Gerald.   Most people, who grew up in Bear River eventually left for greener pastures.  Like 
many young men in Bear River, Gerald had gone off to war in both World Wars, and returned 
afterwards to find no employment there.

Gerald Buckler (at left) and Roy Rogers
During our annual Cherry Festival, men would compete in water sports; different classes of 

Canoe racing, canoe tipping, log rolling and then, there was the  greased pole.

Competitors would try to walk the slippery pole to get to the five dollar bill that was pinned to 
the end of the pole.  This spectacle always drew lots of people to urge the competitors on. 
Every participant eventually fell into the water, some sooner than others.  No serious injuries 
ever happened that I know of.

At first, the pole was very slippery, but as more people tried to walk it, the grease became 
less and less, and it became less slippery.  After about half an hour, someone would manage to 
reach the end and grab the five dollar bill.
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Learning How To Swim (Underwater)
During the warmest summer months of school vacation, we village kids went swimming on 

the riverside on the western bank not too far from where I lived.  We had to time it to coincide 
with the highest tide so as not to have to swim in the Eel grass.

Alley Harris offered to teach all the kids how to swim.  He would tell us one by one, to close  
our eyes, hold our hands straight out in front, take a deep breath, and dive headfirst into the 
water – under the water, and kick.  When we felt we wanted to breathe, come up to the top and 
stand up.  It was not over our heads.

In that way, we all learned to swim underwater before we could swim on top of the water.  
That was okay with us because we used to cheat and open our eyes and look at the bottom as 
we went kicking along near the bottom of the river.  After a summer at that, we could swim 
pretty well underwater.

The next year, I went up to the Bear River East Branch stream to swim with the older kids in 
a place called “Girls Pool”.  The only thing bad about that was I  forgot how to swim after I  
jumped in.  I found myself sinking lower in the water than when we were swimming in the salty 
water of the tidal River.

I panicked and started yelling “HELP!”  Donald Hardy thought I was kidding, and he grabbed 
me.  Well, I was really relieved someone had come to my aid, only Donald wasn't that great a 
swimmer either.  So I grabbed on to him and stood on him so I wouldn't drown.  The only thing 
wrong with that scenario, was he was now drowning.

Thank heavens his two older brothers came to our aid and dragged both of us out of the 
water.  After that experience, I made an effort to learn how to swim on top of the water in fresh  
water.  However, I always preferred swimming underwater if I could find a good place to do it.

Hunting Eels with a modified Fork
A group of  us boys practised holding our  breath during Sunday school  lessons in the 

winter.  One boy would take a deep breath and pinch his own nose and shut his mouth tightly 
while another boy timed him to see how long he could hold his breath.

In a month or so, all of us could hold our breath for at least a minute.  Then, one of us 
thought of a good idea.  We could make a modified spear by straitening and sharpening a big 
fork, then tape it to a hardwood pole.  I was very proud of my spear and I couldn't wait for the 
water temperature to rise and start searching for an Eel. Charlie Balser had dammed the brook 
up at the location of his mill.  It was located almost across the street from Oakdene School. 
That Summer promised to be a season of Eel killing.     As I dove deep into Balser's Mill pond, I  
scanned the bottom for Eels.  I wore an underwater glass mask and I could see everything very 
well.  I spotted a big one over three feet long, and off I went in hot pursuit!  As I got into striking 
distance, I thrust my fork at it.  To my surprise, it turned on me and thrust its ugly mouth full of  
sharp teeth and came right at me!  I immediately turned around and got out of there, as fast as I 
could swim.  These creatures were not supposed to do that!  That was the last time I ever went  
spear fishing after Eels. 
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Bear River Gets a Fire Department  (and Four Fire Trucks)
In  1951,  people  started  thinking that  Bear  River  needed  its  own Fire  Truck  and its  own 

Volunteer Fire Department.  The only problem was that there were not many House Fires in Bear 
River.  Well, that soon changed.  In a period of a month, three house fires broke out, and Fire 
Trucks were called in from other Communities but  they always arrived too late to save the 
building.  No  one  seemed  to  notice  that  all  these  spontaneous  fires  took  place  in  vacant 
buildings.

Meetings were held and it was decided to build our own Fire Department building that could 
substitute for a Community Centre.  Work started, and it slowly took shape.  Vernon Harris was 
put in charge of the work at the building and I asked him if I could work there.  He agreed, and I  
worked for over an hour.  He refused to pay me anything, so I told my Grandmother how he had 
cheated me.  She spoke to him and he paid me all of 75¢.

After awhile, it was finished and we had a second floor that was so clean one could see his  
face in the floor.  Frank Parker, who lived within sight, was always the first Firefighter to report  
for duty, when the alarm sounded.

Every Friday night, a crowd would arrive to play the favourite Maritime card game; Forty-
fives.  We would divide into tables of four players each and play pairs elimination.  The top 
winner would get a box of chocolates and the lowest scoring player would get the booby prize, 
usually $5.00.  The first Volunteer Firefighters were those who lived within five minutes of the 
Fire  Building.   Today,  The  Bear  River  Volunteer  Fire  Department  has  twenty-nine  Active 
firefighters, sixteen Associate members, and twelve members of the Ladies Auxiliary. 

The  BRFD has  one  of  the  largest  volunteer  fire  districts  in  Nova  Scotia.  It  responds  to 
approximately eighty calls per year. These can include, but are not limited to, structure fires 
(homes and other  buildings),  motor  vehicles  (car  fires  and car  accidents),  grass  fires,  and 
medical first responses.
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Exploring the Brooks that run into it 
There are five brooks or streams that run into the main Bear River, and I made it my life's goal 

to explore them all and find out where they originated.  They were; Campbell's Brook, Daddy 
Franklin's Brook, Bear River West Branch, Bear River East Branch and Charlie Balser's Brook. I 
was drawn to Raymond Morine, partly because he grew up without a father also.  Morine was his 
Grandparents' surname.  We examined some of those brooks together.

Campbell's Brook was my first one.  My Grandmother and I used to picnic there sometimes.  I 
enjoyed swimming in the cold clear water.  There were huge Water Striders that I tried to catch 
and there were lots of frogs waiting for me to chase.  Like all the brooks in near out community, 
it emptied into the Bear River and joined in the partially salt water river in its never ending run 
into the ocean.  Campbell's brook  was a very clear cold water stream with deep pools and in 
some places, stretches of shallow stream.

Speckled trout (which are really a type of Arctic Char), were found all along its length.  In the 
stretch below Bell Road, I used to try and sneak up on them while they were sleeping, partially 
hidden  under  a  rock.  I  didn't  have  much  luck  doing  that.   Speckled  trout  require  a  water 
temperature below 60 degrees Fahrenheit, so they would be found in shady places away from 
direct  sunlight.   At  first,  i  started  fishing  with  my  line,  worm and  a  hook  along  its  lower 
stretches.  I didn't venture far upstream at first as I was leery of Bears or Moose.  After I got  
older, I went further upstream.  I was told that one deep spot was an old mine.  It was under a 
huge rock, so I didn't think there was ever any mine there.

It was a good fishing spot though, as there was always a trout hiding there, and if I was super  
careful, I might catch one.  I remember one time as I was walking home with my forked carrying 
stick full of trout, a car stopped by me and they offered to pay me for my catch.  They were 
American tourists and I politely declined their offer.  I would clean them first in the sink. Then, 
my grandmother cooked them on the stove.  We both enjoyed eating fresh trout.

I began having stomach aches in the pit of my stomach about once a month.  All I had to do 
to get rid of it was lie down for an hour and it would go away for another month.  No matter  
where I was, I would have to lie down for awhile.  One time, I was way up Campbell Brook, when 
I had my usual stomach ache and I had to lie down.  I was late coming back home and I could  
hear my grandmother calling for me as I approached the house.  I explained I just had a bad 
stomach ache, and all was well.  Later, in Gander, Nfld, I had an emergency Appendectomy.

After  awhile,  I  would venture further upstream until  I  eventually came to the Morganville 
Road.  Later in years, when Raymond, and I went fishing together, we ventured into the Alder 
swamp upstream from the road.  As we were fighting the Alders to get through an area where 
the stream went underground, Raymond said he thought we were going in circles.

No, no we couldn't be going in circles, as suddenly I came upon my own wrist watch hanging 
from an Alder branch.  Yes, we were going in circles!  I didn't even notice when my watch was 
ripped off my wrist.  So we immediately made a point of lining up trees and such to go in a 
straight line.  Eventually, we made it to Harris pond, where Campbell's Brook originates.  We 
found a little boat and struck out for the other shore.  We didn't catch anything in the pond so  
we started walking through the woods on a path in the direction towards the Sissiboo Road.

Eventually we reached the road and we turned towards what we thought was the way towards 
Bear River.  We soon came across a hermit's cabin.  We asked him which way was Bear River.  I 
also had a premonition, and I asked him if he remembered my father.  Yes, he knew him from the 
old days.   That was a surprise, and I never forgot that incident.  We walked along the road all 
the way into Bear River.

I once watched as a pair of three foot Eels from the Bear River swam up Campbell Brook, 
methodically checking every hiding place in each pool,  looking for trout.  They would swim 
upstream to the very source,  and stay there for up to twenty five years,  then return to the 
Sargasso Sea, north of the Bahamas, to spawn and die.  Every year, millions of tiny baby eels 
would come up the Bear River to feed.                                                                                    Page 48 



  Daddy Frankin's Brook was the next one to examine.
My introduction to This brook was with Frank Parker, who was a licenced guide, an expert 

trout fly maker and also a Black Smith in Bear River.  I learned to tie artificial flies from him.  
Frank's son, Norman, and I would watch in amazement as Frank would caste his flies out onto 
the stream without getting caught up in the overhanging Alder branches.  He had two flies on, 
and he actually had two trout on at once.  This was amazing!  It took much more skill than 
fishing with a hook and worm.

Franklin's Brook joins with the Bear River West Branch at the head of the tide.  The property 
on the east side was the Dunn property.  Mr. Dunn had a large mink ranch there during the war,  
and I used to marvel at all the Minks he had in cages.  His grand daughter was Judy Marshall, 
who was in my class at school.  There were also several Fox ranches in Bear River in the old  
days.  However, the market disappeared from both these enterprises in the 1950s.

The first few times I fished that brook was in the company of older people, as I didn't know it 
very well, and I was wary of the unknown.   After a few years, I fished it from the Dunn property 
right up to the Morganville Road.  It was different than Campbell's Brook, in that it had deeper 
darker pools further up and there were larger trout there.  The water was crystal clear also, and 
that makes for better fish habitat.  The first  time Raymond and I  reached the source of this 
brook, Barnes Lake, was memorable.  We found a small boat and paddled out into the lake. 
There were lots of Yellow Perch there.  That was different.

This was a big lake with a deep bottom and it needed exploring.  Sea Gulls were nesting on 
little rock islands here and there.   There were several seasonal cottages around the lake and we 
didn't feel very comfortable not being regulars there.  We only went there once and that was 
enough to satisfy our curiosities, although I did fish Franklin's Brook proper, often.

One time when Raymond and I were fishing the brook, he slipped and fell, and broke a glass 
jar in his pocket he had some worms in.  He cut himself pretty badly, and he ran all the way 
home to get his mother to stop the bleeding.  I never carried worms in a glass jar in the woods.

Once, I was alone and drank some water upstream from the brook.  I thought it was really  
clean,  cold and pure until  I  came to the Morgantown Road,  and found lots of chicken guts 
thrown into the brook. I was disgusted, and I guess there was a lesson there.

Barnes Lake and Franklin Brook outlet   (Cottages not shown)
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Baltser's Brook
In 1953, when I had to go to live with Mom and her second husband, Glenn Veinot, we at first  

lived in a large house over on the Annapolis County side of Bear River just up the road from the 
school.  Our property gave me easy access to the woods behind, including Baltser's brook.  (We 
don't use the term “Creek” in Nova Scotia).

I wasted no time in exploring every nook and cranny of this Brook.  The trout fishing was not 
spectacular but okay.  I traced it back to its source, which was a meadow called “Negro line 
Brook” (recently revised naming).  There were lots of suckers there, which by their very nature 
exclude trout fishing.  Suckers like warm water, trout will die in warm water.  A treeless meadow 
in Nova Scotia with no shade will not provide trout with a habitable place to live.  I only went  
there once and never went back, a rather disgusting place for a devout trout fisherman like me.

Bear River East Branch
This stream used to be the only salmon spawning tributary of the Bear River.  Its water was 

very clear, and there were nice long spawning pools that nature had made for Salmon.  Then 
along came the Nova Scotia  Power  Commission,  who dammed up Frozen Ocean Lake and 
diverted the water  into a large pipe system right  down to the head of  the tide,  where they 
installed a Surge tank and a Power generating plant, leaving the former stream dry as a bone.

Secret Brook was a tributary discovered by Raymond. It is a mile up East Branch from the 
tide. It was a small brook so the trout only measured 6 to 8 inches at the most.  It was illegal to 
keep trout under six inches so Raymond would put them in his pockets to hide them from 
prying eyes.  He pretty well took all the trout out of there.  I only fished it a few times.

Bear River West Branch 
Its source is from Lake Franklin located just inside the Digby County line about a ten mile 

crow flight to the southeast from the village. About a mile after leaving Lake Franklin the stream 
runs into Lake Jolly, from where it flows on a sometimes northerly course some nine miles to its 
merging with the East Branch at the Head-of-the-Tide. The only thing that keeps it from being a 
great trout stream is that it is very high in Tanic acid, which depletes the oxygen in the water.  I 
fished several large still waters upriver but with not much success.

My father once visited us when I was 8 years of age, and he took me fishing out along this 
stream.  We walked up the right side of it, and I got interested in two frogs playing along the 
bank.  As I was watched them frolic, I suddenly noticed a huge green snake watching them and 
me. This snake was so big I was scared, I carefully backed off away from it, and ran to catch up 
with my father.  That was definitely the largest snake I had ever seen in my life.  I distinctly 
remember when we stopped to have a lunch, I carefully threw my hook and worm out into the 
middle of a big side pool.  It laid on the bottom where I could watch it, and after awhile, I saw a 
big trout swim in from nowhere, and grabbed it. That was the only fish we caught that day. 
Later, when, I was 17, I caught a 12 ½ inch  trout at the side of the lower stream below the old 
wooden dam.  I sold it to Mr. Darres in Bear River for 75 cents.

Frank Parker took me back to his camp below Lake Jolly at John Paul's hole for a weekend.  
He shared that hunting camp with Dr. Turnbull.  Later in life, I knew Dr. Turnbull's son, “Archie”, 
who was a Steamship Inspector with the Coast Guard in Halifax.  Archie's ancestor,  Colonel 
George Turnbull, was a famous veteran of the British army in America.  He raised the Loyal New 
York Volunteers regiment in 1776, which was one of the most effective Loyalist regiments in the 
American Revolution. Their veterans were allotted land in Nashwaak, New Brunswick.

The swampy area that constituted John Paul's Hole was part of the upper Bear River West  
Branch system.  The only realistic way to get there was drive to Lake Jolly, then canoe down to 
the Lake's outlet, then down stream.  I remember a big Horned Owl watching us from a rock and 
a big Garter snake that was resting in the wood box inside the camp.  It must have been lying 
there patiently waiting for mice. That trip was a high point in my life.                                  
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My Grammy and Grampy
One day , when I was still five years of age, and in kindergarten with Miss June Schmidt as  

my teacher, I went with my sister, Carole Anne (Tanny) over the Bell Road to my grandparent's 
place.  I lived with them for 7 years. Until I was 12 years of age. Some of the best times of my life 
were spent there.  The house they lived in was actually a double house.  The older part was the 
oldest house in Bear River, and it was rented during the war to the Dukeshire family.  The father 
was in the army during the length of the war.  In 1952, they moved to London, Ontario. 

My grandmother's maiden name was Annis, and her full married name was Ruby Cornwall 
Benson.  She had been married before to a Harold Seamone, with whom she had two children, 
my Uncle, Harold (Haley), and my mother, Francis Aileen Bessie.  After their breakup, Harold 
took his son with him to south-western New Brunswick, where he had a job with Mr. Van Horne 
on  his  Island.   Grammy,  kept  my  mother  and  raised  her.   She  worked  as  a  maid  at  the 
Commercial House, a Hotel in Bear River for several years.

The other Hotel in town was the Grand Central Hotel. Neither one was functioning when I  
lived there.  In the early days of Bear River, it was a thriving place with Shipyards, mills, and 
satellite communities that depended on Bear River for goods and services. The village of Bear 
River straddles the Bear River about four miles south of Number 1 Highway, between Annapolis 
Royal and Digby.  Its relative isolation gave it a unique character, and intense pride in being 
from Bear River, especially before Television and big box stores.

In the 1040s and early 1950's, there were four wood product enterprises in Bear River; 
1) International Cooperage Company, that produced barrels and staves from hardwood.
2) Lincoln Pulp Company, that produced logs for export to a finishing mill in Maine.  Barges 

would be towed upriver, loaded high with local logs, and a tugboat would tow it down river at 
high tide, and across the Bay of Fundy to Bangor, Maine, where the good jobs were.

3) Burn Alcorn's Mill, that produced soft wood lumber.
4) Charlie Balser's Mill, where he built a dam and processed hardwood. 

One by one, they all closed down as the source of wood dried up.  They say it takes about thirty 
to forty years for the forest to regrow to the point when it will produce logs again.  The second 
time in my lifetime, was in the 1080s, when the “Irving Woods Division” cut all the trees that  
were large enough.  There were Irving trucks on the road day and night for awhile feeding their 
mills in Saint John, New Brunswick.  After a few years, they were all gone and only ghosts and 
stumps were left.   The N. S. Government was never much good at protecting the forests or 
rivers.   All the wood was cut from government land so I am sure the Irving Company got a  
bargain, and paid taxes on every log.  But not much employment was generated in Bear River.

I remember Grampy sitting in his wooden rocker and listening to the fights from New York on 
our Canadian Marconi Company floor model Radio.   The professional boxers were Jersey Joe 
Walcott,  Ezzard Charles,  Max Schmeling,  James Braddock,  Max Baer,  Ray Robinson, Archie 
Moore and many others.  On Saturdays, I would listen to my Western cowboy heroes; Straight 
Arrow, Tom Mix, Hopalong Cassidy, Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, the Cisco Kid and and the Lone 
Ranger.  Once, I got the best of Raymond Morine in a fight, and he claimed it was because I was 
wearing my Lone Ranger plastic sunglasses.  Then, I sent  away for my Straight Arrow feather 
cap to make me even stronger.

During Christmas seasons, I would write a letter to Santa Claus in care of CHSJ Radio in 
Saint John, New Brunswick, and then I waited breathlessly by the radio to hear Santa Clause 
read it over the air.   Those were the days when I absolutely believed in Santa Clause.  And on 
New Years eve, Mrs. Santa Clause came to deliver what Mr. Santa Clause forgot on Christmas. 
We had a big Sitting Room with a piano and a real fireplace where lots of magic happened.  We 
didn't have a car or a cottage, and we were poor but I certainly didn't know it.                                 
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We grew our own vegetables up in the garden by the dug well, and everybody helped.  In the 
winter, we had a cellar with a wooden enclosed room where we had a big potato bin.  We always 
had lots of potatoes.  In the Summer, we grew our own cultivated Strawberries,  Grammy and I 
went out a couple of days a year and picked Blueberries.  Grammy made the best Strawberry 
shortcake and the best Blueberry spongecake in the world. If I had been particularly good, I got 
two big helpings.  She got an ice cream maker and she made fantastic home made ice cream.

We had two dogs,  my Pomeranian,  “Skippy”,  and Grampy's  Cocker  Spaniel,  “Laddy”.   I 
remember Grampy patting Laddy, and exclaiming how much he loved him, and he would never 
let any harm ever come to him.  A week later, Curt Rice stole Laddy, and some one told Grampy 
who took him.  Grampy limped up to Curt with his cane and said “Curt, if you want my dog that  
much, you can have him”.  That's the kind of man my Grampy was.

Grammy had an older grey male cat, Smokey, which she got from an American lady, and I had 
a younger yellow Male cat, Buttons. I remember once, when Smokey managed to catch a big rat 
in the cupboard under our sink.  I held Buttons to try and get him interested in the rat but he 
ignored it - until Smokey grabbed it. Then, a change came over him and he went for the rat too.  
Smokey immediately let go of it and let little Buttons enjoy his first rat.  I felt very proud of 
Smokey that day.  He was very kind, just like Grampy.

Once, my father brought me a tortoise shell cat, and I called her “Rusty”.  I remember when 
she came into heat and a male cat chased her under the house, where I couldn't get at him.  I 
could hear them screaming under there out of sight, and I was very upset.  I thought he was 
beating her up.  When she had her kittens, Grampy put her and her kittens in a feed bag and 
took her down to the bridge and threw them into the river. He had to use a cane because he had 
rheumatism so he walked rather slowly.  After he arrived back at the house, he went upstairs to 
the bathroom.  When he came out the door, Rusty walked down the hallway to greet him.  He  
exclaimed in disbelief, “I'll never drown you again”.

During the war, the odd couple of Sailors would walk by our house, and Grammy would invite 
them in for dinner.  They would often offer to help Grammy wash and dry the dishes.  That was 
usually my job but I would take too long at it because I wanted to make sure they were really 
clean and dry.  Grammy would call me a “Fuss Ass” because I was so fussy with the dishes, I 
polished them.  One Sailor used to write Grammy all the way from Europe. My grandmother was 
the best cook in the world, and she made it very clear that I was expected to eat everything on 
the plate.  If I didn't, she kept me there until it was all gone. 

She made superb Pumpkin pie.  One day, when I was about four, I managed to sneak into the 
pantry and put my finger in the cooling pie, just to see if it was cool enough to eat.  Of course  
any pie left on my finger had to be licked off.  She soon discovered my finger marks in the pie 
and she put it on a higher shelf where I couldn't see or reach it.  The next time I went in to sneak 
a taste, the pie was gone so I rushed out into the kitchen and exclaimed “Grammy, punkin pie 
aw haw!”  She got a good laugh out of that.

Every Saturday, we would walk downtown to do our shopping.  I still remember the first time 
she looked in the mirror and exclaimed, “I have a white hair!”  When she died, her hair was all 
white.  She died at 78 in 1978 in Mom's home up in Kentville.  As I was comforting her, she said 
she would never see Bear River again.  I replied that her and I would both go back to Bear River 
together.  I knew she was dying but it comforted her, or she let on it did.  At her funeral, there 
was not a dry eye in the house.  She was a hard worker all her life.  She worked at the Base for a 
dozen years as Supervisor at the Navy Laundry and Dry Cleaners at Cornwallis.  She was the 
most  honest  person I  ever  met.   Once,  when my mother  stole  some candy from the store 
(because all the other kids were doing it), Grammy took her by the ear and marched her right  
back to the store, where she apologized and handed it back. 

Grammy told me every name of all the horses her Dentist father had owned during her early 
years.  Her love of horses was transferred to me, and I passed it on to my twin girls.  Both of  
them still have several riding horses, and it is largely due to Grammy. 
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When we picked Blueberries, there were two dangers we had to look out for; Ticks and Bears.  
Bears, you can see, but Ticks often do not become apparent until you are back home and feel an 
itch  in  your  back.   The  local  cure  is  to  lightly  touch  one  with  a  lit  cigarette,  and  it  will 
immediately let go  All the Ticks in Nova Scotia came from one dog an American lady brought to 
Yarmouth from Massachusetts in the 1930s.

When I was five years of age, my father took me to Yarmouth to see an Optometrist to test my 
eyes as I needed glasses.  While there, he took me to see my Uncle, a MacArthur, who had two 
Tiger moths and a Sea Plane.  He took me up for an aeroplane ride in a Tiger Moth, and I was 
enamoured with flying the rest of my life.  Later in life, when I was in Flight Checking out of  
Moncton for the Department of Transport, we were in Yarmouth doing our job, and I phoned 
Grammy to tell her we were going to fly over Bear River at a certain time..
Sure enough, the pilot, Bob Mungall, deviated a bit to fly over Bear River, and Grammy saw us 
pass overhead.  She told all her friends I was flying the aeroplane.  Well, I was IN the aeroplane, 
but I was not flying it.  My grandmother was very proud of me.   She would tell people, I got a job 
with the government and I kept that job, and never quit.   That was not entirely true.  I took 
advantage of the system, and I moved around when most people would stay in one place.  As a 
result, I reached the top of my trade as Chief of Electronic Inspection for the Inspection and 
Technical  Services  Branch  (ITS)  of  the  Aerospace  Marine  and  Electronic  Services  Division 
(AMES) of the Department of Supply and Services in Ottawa.
Grammy had a son who was named Harold, and I got the same name.  When she broke up with 
her first husband, she took Mom and he took Harold. I thought, and still think that Grammy tried 
to relive her life with me to fill the vacancy of the son she lost.  She would often tell Carole Anne 
and me that she would not take one of us without the other, but she did take me back when I left 
Mom in Toronto.  Thank heavens she did, as I don't know what I would have done if she had 
turned me away.
She told me stories about events in the United States when she worked there.  One was about a 
trio of guys, who robbed a bank, and one of them shot a teller.  None of them would divulge who 
shot the Teller, so all three were executed.  That was loyalty to friends!  Another was about a 
group of guys who wanted to come back and tell people what it was like on the other side.  So 
they drew straws to determine which one would commit suicide.  He died but he didn't come 
back to tell what it was like, so they disbanded the club. She told me that Bear River's only claim 
to fame was a guy from Bear River, who went to Los Angeles, and married Maureen O'Hara's 
sister.  I knew of Maureen O’Hara.  She was a beautiful movie Star, who had long red hair but I 
never saw a picture of her sister.   Grammy assured me she was every bit as pretty as was 
Maureen.  I believed every thing she told me.  
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My Adventures at the Advent Church
The most interesting aspect of the Adventist Church in Bear River to me was that their front 

lawn was the best place in Bear River to find four leaf Clovers.  I went there often to search for 
them.  I never did find out if they were planted or if they were simply naturally occurring.

The  Advent church was the smallest church in Bear River, and it was the nearest to our 
house.  The people who attended that church were mostly the people who lived close to it; the 
Pecks,  Hendersons,  some  Parkers,  Morines  and  such.   I  never  attended  a  regular  church 
meeting there, that would be akin to heresy.  Although, I did attend their summer bible study 
once, and they had the keenest game of treasure hunting in the village.  No other Church had 
Treasure Hunts.  They were not the Seventh Day Adventists so we probably had a lot of similar 
beliefs.

My introduction to their treasure hunting began one day, when I happened to look out our 
kitchen window and saw a couple of people hiding something near a road post on Bell Road 
below our house.  My curiosity was awakened. After those people left, I waited a decent amount 
of time and went down to the spot and found the note they had left tacked to the post.  It read 
“Go to the second bridge and underneath is the next clue”.  Well, I had to see what these people 
were up to. 

I went over to their church and asked what they were doing with these notes.  Some of my 
friends were there; Raymond Morine among them.  He said they were having a Treasure Hunt, 
and the prize was a box of chocolates.  No one else in Bear River was doing this, and it sounded 
exciting. Well, I had to spill the beans, and tell Raymond that I had the inside track, I already 
knew where they hid one of their clues.  Raymond suggested I join the others and do it legally 
so off we went.

There were three different crews and we were all given a starting clue.  We progressed from 
one  clue  to  the  next,  I  did  notice  that  some of  the  clues  did  not  describe  the  next  clue's 
whereabouts that well, but it was still a fun thing to do.  We finally discovered the prize box of 
chocolates was hidden in the empty stove in the Church basement.

During  the  Summer,  they  had  the  only  program of  Bible  study for  youngsters.   I  didn't 
particularly want to get caught up in any of their interpretation of the bible but I was always 
looking for something fun to do, so I decided to join in their Bible Studies.

In Bear River, we had twins, Goldie and Beryl Henderson.  Goldie had blonde hair, and she 
worked at the Bear River Drug Store.  I knew her quite well but I did not know her sister, Beryl.  
Beryl had dark hair, and she had been a Missionary in Africa.  That sounded exciting.  She also 
ran the Adventist Summer Bible School program.

I knew all the kids there, so I started going every day for something to do.  One day, Beryl  
was leading us in prayer, and she asked each of us to come up with something to thank the  
Lord for.  We thanked him for several thing, then one person suggested we thank him for being 
able  to  sleep.   I  instantly  objected  to  that  because,  coincidentally,  I  was  having  a  bout  of  
“Insomnia”.  At least that is what Grammy called it.  I had trouble sleeping at night.

I told Beryl that I could not thank God for something I didn't have, but she insisted I thank 
him.  Well, we got into a bit of an argument, her and me, and that was the end of my Summer 
Bible  studies  with  the  Adventist  Church.   After  that  experience,  I  restricted  my  Adventist 
activities to their Treasure Hunts and looking for Four leaf clovers on their front yard..

I remained certain that in the Baptist Church, we would never thank God for something we 
didn't have.   There was definitely something weird gong on there.  Oh well, no harm done.
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I still got my certificate for attending their Bible Studies

I Can Fly!
One Saturday morning after listening to Superman on the radio, I felt certain I could fly.  As 

Grammy got ready for her regular Saturday grocery shopping downtown, I hooked one of her 
big towels to the back of my shirt with big safety pins. I was ready to go!  “Shazam” was the  
secret word. As Grammy began walking down the lane to the road, I lifted Tanny up on my back 
and convinced her I could fly.  The only problem was, she hung on to my neck and covered up 
my super (towel) cape.

I said 'SHAZZAM', and made several running attempts to take off but nothing happened.  My 
feet never left the ground very far.  Grammy was getting farther away and she became impatient 
for us to join her.  Tanny wanted to get down but I insisted, one more try.  I began running as  
best I could downhill with Tanny clinging to my back but I did not soar into the air.

Grammy called us to hurry up so I let Tanny down.  I was convinced that it was Tanny who 
kept me from flying, because she was smothering my cape's super powers.  I tried a few more 
times by myself but that didn't work either.  I finally took my magic flying cape off, and joined  
Grammy and Tanny in our weekly Saturday walk downtown.  I never seriously tried to fly again.

At 12, I began listening to Country music from Nashville, TN and Wheeling, WV.  I would stay 
up late and get the radio skip signal. That was the heyday of Country music and it will never 
return.  I was hooked for life.  There is no other music as far as I am concerned.
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At HMCS CORNWALLIS with the West Novies 1955/1956
The author trained at the base facilities during 1955/1956, when he was in the Canadian Army 

militia, West Nova Scotia Regiment.  

Main gate at HMCS Cornwallis taken in 1966.  There was a manned guard at the gate 24/7.

Ever since the Second World War, HMCS Cornwallis (or simply “The Base”) was the largest 
employer in the Region.  It closed for political purposes in 1994, and the basic training centre for 
all military recruits was transferred to Saint Jean sur Richelieu in Quebec.  In its heyday, it was 
the largest Naval training base in the British Commonwealth.

The daily wartime strength of the base exceeded 11,000 officers, men and women.  

Over 500,000 military and civilian recruits have passed through HMCS Cornwallis. 
Its demise was just another part of Joseph Howe's prognosis coming true.
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Aerial view of wartime HMCS Cornwallis in winter with the parade square full of Naval recruits.

My sister, now Carole Anne Mason, now lives at Cornwallis Park, which used to be the Private 
married  quarters  of  the  staff  at  HMCS  Cornwallis.   There  are  scores  of  enterprises  now 
operating in the former base premises.
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Five Special School Lessons Peculiar to Nova Scotia 

In Flanders Fields
Nova Scotia was unique in that it had arguably the best education system in Canada. Here 

are five topics the author remembers studying in school in Bear River.  In Nova Scotia, this war 
poem by Canadian army Colonel John McCrea was expected to be memorized by every Public 
School student at an early age.  It was something I will never forget, not only for its dwelling on 
death but its immortal beauty as a symbol of the sacrifices our brave troops endured on the 
western front in World War I.

In  those days,  when Britain went to war Canada went to war.  The ironic thing was that  
Britain had no international  obligation to go to the aid of France if  France declared war on 
Germany first.  In a nut shell, Canada lost over 60,000 of its best men due to an English desire to 
put  Germany in  its  place.   Germany's  crime?  During  the  Franco-Prussian  War  (which  was 
instigated by Napoleon III),  Germany beat the invading French back and ended up marching 
down the Champs Elysee in Paris, to become the top gun in Europe.  Germany became the 
peacemaker in Europe – and a perceived threat to British , French and Russian ambitions.  

Ironically, there were no major territorial ambitions in Europe since the Franco-Prussian War. 
Competing military alliances: the German – Austrian - Italian entente and the British – French - 
Russian Alliance ensured sooner or later, Europe would be plunged into a global war.

The Poem:   

In Flanders fields the poppies blow   
Between the crosses, row on row,

That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly

Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:

To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.

If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep,

 Though poppies grow In Flanders Fields

Colonel McCrea had a preoccupation with death, and in his poem the dead are sending a 
message to the living.  He was transferred to the medical corps and stationed in Boulogne, 
France.  in June 1915,  he was named lieutenant-colonel  in charge of  medicine at  Number  3 
Canadian General Hospital.

He was promoted to the rank of full  Colonel on January 13, 1918, and named Consulting 
Physician to the British Armies in France. The years of war had worn McCrae down, however. He 
contracted pneumonia that same day, and later came down with cerebral meningitis.

On January 28, he died at the military hospital in Wimereux and was buried there with full  
military  honours.  A  book  of  his  works,  featuring  "In  Flanders  Fields"  was  published  the 
following year.  
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King James VI's Ploy To Make Nova Scotia Loyal only to Scotland
In 1603, Elizabeth I died without leaving an heir to the throne of England.  The English were 
forced to consider Elizabeth's sister Mary's son, King James VI of Scotland.

In 1603, James VI of Scotland became James I of England, and he set out for London.

In 1613 Samuel Argall, an adventurer from Virginia, seized Acadia and chased out most of its 
settlers.  In 1621 James changed Acadia's name to Nova Scotia and moved in Scottish settlers.  
James was given the job of writing the Charter of the new colony, and true to Scottish form, he 
wrote it all in Latin.  All Scottish boys were taught Latin in their Christian schools but English 
boys did not learn Latin.

King James I (James VI of Scotland) claimed Nova Scotia in 1621 as part of the Kingdom of 
Scotland, not England.  James was careful to state that Nova Scotia owed its loyalty to the Court 
in Edinburgh. However, no Englishman could understand it but they feigned an understanding, 
not to appear ignorant before the King.
It was not until after James had died, that the English took another look at the Charter, and by 
that time it was too late to change it. So Nova Scotia remains the only British colony that owes 
its  allegiance  to  Scotland,  not  England.   And  it  was  through  the  trickery  of  writing  the 
constitution in a language the English did not understand.

Another startling fact about this Charter is that the only surviving copy is kept at the Fort Anne 
Historical Museum in Annapolis Royal.  The copy in London was lost long ago.

The only remaining copy of Nova Scotia's Royal Charter, designed and executed by James 6th of 
Scotland (James 1st of England).
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Scots Wa Hae Wi Wallace Bled

We were told one day that the greatest hero in Scotland was William Wallace.  He fought the 
English, who had ravaged Scotland.  He fought injustice and in the end he died for it.   The 
teacher  read  a  poem  to  the  class  that  Robby  Burns  wrote  called;  “Scots  Wa  Hae”  to 
commemorate Wallace's struggle.  

Robert Burns's Lyrics
Original lyrics in Scottish 
'Scots, wha hae wi Wallace bled, 
Scots, wham Bruce has aften led, 
Welcome tae yer gory bed, 
Or tae victorie.

English translation 
'Scots, who  bled with Wallace, 
Scots, whom Bruce has often led, 
Welcome to your gory bed 
Or to victory.

'Now's the day, an now's the hour: 
See the front o battle lour, 
See approach proud Edward's power  
Chains and Slaverie.

'Now is the day, and now is the hour: 
See the front of battle lower (threaten), 
See approach proud Edward's power - 
Chains and slavery.

'Wha will be a traitor knave? 
Wha will fill a coward's grave? 
Wha sae base as be a slave? 
Let him turn an flee.

'Who will be a traitor knave? 
Who will fill a coward's grave? 
Who's so base as be a slave? - 
Let him turn, and flee.

'Wha, for Scotland's king and law, 
Freedom's sword will strongly draw, 
Freeman stand, or Freeman fa, 
Let him on wi me.

'Who for Scotland's King and Law 
Freedom's sword will strongly draw, 
Freeman stand or freeman fall, 
Let him follow me.

'By Oppression's woes and pains, 
By your sons in servile chains! 
We will drain our dearest veins, 
But they shall be free.

'By oppression's woes and pains, 
By your sons in servile chains, 
We will drain our dearest veins 
But they shall be free.

'Lay the proud usurpers low, 
Tyrants fall in every foe, 
Liberty's in every blow! - 
Let us do or dee.

'Lay the proud usurpers low, 
Tyrants fall in every foe, 
Liberty is in every blow, 
Let us do or die!'

The only parts that stayed with me all my life was the first and last lines “Scots Wa Hae Wi 
Wallace Bled” and “Let us do or die”, however, I felt the powerful message of the entire 
poem was in those lines;

         A quick death is preferable to a slow death under slavery.
In the Autumn of 2011, I visited William Wallace's monument at Stirling in Scotland, and it 
was utterly magnificent.  My grand daughter, Katrina, and I climbed to the very top of the 
tower and we actually got to see and hear Wallace in the form of a mannequin speak of the 
evils he fought against.
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Robert the Bruce and the Spider
School students in Nova Scotia are unique in that they are taught some things students in other 
parts of Canada, (indeed the world) never hear of.

One day, our teacher asked the whole class, “Why should you never kill spiders?”  Of course no 
one knew the answer, so the lesson that day was about a lone spider, and we all went home 
later with a new appreciation for spiders.

Robert the Bruce had been carrying on a campaign to rid Scotland of its English occupiers.  He 
had lost seven battles and was hiding out in a secret cave in the the western highlands, indeed 
the same cave that Rob Roy MacGregor hid out in five centuries later.

As Robert was contemplating his hopeless struggle, his eye caught the movement of a spider, 
that had fallen from its lair, and was trying to climb back up on a single strand of silk.  As he 
watched the spider silently, he saw the spider fall seven times, and it rested on the bottom of the 
cave.

Feeling sympathy for the spider, he spoke up and said:  “Well, my friend you are in the same 
situation as me.  We have both tried seven times to win our struggle but we both have failed. 
You might as well quit and save yourself the agony of an other defeat.”  
But the spider paid him no heed and it tried to climb up the lone strand of silk again – and it  
made it to the top.  With that, Robert said “Well, my friend, if you can do it, I can”.  The rest is 
history.

Robert the Bruce led his 6,000 Scottish troops to a great victory at Bannockburn near Stirling, 
over 18,000 English soldiers. Scotland had finally won its independence, and were rid of the
 English occupiers.  And it was all due to the stubbornness of a spider.
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The Escape of the CSS Tallassee from Halifax Harbour
The CSS  Tallahassee was a twin-screw  cruiser in the Confederate States Navy, purchased 

from the British in 1864, and used for Union commerce raiding off the Atlantic coast.
The iron Confederate cruiser  Tallahassee was named after the Confederate state capital of 

Tallahassee in Florida and was built on the River Thames by J & W Dudgeon of Cubitt Town,  
London for London, Chatham & Dover Railway. Co. to the design of Capt. T. E. Symonds, Royal 
Navy, ostensibly for the Chinese opium trade. She was previously the blockade runner Atalanta 
and made the Dover-Calais crossing in 77 minutes on an even keel.  She had made several 
blockade runs between Bermuda and Wilmington, N.C. before the Confederates bought her.

After  the  Tallahassee was  commissioned  and  prepared  for  sea,  she  was  placed  under 
Commander John Taylor Wood, CSN. Wood was a grandson of President Zachary Taylor and a 
nephew of Jefferson Davis, who at the time was President of the Confederate States of America.  
The officers and crew were all volunteers from Confederate gunboats on the James River and 
North Carolina waters.

The Tallahassee went through the Union blockade on August 6, 1864 from her home port of 
Wilmington,  North  Carolina.  Her  first  day  out,  four  Union  cruisers  chased  the  Tallahassee 
without catching her.

She then made a spectacular 19-day raid off the US Atlantic coast as far north as Halifax, 
Nova  Scotia.  She destroyed  26  Union  vessels  and  captured  7  others  that  were  bonded  or 
released. Wood sailed the Tallahassee into Halifax Harbour on August 18th to take on bunker 
coal and water. Neutrality laws limited her stay in Halifax to 24 hours. Although,Tallahassee was 
granted an extra 12 hours to fix a broken mast and was only allowed to load enough coal to take 
her to the nearest Confederate port. 

Two Federal war ships, the USS Nansemond and USS Huron, had chased her north and were 
waiting for  her at  the harbour entrance.  Wood hired a legendary Halifax pilot,  John "Jock" 
Flemming, who guided the raider through the narrow and shallow Eastern Passage between 
Dartmouth and McNabb's Island in total darkness at the peak of the high tide, a route normally 
only suited for small fishing vessels. Tallahassee succeeded in negotiating the passage out of 
the harbour due to the skill of Flemming.  Halifax newspapers hailed the “escape” of the little 
Confederate raider “who could” .

A sketch of the CSS Tallahassee
Author's note: The unbelievable story of the Tallahassee's miraculous escape was taught in 
school to every student in Nova Scotia when the author attended Oakdene School in Bear River.

This represented a thinly veiled support of the Confederacy in Nova Scotia. The Confederacy 
was the underdog, and Britain had a thriving trade with the South.
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Union ships seized by the CSS Tallahassee -
1. The schooner Sarah A. Boice of Great Egg Harbor, N.J.; A.S. Adams, master; 381 tons. 

Her crew and their personal effects were brought on board, and she was scuttled. The 
Boice failed to sink, however, presumably because she was in ballast. She came ashore 
at Fire Island Inlet on Long Island, where she was salvaged and was reclaimed by her 
owners (after being ransacked by her "salvors", resulting in litigation) and was put back 
into service. 

2. The pilot-boat schooner James Funk, No. 22 of New York; Robert Yates, master; 120 tons. 
Was turned into a tender of the Tallahassee using 20 of the Tallahassee's crew. 

3. The bark Bay State of Boston; Thomas Sparrow, master; bound from Alexandria to New 
York, with wood; 199 tons; burned. 

4. The  brigantine Carrie Estelle of Grand Manan, New Brunswick; Mark Thurlow, master; 
bound from Grand Manan to New York, with logs; 248 tons; burned. 

5. The brigantine A. Richards of Boston; Charles Dunovant, master; from Glace Bay, Cape 
Breton Island to New York, with coal; 274 tons; burned. 

6. The schooner Carroll of East Machias, Maine; ____ Sprague, master; ___ tons; taken by 
the Tallahassee's tender James Funk; bonded in the sum of $10,000 and released. 

7. The pilot-boat schooner  William Bell, No. 24 of New York; James Callahan, master; ___ 
tons; burned. 

8. The packet ship Adriatic of New York, from London, England to New York, with emigrants; 
989 tons; burned. During the seizure, the Tallahassee collided with her losing her main 
mast. 

9. The bark Glenavon of Thomaston, Maine; James Watt, master; from Greenock, Scotland, 
to New York; 789 tons; scuttled. 

10.The ship James Littlefield of Bangor, Maine; H.N. Bartlett, master; from Cardiff, Wales, to 
New York, with coal; 547 tons; scuttled. 

11.The schooner Atlantic of Addison, Maine; P.W. Look, master; from Addison to New York; 
156 tons; burned. 

12.The schooner  Spokane of Fremont, ? ; C.H. Sayer, master; from Calais, Maine to New 
York, with lumber; 126 tons; burned. 

13.The schooner  Billow of  Salem, Mass.;  M.A. Reed, master;  from Calais,  Maine to New 
York, with lumber; 173 tons; scuttled. 

14.The bark Suilote; (no other information given); bonded and released. 
15.The  schooner  Robert  E.  Packer of  Bath,  Maine;  Joseph  E.  Marston,  master;  from 

Baltimore to Richmond, Maine, with lumber; 222 tons; burned. 
16.The schooner Lamont Du Pont of Wilmington, Del.; L. C. Corson, master; from Cow Bay. 

Cape Breton Island, to New York, with coal; 194 tons; burned. 
17.The bark P.C. Alexander of Harpswell, Maine; A.B. Merryman, master; from New York to 

Pictou, Nova Scotia in ballast; 283 tons; burned. 
18.The brig Neva, of East Machias, Maine; E.J. Tolbert, master; from Lingan, Nova Scotia, to 

New York, with coal; 286 tons; bonded in the sum of $17,500 and loaded with prisoners 
from the previous captures. 

19.The brig  Roan, of ?; C.E. Phillips, master; sailing to Cape Breton Island in ballast; 127 
tons; burned. 

20.  Fourteen more small schooners ranging from 39 tons to 148 tons were sunk.
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My American Cousins
Every summer,  during  the late  1940s,  and into  the 1950s,  we were  visited  by Grammy's 

American sisters and their families. She told me all about her early childhood, when her family 
lived two houses away in the Henshaw house. 

Her father was the Village Dentist, and he always had horses to get around with.  In those 
days, before the “horseless carriage”, everyone of substance had a barn and at least one buggy 
horse.  She would recite the horses names, and I was amazed she remembered them all.

Her father was Dr. Annis, and he had to cook his false teeth moulds in a pressure cooker.  
One day, the pressure cooker blew its lid, and it struck him in the head.  He eventually went  
blind, and my grandmother had to drive him in the buggy all over the countryside every Sunday, 
as he became a lay preacher and he preached at the little satellite Baptist churches around Bear 
River.  After Dr. Annis and his wife died, Grammy had to raise her youngest sister, Aunt  Annie, 
as her own child.

The funniest thing Grammy ever told me about Aunt Annie was once when she was staying 
out late at night, Grammy told her she had to come in earlier.  Aunt Annie replied, “You know, 
Ruby, I'm not a chicken spring!”  She meant “Spring chicken”.

The weather must have been much colder back then, because she told me about how she 
used to race up and down the river at high tide in her Dad's Sulky.  It was the same apparatus as 
what they race in at the harness racing tracks that used to be popular in the Maritimes.

She showed me how she would sit in the seat with her legs spread apart,  and would race up 
and down the ice on the river with special spiked cleats on the horse's hoofs.  No one could do 
that when I was a child as the ice was not thick or solid enough to run a horse on it.  That was  
when I first realized the world was getting warmer.

Grammy told me about her siblings; they were, according to age: Eva, Ruby (Grammy) Olive, 
Reta, Louise and Annie.   Grammy told me how all the sisters went to Boston and worked at 
various  places.  Aunt  Annie  was  the  only  Annis  daughter  who  did  not  venture  to  the  U.S. 
Grammy worked in a chocolate factory there for awhile.  Then she returned to the Maritimes, 
and worked for a time at the Ganong's chocolate plant in St. Stephens, New Brunswick.  

That must have been where she met her first husband, Harold Seamone, because he had 
family there, and he lived in that area all the time I knew him.  Mom, Carole Anne and I took the  
CPR ferry, Princess Helene, over to Saint John, and on to Van Horne's Island near St. Stephen 
for awhile when I was about four years of age.

I remember going to Digby to get on the Ferry with Aunt Louise, who had been visiting us at 
the time from Boston.  She was my favourite Aunt, as she was always joking and she made the 
effort to spend time with me.  She had a favourite saying she used to tease me with.  She would 
say:  “You did? You nevah did. You look as though you did. Want a cup of tea?  No thanks, I just 
had a Chiclet.”  Then she would get me to say it, and I tried to get it right -  I got it all correct  
except the last word, where I would say “Shitlet”, because I couldn't say “chiclet”.  She got a 
great kick out of that, and we had lots of laughs.  I distinctly remember getting sick on the Ferry,  
going across the Bay of Fundy with her and mom.  As I was not feeling well, they put me in a 
bunk bed, which helped a lot.

In 1958, when I was stationed in RCAF Chatham, New Brunswick, I looked him up in Blacks 
Harbour, and visited him occasionally thereafter. He was with his third wife and they had young 
children.  Aunt Eva was the eldest sister, and she had married Dr. Chester Sandiford, and they 
had one child, Joan, about six years older than me.  She was a good friend with me, and I liked 
her a lot.  She was the older sister I never had.  As we were short of beds, she slept with me and 
we used to talk a lot.  I felt comfortable with her and I felt I could open up to her.
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I would ask her questions about girls and things and she would always be honest with me. 
She loved horses too, so she and I would often walk downtown to Arnold Bank's Blacksmith 
Shop, and watch him shoe horses.  All the men there appreciated the company of a beautiful 
young lady. We were much alike in that sense as I often could be found at the Blacksmith shop.

I remember, as she got older, a Bear River boy, Jimmy Henshaw, started dating her, and I 
asked her once after she came home, if he kissed her.  She said “Yes”.  He joined the Army and 
went  to  Massachusetts  to  see  Joan.   One summer  Aunt  Reta  brought  me a  grey  baseball 
uniform as a gift.  I was growing so fast, it soon became too small to wear.

Aunt Eva used to live in Haverhill, Mass.  After several years, her husband, Chester, died, and 
she still visited.  She gave Grammy lots of sets of playing cards from Uncle Chester's cache. 
We used them up over many years of playing 45s.

Grampy  often  would  have  to  go  under  a  tent  and  breathe  through  a  chimney  device. 
Although he was not out and about due to his physical condition, he certainly had a beautiful 
soul.

I can't remember one mean thing he ever did to me, and I loved and respected him very 
much. After he had a stroke and died, the local Baptist minister refused to officiate at his funeral  
because he never went to church. Instead, he went fishing with a boy on the day of Grampy's 
funeral.

 Everyone in town thought that was terrible and he was soon sent on his way.  At the funeral  
at our home, another Baptist minister, came, and he was very polite.  He said, “At the gates of 
Saint  Peter,  God will  ask  you  “Did you Try?”   We all  thought  that  was quite   appropriate, 
because Grampy could not walk way up to the Church, no way..

Aunt Eva and Aunt Louise came to see Grammy almost every Summer until 1977, the year 
before Grammy died.

Aunt Louise on left and Aunt Eva on right.
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Living In Lequille
Lequille is French for “the Eel”, which the Lequille River resembles with its curving meander 

through the marshy area between Lequille and Annapolis.  During the war, my Aunt Annie lived 
with her son Fred, at the old Vidito homestead, while her husband, Uncle John, was in the Army 
at Halifax.  I remember she used to live trap racoons and put them in cages, and she had scores 
of cats.  She would churn butter with an old fashioned machine she manipulated by hand.  After  
mom married the second time in 1953, my sister and I went to live with her and Glenn at the 
same farm.  I never thought I would ever live in that place, but here we were.  Mom immediately 
began painting everything she could.  She had a saying; “A little bit of paint will hide a lot of 
sins”.  She was right, the place looked much better after she painted it.  I remember her crying 
in despair at living in such a place.  Glenn had to leave his job as a salesman at automobile 
dealerships and he worked  for Uncle John at the mill bailing shavings for 75¢ an hour.

It was not great pay, but we lived at the farm rent free.  Tanny and I had to go down wooden  
stairs built into a steep hill , across the valley and up another hill every school day to catch the 
bus to the Annapolis School.  It was a new experience and we didn't mind it at all.  The people 
here were good people and we got along with everybody.  Uncle John's father owned two mills 
and that is where he worked all his life.  They owned several hundred acres of woodland and a  
small herd of cows.

There was the planing mill and then the sawmill.  They cut the logs from the woods, put them 
through the sawmill, and then used them to make windows, sashes and doors at the planing 
mill. Uncle John's father, William (or Willie) had five fingers altogether, as he lost some  working 
at the mill during his life.  Fred and I spent a lot of time at the site of the old abandoned mill at 
the head of the tide, where there was good digging for Indian arrowheads.  We used to fill shoe 
boxes full of flint and pieces of arrow heads we found there.

There had to have been a Mi’kmaq Indian settlement there at one time, as it was a naturally 
flat protected place to live, and there were so many remains of Arrowheads thereabout. Uncle 
John  had  a  big  black  Labrador  dog  named  “Bing”,  who  roamed  the  woods  every  night 
searching for Raccoons.  We could hear him howl all night, and we didn't mind it. I learned how 
to be very careful and sneak up on perching Ruffed Grouse in apple trees, and shoot them in the 
head with my .22 rifle.  Sometimes, there would be several in a tree.  After awhile, I learned 
where all the wild apple trees were.

There was a small brook that meandered down through the woods and along the sawmill to 
the salt water.  I  knew every pool,  and I fished it  right upstream to where it  arose from the 
ground.  There were a couple of good sized pools where I could always expect a trout or two to 
be hiding but I had to be careful not to betray my presence.  I dammed up a few pools.  I had a 
school project to build a good sized turn wheel which was water driven.  I set it up in the brook.

Sometimes, I went with Fred to bring in the cows at night.  They roamed over a broad area 
and  had  several  fields  to  choose  from  to  graze.  Fred  would  yell  “Here  Boss”  and  would 
eventually find them and herd them back to the barn for  milking.   Every Friday night,  Cub 
Ritchie opened his barber shop up at the market centre of Lequille and I would go to get my hair  
cut for 50¢.  There were two general stores there; Harnish'es and another one.  In the summer, 
Fred and I would swim buff naked every afternoon after school in the mill pond.

Occasionally, during summer vacation, we would go for a swim out at the power dam up river. 
Once in a while, Fred and I would walk four miles out the road to Hardwick Lake and catch 
turtles, for something to do.  Then, we found another brook in the vicinity, and we fished it too. 
There was a herd of cattle quartered at a shortcut, which we were careful not to annoy.  When 
they came after us, we ran as fast as we could, jumping over Juniper bushes and such to get to 
the fence.  There were lots  of  snakes around there too.  One day,  we counted about twenty 
snakes in that field.  We thought that Lequille must be the centre of all the snakes in the world. 
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I  even had a number of snakes in a plywood pen hidden under our house.  Glenn hated 
snakes, and he would walk a mile to kill a snake.  Once, while driving along a back road, I said 
“Glenn, there was a snake back in the middle of the road”.  He backed up and ran over it.

I didn't hate snakes.  I used to play with them. One day, as I grabbed at one, it bit me.  It made 
a cut on my finger.  I went to Aunt Annie and asked her if it was serious.  She said I had about  
fifteen minutes to live.  I was rather scared at that point.  But she was only trying to stop me 
from playing with them.  When Glenn found my cache of snakes, he killed every one of them in a 
fit of anger.  I thought that was rather senseless. However, I did not keep anymore as pets in 
order not to worsen the situation.

Every Saturday, Fred and I would walk the long distance through the cow pastures and down 
the  road into  Annapolis  Royal  to  go to  the movie  Matinee  at  the  Capital  theatre.   Passing 
through the cow pastures was risky as some of the cows made it a habit to chase us.  We would 
always try to catch a ride by hitch-hiking but few people ever picked us up. One day, Fred said “I  
know this guy, He'll pick us up”.  As he rolled on past us, I yelled  “You Bastard!”  He stopped 
suddenly, but Fred, ran towards him to get in the cab.  When Fred came alongside, the fellow 
gave Fred Jolly old Hell, and sped on.

I told Fred I knew why he stopped and it was not to pick us up.  After we got home, Aunt  
Annie told Fred that the man had called her and told her about what one of us had called him. 
Fred told her that it was me but I did not call him a bastard.  Just as the truck was passing us, a 
hornet  tried  to  sting  Harold  and  he 
yelled “Bastard” at the hornet.

Aunt  Annie  called  the  guy  up  and 
gave him heck for thinking that of her 
precious  Fred.   Whenever  I  was  with 
Fred,  I  never  got  into  any  trouble  as 
Fred was the best liar I ever knew, and 
Aunt  Annie  believed  every  word  he 
uttered.   At  the  theatre,  the  price  of 
Coke  went  up.  They  arranged  the 
mechanism so that every third one was 
10¢ so we would wait for some sucker 
to come along and pay 10¢ so we could 
get it for 5¢ 

Once,  when  I  was  17,  Uncle  John 
was running out on Aunt Annie, and my 
grandmother  was  complaining  to  me 
about  it,  and  I  replied,  “Grammy,  she 
didn't  have  to  marry  him”.   To  my 
shock,  she replied,  “Oh yes  she did.” 
Sometimes,  when  Fred  and  I  were 
returning from a fishing trip in the late 
evening, Aunt Annie would be out walking the road worried about him, yelling at the top of her 
lungs,  “FREDRIIIIIK!!”.  Fred was so embarrassed that he would hurry up to her and scream not 
to do that.  It was actually funny to watch, because he was much taller than her.

 We had a Samoyed Husky, “Patsy”.  She started to roam the marshes and got pregnant.  We 
called the pup we kept, “Dukhabor”.  Patsy didn't come home one day, and we considered she 
was probably shot by someone.  There were no Brush Wolves in Nova Scotia at that time.  To 
tell the truth, I resented Glenn and he resented me.  It was no secret.  We put up with each other 
for mom's sake, and before he died in Annapolis Royal Hospital in 1987 from cancer, he asked 
me to forgive him.  I drove alone from Ottawa to Halifax, then to Annapolis and then Bear River 
three times to support mom in her time of need.  Carole Anne was living in Powell River, BC at 
that time, and was in no position to fly to Nova Scotia.                                                         Page 67 
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Living at the Mileboard Corner and Round Hill
After about a year, we moved into Annapolis Royal, where we lived in a big house on the edge 

of town.  Glenn had a job in a garage again.  We only stayed at that place for a few months, then 
we moved to Round Hill, about ten miles up the Annapolis valley.

I remember meeting the local kids, and one pretty girl told me she would be my girlfriend.  I  
was quite embarrassed by that.  I was too young and immature to do anything about it. Girls 
were not my thing yet.

There was a stream not too far away that I frequented. Salmon would go upstream to spawn,  
and I marvelled at them. 

One day towards the end of the school year, Lester Cress and I got bored at school, and we 
played hooky and walked home at noon.  It took us all afternoon to arrive home.  We arrived just  
as the school bus went by. The Principal, Mr. Johnston, was not amused and he was so mad, he 
physically kicked me out of his office.  Guess, I deserved that.

Mom's and Glenn's best friends were Lloyd Hicks and Thelma Delaney.  Thelma's father was 
Vernon Delaney, who told Glenn about the opportunities up north.  Lloyd had been in the war as 
a soldier, and he fought through the Normandy invasion.  He would wake up at night screaming 
as he was suffering from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder from American bombers bombing the 
Canadian  positions by mistake.

He was the splitting image of Raymond Burr, the actor who played Perry Mason on TV.  They 
were drinking buddies of Mom and Glenn, before Glenn got religion and quit drinking.  Lloyd 
and Thelma moved to Digby later,  where he inherited the Barber Shop there.   He became a 
barber after his brother, Harry Hicks, died in an accident, while on vacation in New York City.  He 
had gone outside the hotel to get a pack of cigarettes, and was hit by a car while crossing the 
street, and died instantly.

Glenn went up north to Frobisher to work on  construction for the Fraser Brace Company,  
and obtain his Masters Mechanic's certificate.  After a year, he returned.  He brought me back a 
pair of Mukluks, that the Eskimos had made.  They were made of Sealskin and looked good.

The only problem was that the Eskimos had cured them in urine, and every time I wore them 
to school, and they got warm, the teacher made me take them outside the room due to the 
smell.  Glenn went to Toronto and got a job as Assistant Service Manager at Lawrence Motors at 
the north end of Yonge Street.  After school was over in June, we had to go to Toronto to join 
him.  I did not look forward to that.

Mom moved us to Grammy's place in Bear River for a short time.  The last day of school, I 
walked up to the River Road hill and caught a ride early in the morning to Annapolis with the 
milk delivery man.  After school was out at noon, I had to walk the fourteen miles back to Bear  
River.  I'll never forget that trip.  I was not very happy with that arrangement.

After we moved to Toronto, I never saw Grampy again.   He died of a stroke in the Autumn of  
1954.   In  Toronto,  we lived  at  a  house on MacPherson Avenue,  between Yonge Street  and 
Avenue Road, about two blocks south of Saint Clair Avenue.  We only stayed there about six 
months, and moved one block north to rent a house on Balmoral Avenue.

 My father and Edna split, and he joined the RCAF in Halifax.  After his basic training, his first 
station was North Bay.   From there, he wrote to Edna giving her an ultimatum to join him in 
North Bay or get nothing.  She joined him with her three kids.  He came to Toronto and stayed 
overnight at our apartment once while he was taking a course in cooking.  I once visited him in 
North Bay for a week.  After five years, he was sent to Foymount, where he managed the mess. 
He was then sent to Egypt and contracted pneumonia.  He drowned in April of 1962, trying to 
save two other airmen from drowning.  I was 23 years of age with one child and another coming. 
Dad never saw my first child, Bradley, although he sent a Thistle baby carriage for him.  That  
was the only present we received for him.                                                                              Page 68



My Two Years at Annapolis Royal Academy (ARA)

Mom, Glenn, Tanny and I lived in or near Annapolis Royal for two years, from 1952 to 1954. I 
really liked ARA. The school colours were red and white.  Mr Johnston was the Principal.

We had to take a school bus to school each day but that was not difficult for us.  They had a 
Junior Red Cross program, and I ran for President in Grade 7.  I won the job, and according to  
the rules, I could not succeed myself.  So I figured out a way to beat the system.

Near the end of the first year, I managed to get ousted by the officials. So, the 2nd year (Grade 
8),  I was elected again as President as I didn't succeed myself, legally.  Every student in the 
class knew what I did but no one spoke up to the teacher.  Everything that ends well goes well. 
LOL.

I had a crush on Joan Bohaker, the prettiest girl in class, but I was too bashful with girls to let  
on.  I made an embarrassing error the second year by mentioning it to my sweet loyal sister, 
who immediately went and told Joan that I loved her.  Joan immediately went looking for me, 
and I was so embarrassed that I hid in a locker for a couple of hours.  She let me alone after 
that.  She actually married early in life, and I often wondered what my life would have been like If 
I had married her.  She was certainly very pretty, and I admired her from afar.

During the Grade 8 year, they had a Provincial election in Nova Scotia. So the school had a 
mock election also.  I ran for the Conservatives and the teacher's pet, a girl, ran for the Liberals. 
Most  of  the girls  in  the class voted for  me because they were jealous of  the attention the 
teacher's  pet  got.   And  I  saw  to  it  that  most  of  the  boys  voted  for  me as  I  was  the  only
one who had a professional type baseball glove.  Every recess and noon hour, I would loan my 
glove to a different guy on the promise I had his vote.

On voting day, I received a landslide and the teacher never did figure it out.  She said she was 
surprised and she thought the girl would win. The only rough thing about it was she made me 
give an acceptance speech for which I did pretty well, but I never dared mention the role my 
baseball glove played in winning.
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Grade 8 Report Card – Annapolis Royal Academy – 1953
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In Grade 9 at Northern Vocational School ,Toronto  – 1953/54
My Stepfather moved to Toronto in June of 1953.  Mom, Carole Anne and I followed as soon 

as the school year at Annapolis ended.  I didn't like Toronto.  It was too big, too busy and too 
unfriendly.  In early September, I got a job at the Canadian National Exhibition as a Bus Boy, 
handling  and  cleaning  dishes  at  the  St.  Charles  Balcony  Restaurant  in  the  Manufacturers 
Building..  It was quite the experience for a rural lad from the boon docks of N ova Scotia.  We  
had a Boarder, a German girl named Irmgard Weiss.  She was older than me and we became 
good friends.  She taught me some basic German.  Mom taught her how to set tables, and got 
her a job as a Waiter at the Granite Club, where Mom was a Hairdresser.  She would make me 
German dishes sometimes and I feigned acceptance but I didn't really enjoy them.

I quit when school began and I had to take a transit bus to school at the northern end of 
Mount Pleasant Blvd.  The school was huge, and i didn't like it very much.  The students ran the 
school, and there was very little discipline.  Due to the larger gene pool, Torontonians were in 
general,  taller  than  typical  Nova Scotians,  so I  was the second smallest  boy in  my class,  
whereas in Nova Scotia, I would typically be in the middle of the 
height classification. 

Football was a big thing in Ontario and I hated it.  We took it 
three  times  a  week  in  class  and  on  the  field.   Our  Physical 
Education teacher,  Mr  Chilcot,   was twisted.   He  made us  take 
swimming classes in a huge pool once a week after school hours 
naked.  To get back to our clothes in the locker room, we had to 
run bare bum past a double open door by the gym with all the girls 
in  the school waiting to see us run past. I took up raising tropical 
fish as a hobby, and it kept me from going insane.  I also got a job 
at Olympia Saint Clair Bowling Alleys for $5.25 a night (about five 
hours).  That affected my grades and I had to quit after awhile.  My 
back suffered also due to the constant bending.  I also joined the 
Royal Canadian Air Cadets to put some meaning in my life.  They 
took me up flying on weekends from the Toronto Island Airport. 
That was different.  They tried to make us few die hards throw up 
by going into twisting spiral dives but they couldn't make me sick. 
The G force was so great, my chin was glued to the seat.  I never 
complained.  Little did I imagine later in life, I would work out of an 
aeroplane, and be air sick over every airport in Atlantic Canada.

On Saturday afternoons, I took a TTC bus downtown, and went 
to a theatre, where I saw three grade B movies for the price of one. 
The theatre was called the Rio but I thought a better name would 
have been “Trio”.  Robert Mitchum was a favourite actor to me, and 
after seeing one of his movies, I felt ten feet high. Grampy had a 
stroke and died in late May of 1954, so Mom and I took the train to 
Digby for the funeral.  I had to transfer from Toronto to Bear River 
Oakdene school for a week and a half to cover all the red tape.  It 
was more of a joke than anything else as they had already passed me into grade 10 in Toronto.

In 1954, Vernon Delaney, from Nova Scotia, told me about a Mrs Oliphant where he boarded, 
and al the tropical fish she had. I went down to her place and introduced myself.  She was from 
England where she used to run a boarding house during the war.  She had two adult daughters, 
Betty and Mary. Betty was one of the founders of the Metropolitan opera, and was famous. Mary 
lived with her mother and ran a Nursing Agency.  I helped Mrs. Oliphant for many weekends, as 
she was slowly going blind.  I did the actual breeding arrangements and kept all her fish tanks 
going.  She was so blind she could not distinguish a floating plant from a fish. 
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My grade 9 Report card at Northern Vocational School, Toronto – 1954       
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I would phone all the Toronto tropical fish stores and find out what they were in the market  
for, then I would take some fish on the bus and sell them.   I always took the money back to Mrs. 
Oliphant.  She was a Spiritualist, and she claimed to see her dead husband at times.  She fed me 
good, just like Grammy used to.  We got along really swell.  She introduced me to the English 
way of eating, with Port and other food I had never heard of.

I remained with 283 Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Cadets for another year.

I completed grade 10 in 1955.  During that summer, I joined the RCAF Primary Reserve at 
RCAF Station Avenue Road, the home of the RCAF School of Aviation Medicine, for two and a 
half months.

Rather than go back to school in Toronto, I took my mother for a walk and told her there was  
no way I would take another year of school in Toronto.  I was going back to Nova Scotia and 
take my Grade 11 at Digby.  I was on the next train to Digby.

RCAF Primary Reserve Acceptance memorandum – June 1955

I wore an RCAF summer uniform every week day, and I was paid regular RCAF wages plus a  
living out allowance, as I continued to live at home.

The course I took was Safety Equipment.   We were sent to RCAF Aylmer, for a week in July.  
That was a very good introduction to regular RCAF life, and it provided my bank account with a 
boost.  These were the funds I used to travel back east to Nova Scotia to attend school in Digby 
in the Autumn.   I  also got  a job taking out  garbage at  our apartment building at  1597/1599 
Bathurst Street. I filled in slow periods by learning how to kill rats with a long wooden rod. They 
frequented the garbage sheds so I would leave the lids ajar overnight. In the morning, I would 
run in and close them on the rats, and then plunger them with my rod.                              Page 73



At RCAF Avenue Road

Originally opened in 1939 as the RCAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, a military laboratory, on 
the grounds of the Eglinton Hunt Club. The Institute's purpose was to conduct secret research 
on the psychological  effects of combat flying.  It  was here that Dr. Wilbur Franks,  under the 
direction of Sir Frederick Banting (the co-developer of Insulin), developed the first anti-gravity 
flying suit and the first human centrifuge for the allied armies of WW2. The facility also doubled 
as the home of No. 1 Initial Training School, who moved here shortly afterwards to train recruits 
for the war. Administrative offices and barracks were constructed to house the school.
After WW2, the Institute became a Detachment of RCAF Station Toronto (Downsview). In 1946, 
the  Headquarters  unit  of  400  RCAF  (Auxiliary)  Squadron  was  formed  at  the  Avenue  Road 
Detachment. Also at the Avenue Road Detachment were the RCAF Personnel Applied Research 
Unit,  part  of  the  Aircrew  Selection  Unit  at  RCAF  Station  Downsview,  the  Flying  Personnel 
Medical Establishment and the School of Aviation Medicine.
It also housed a school for the RCAF Reserve, where I attended full time in the summer of 1955. 
I  certainly  was  happy  with  the  remuneration.   I  received  full  active  pay  plus  a  living-out 
allowance.
I received training in 'Safety Equipment', with which I was not really enthused. It was not a trade 
I would have chosen as a career. Part of that training was a sojourn to RCAF Aylmer for two 
weeks. That experience provided us with a glimpse of an active RCAF training base, which was 
later passed on to the Ontario Provincial Police as their prime Police Training School.
The most memorable incident I witnessed there was distasteful and entirely unfortunate.  One 
day, during our lunch hour break, some guys got involved in an anti-Jewish discussion, and 
suddenly a tall, pale blue eyed, blonde airman with pimples on his face tore into them punching 
and screaming.  A couple of instructors separated them. Afterwards, I asked one fellow what 
happened, he said the guy who went ballistic was Jewish. No one suspected that. He certainly 
did not fit the characterization we were used to.  I was happy I was not involved in that fracas. It  
just reinforced the common sense rule that one does not engage in discussions about race, 
religion or culture in the services.
I considered my total experience there was useful,  but I wanted nothing to do with some of 
these menial  service trades.   I  wanted a trade with a future.  The Avenue Road Detachment 
closed on 30 June 1994, and it became the Marshall McLuhan Catholic School.
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At RCAF Station Aylmer

Harvard trainers lined up on tarmac at RCAF Aylmer - WW2
During  two weeks  in  the  summer  of  1955,  when I  was  with  the  RCAF Primary  Reserve  in 
Toronto,  we were taken to  Aylmer  for  familiarization  with on-base situations.   At  that  time, 
Aylmer was the training base for Air Force Police, Secretaries, Safety Equipment, Fire Fighting,

RCAF Station Aylmer was a Royal Canadian Air Force training base that was established on July 
3,  1941 just north-east of Aylmer, Ontario, Canada. It  was one of many built  across Canada 
under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan during World War II.
The first school at Aylmer was No. 14 Service Flying Training School (SFTS). ston in August 
1944.   Other  schools  located  at  Aylmer  include  the  WD (Women's  Division)  Service  Police 
School  (1942),  No.  1  Flight  Engineers'  School  (July  1,  1944  -  March  31,  1945),  the  RCAF 
Technical and Engineering School (later redesignated No. 1 Technical Training School or TTS) 
(April 1945 - May 1955), an Academic Training School (ATS) (May 1949 - Oct. 1950), a composite 
training school (No. 2 KTS), No. 11 Examination Unit (Sept. 1951 - Nov. 1952), the Aeronautical 
Engineering School (June 1952 - Nov. 1953), the RCAF GCA (Ground Control Approach) School 
(1953 - 1957), the RCAF Fire-Fighting School (1951 - 1961), and the Support Services School.
No. 2 Manning Depot and No. 1 Personnel Selection Unit (PSU) were located at Aylmer from 
1949 – 1950.  The station closed in 1961 and the Ontario Police College eventually took over the 
facilities, which is still the case today.
While  there,  I  discovered  some odd  things  about  the  RCAF.   i.e.  There  were  considerable 
numbers of alcoholics in the service.  They were treated as if they had a disease, and were to 
get help and improve within a certain time or they would be released. That was the first time I 
met someone who actually drank shaving lotion, something I was not aware could happen.
There was a lot of horseplay going on also.  For instance, if an airman happened to take a doze 
on his bunk in the middle of the day, he was liable to suddenly wake up doused with water from 
an explodinig prophylactic.  It happened to me once. No harm done.
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My Transfer from Toronto to a Nova Scotia school

I didn't leave the school due to us moving to 1599 Bathurst Street.

I applied in person to Forest Hills High School (the nearest school) but they would not accept 
me because I was not Jewish.  I had continued going to Norvoc for six months of the previous 
year, while living at 1599 Bathurst St.

So I decided to go back to Bear River and go to school at Digby, where all Bear River children 
were going for their high school education at that time, due to an area consolidation of higher 
level schooling at Digby. This merely shows that things are not always what they appear to be at 
first glance.

_____________________________

Back to my roots 
It didn't take long for me to re-establish myself with my earlier boyhood friends.  We would 

rather play checkers in the local  restaurant than chase girls.   I  spent more time than I  can 
remember learning the fine points of winning at checkers.

Grammy had a furnace put in and she had a TV.  The only stations we could receive signals 
from in the early days were the two stations in Saint John, New Brunswick.  She used to send 
coupons to the TV Station for prizes from Cashmere Bouquet.  Sometimes she would put my 
name on the letter.  She knew all the tricks, she would use different size envelopes and would 
bend them a bit to make them appear bulky.

She arranged to get a job with the Navy in the dry cleaners at HMCS Cornwallis.  There were 
only two military dry cleaners in Canada, one in Ottawa and the one at Cornwallis.  After a few 
years, Grammy won the job as Supervisor.  One of her staff was a pretty red haired girl, who 
lived in Smiths Cove.  When I was home for a month on Air Force leave in late 1957, we got 
together.  She had her own cottage.   Grammy often mentioned that  girl  was so tired in the 
mornings.  I never let on that it was me who kept her up at night.  She was a bit older than me  
and I never pressured her. It was all innocent.  She even sent me an invitation to her wedding in 
the late 1960s.  I declined as my wife would not have appreciated that.
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In Grade 11 at Digby Regional High School – 1955/56
I was back home where I belonged with my childhood friends. No more big city life for me.  I  

was much happier and my school marks improved dramatically.  I returned to the life I loved.  I 
snared rabbits, hunted partridge and deer and I fished the brooks to my hearts content.

 On the first day of school in grade 11, our home teacher, Mrs. Wendell, told us all that she 
would  give  $10.00  to  any  student  who continually  improved  his/her  history marks  in  each 
quarter.  I thought, obviously this lady does not know who she is toying with.  I made a solemn 
promise to myself, if I did nothing else here this year, I would improve my history mark every 
quarter, And I did, but Mrs. Wendell conveniently forgot her promise, and I made sure she would 
have to live with that guilt the rest of her life.  I did not go up to her and remind her of her 
promise, but I knew she really remembered it because she could not look me in the face the last 
day of school.   I still think it was pretty cheap of her.  Check my history marks on the following 
Grade 11 report card for Digby Regional High School. 

We handful of students from Bear River, went to school every day in a station wagon.  It cost 
each of us 50 cents a week, which was pretty fair.  Neil Parker's father, Malcolm, organized it 
with a vehicle from the Bear River Trading Company, of which he was general manager.

Our school English teacher started a chess and checker club for grades 11 and 12.  Little did 
he know that we boys from Bear River spent most of our time playing checkers.  We compared 
notes and agreed to take the Chess training, leaving the Checker training to the Digby students. 
At the end of the year, a playoff tournament was arranged, and I won the Chess Championship.  
The  rules  stipulated  that  whoever  won  one  championship,  could  not  play  for  a  combined 
championship.  However, I got around that.  I talked to the Digby guy who won the Checker 
championship, and sort of sucked him into it.  I made him believe he could beat me.

It worked and he challenged me to a combined Chess/Checkers Championship.  I accepted 
his challenge, and the teachers let it play out.  The day of the games was well  attended by 
students and teachers alike.  Only the guys from Bear River knew the Digby fellow had been set 
up.  As we stated playing, the Digby guy kept jabbering away about how he was going to clean 
my clock.  I just smiled and didn't say a word.  The Bear River crew knew I was going to win.

I remained deadly silent, and after several moves by both of us, and listening to his jabber, I  
got a three for one jump on him.  Suddenly, he was not yacking any more. I began to ruthlessly  
trade off until he had no checkers left.  Games two and three went much the same way with this 
mouthy little novice getting whipped badly.  I don't know if the School authorities ever caught on 
to our Bear River Checker club past time but I  do know the Principal,  Mr. Purdy,  was quite 
impressed  with  me.   When  I  later  wrote  to  him  from  Ontario  and  asked  him  for  a 
recommendation to join the RCAF, he said I could do anything I set my mind to.  Not bad from 
the guy who literally kicked my father out of the same school 26 years previously.  Check the 
letter he sent me on the following 2nd page.

Ms. Herkus, our Geometry teacher, got fed up with me two weeks before the end of the year, 
and she slammed her rod on her desk, and shouted at me “Harold, if there is one person in this 
class who deserves to fail, it's you!”  I looked at her, and I thought, she is right, I do deserve to 
fail.   I  have sat at  the rear of the Geometry class all  year and pretty well  ignored her.  So I  
decided to disappoint her.  I took the red Analytical Geometry book to bed every night for two 
weeks, I memorized every problem and theorem in the book until I knew them all backwards.

  At the Provincial exams, I made 96% on Geometry, the highest mark in the province. I was 
the school Chess and Checker champion, I increased my mark every quarter on History, I made 
the highest marks in Economics and Geometry on the local tests, and I stayed out of trouble. All  
in all a good year for me.  The first day of the new school year, I tried to corner her, and she kept 
avoiding me but finally I caught up with her and said “I didn't do too bad in Geometry last year, 
eh?”  Her response?  “You didn't make a hundred!” 
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My local Digby school Report card for Grade 11 - June 1956.

There was no congratulations from this angry lady with a grudge.  I felt good and I believe 
she felt miserable because I didn't fail.  Somehow, I felt a little sorry for her.  I was lucky she 
blew up at me in class.  I  might have failed otherwise.   I  was the only one who passed the 
Provincial Economics test for grade 11 in Digby.  Mr Huvvy, the Economics teacher was fired 
and got a job teaching at the children's school at the RCAF training centre at Saint Jean sur 
Richelieu in Quebec.  I made 82% on the local combined 11/12 Geometry test and 96% on the 
comparative  Provincial  Geometry test,  probably  because Ms.  Hercus  marked  me “harshly”. 
Everybody else made less on the Provincial Geometry test than on the local one. 

Note,  my history marks steadily improved every quarter.   That  was by careful  design.   I 
opened the history book only once at the beginning of the school year, and I tried harder as the 
year progressed.  I did not get the promised $10.00 for steadily increasing my history mark. I  
decided to let Mrs. Wendell live with her guilt.  My overall average was 75.4% on the local Digby 
tests and 75.8% on the provincial  tests.   Most  students do worse on the same subjects in 
Provincial tests.  That compares well with the 67.7% I made as an average at my previous year 
in Toronto. The improvement was due to me being happier in Digby than in Toronto.      Page 78



My all important Nova Scotia Provincial Grade XI Graduation certificate
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Working For The N. S. P. C.
In the Autumn of 1955, the newly formed monopoly, Nova Scotia Power Corporation had the 

job of developing the Gulch Hydroelectric Project, which installed two dams in the Bear River 
West Branch, laid a four mile pipeline from Frozen Ocean Lake down to a high surge tank, and 
built a power generator at the end of the pipeline.

I remember walking along the top of the wooden pipeline in the summer for no apparent 
reason other than to just do it.  Several men and youngsters in Bear River were offered the job  
of clearing brush and burning it off at the two expanded beds.  I decided to make a bit of money 
and join my friends during the Christmas break. I arose about 5:30 AM and went downtown to 
wait for the  3 ton truck to arrive.  About twenty of us piled  in the back and off we went along 
the Greenfield Road back to the work site.

The guys all knew each other and there was a lot of practical jokes and horseplay among the 
crew.  A favourite trick was to burn a hole in another guy's jacket with a cigarette.  Out at the 
work site it got worse.  I remember one fellow got upset that his axe handle had been split.  It 
was a mean trick, as a sharp axe blade was used to just tap the end of the handle of another, 
and a n almost invisible split was made in the handle.  When the owner hit something with the 
axe blade, the handle would vibrate and cause pain to the user.

He took the lunch box of the suspected villain and ever so gently placed it on a log, then 
swung his axe in a high stroke and cut the metal lunch box clean in two, thermos bottle and all. 
If a guy wasn't careful where he left his jacket, it would often be tossed into a fire.  I remember 
that the damage to my jacket cost me more than the week's pay I received.

When  the project was completed, there was a big tail race where the water emptied into the 
turbine and swirled out into the river.  Any Salmon that ventured upstream had nowhere to go 
now, and they eventually died in the attempt.  Rather sad really.  Victims of so-called progress.

Bear River's only Salmon fishing stream became only a memory.  The Salmon could not go 
upstream into the Bear River West Branch as it was saturated with Tanic acid and could not 
support  a Salmon population.

Teaching Raymond a lesson in Humility
As the snowfall built up, I set up my Rabbit snare line in back of Parker Road, where i knew 

there were lots of rabbits.  Every night after school, I set off to Parker Road to check my line.  
Raymond usually came with me for company, and we would share the rabbits.  On one trip, he 
began bragging about how many grown men he had beat up, and after awhile it became rather 
obnoxious.  On the way back from the snare line, we were walking along the road, he was still 
bragging, and I decided to put an end to it.

I handed him my .22 rifle, I took the dead rabbit in hand, and walked twenty paces into an 
apple orchard.  I held it out at arms length at a right angle and said “Now, shoot the rabbit” 
Raymond aimed the rifle, and it felt some weird having a guy aim a rifle at me, knowing he was 
going to pull the trigger.   He shot the rabbit, and I could feel the impact.

I then walked back to him and said, “Now, you take the rabbit”, he handed me the rifle, and 
walked the twenty paces into the field.  I put a bullet in the chamber and aimed the gun at him. 
He paused for a few moments, then dropped the rabbit, and said “I can't do it”.

We maintained silence  the rest  of  the  trip  back  to  town.   There  was no more bragging.  
Raymond later joined the Army but deserted and came back to Bear River and married an Indian 
girl.  He built a bungalow alongside River Road and lived there until she died.  He was always a 
good friend to me, and I often dropped in to visit him whenever I went to Bear River.  He died  
about 2010 in Ontario.                                                                                                                           
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My First Deer (and being shot at)
In the Autumn and winter of 1956, I had a Rabbit snare line in back of Parker Road.  Every  

evening after school, I would pick up Raymond Morine, and we would walk the two miles to get 
on the scene.  Raymond was a year older than me but we both enjoyed fishing the brooks 
behind Bear River.  He lived just a few houses along the Road from me so I would usually pick 
him up on the way out to tend my snares.

One evening in early December, it was blowing snow but I grabbed my Cooey .22 rifle and 
took off.  I knocked on Raymond's door but no answer so I went on alone.  I knew he wouldn't  
want  to go out  on a nasty night  like this so I  didn't  persist  at  his door.   There were large 
snowflakes coming down as I silently walked on the path I had worn into the snow.  I knew 
where the snares were, so I checked them as I passed them.  As I approached an apple orchard 
about half a mile in, I noticed an animal in the open, its head hidden behind an apple tree.

I carefully aimed and fired at its centre, no fancy shot.  It took off in 20 foot leaps and bounds, 
it was a yearling deer, no horns.  I couldn't get another shot away as my rifle was a little single 
shot, and this fellow was going fast.  I followed its tracks until I lost them.  

I found one dead rabbit in a snare so I took it out and reset the snare, and continued on.  On 
my way back, it began snowing harder, and I figured I might as well take a short cut out to 
Parker Road and get home faster.  As I was walking along the shortcut, I suddenly came onto a 
deer lying there in the middle of the path, deader than a doornail.  I checked it over and I could 
not find a mark on it but this was definitely the deer I had shot earlier.  I was not equipped with 
the proper equipment so I covered it up with snow and left it there, intending to come back. 

I walked home and put my rabbit away, then I went over the road to Frank Parker's place, and 
asked him to go with me and cut up a deer I just shot.   He said he was too tired and he didn't 
want to go out in a night like this.   So I went over to Raymond's place.  I knocked on the door of 
the house again but no answer.  I persisted, and Raymond's mother finally came to the door. 
She immediately said, “Raymond is sick and he is not going with you”.  I went into the house 
and walked over to where Raymond was lying on a couch. He groaned, and I whispered “I got a 
deer!”.  He jumped up and put his clothes on quickly.  His  mother said “You're too sick to go!” 
Raymond replied loudly “I'm going with Harold!”.  And we were off.   He wasn't sick.

When we reached the corpse, we wondered, how are we going to cut this thing up and get it  
out of here?  We both realized we needed help.  So we went out to Parker Road and over to a 
house, where a fellow could help us.  He went back with us and brought some cutting tools and 
some pillow cases.  As he cut it up, I noticed its wind pipe was cut in two by my bullet.  Both 
Raymond and I got a hind leg, and the other fellow took the rest of it.  We were all satisfied.

When I got home, I told Grammy I had shot a deer.  She was upset but she let me bring it  
inside, and I hung the leg up in the cellar.  She said I would have to give some to Frank, as he 
had given her lots of deer meat through the years.  I didn't like that but I had no choice.  He did 
not help me when I really needed him, but I gave him some anyway.  He told my grandmother it  
was the best deer meat he ever tasted.

Until it was gone, every time my grandmother saw an RCMP car in Bear River, she thought 
they were coming for me.  She was a good Baptist and a law abiding person and she couldn't 
take the scandal if it got out that I had shot a deer illegally.  Thankfully that never happened.  It  
was particularly satisfying that I was the first one of my generation to get a deer, as all  my 
friends had fathers to go into the woods with.  I didn't have that, and I beat them all.

Once while tending my snares, a bullet zipped over my head.  I carefully crept to a place 
where I could see up into the field.  The guy was standing there, who had shot at me (a sound 
shot).  I carefully aimed a foot to his right and fired.  He bounded out of there like a scared 
rabbit.  It was at dusk, and he couldn't see me in the bush in the darkness.  One very stupid 
thing that some hunters do is fire at a sound without knowing what they are firing at. 
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 Canadian Army Camp UTOPIA

Camp Utopia was a military base in south-western New Brunswick.  It was designated A-30 
Canadian Infantry Training Centre, it was the predecessor for CFB Gagetown.   

A brief history: Army construction crews arrived in July of 1942 to begin construction of 
Camp Utopia, the largest military facility in New Brunswick at the time. Ground assault troops 
began training there in 1943, preparing for the invasions of Italy and northwest Europe. There 
was a supply depot, commissary (including bake shop), two cook houses of 500 men capacity, 
drill hall, canteen, auxiliary service hut, barber shop, modern dental clinic, fire station, and a 
new modern hospital. In the outside training area: 2 rifle ranges, a model village (Ortona), a field 
firing range, a battle inoculation range, 2 Sten gun ranges (one for classification and one for 
forest  fighting),  P.I.A.T.  ranges  (both  for  inert  and  H.E.  bombs),  a  modern  grenade  range 
equipped with Hobbe glass, a six pounder range, skeet range, 2 and 3 inch mortar ranges, a 
cross-country obstacle course, bayonet assault course, mine fields, mines and booby trap huts. 
Over 300 officers and 12,000 rank and file passed through the base by April 30, 1946. 

In the 1950s it was designated as a training facility for both regular and Reserve army units. 
The West Nova Scotia (MG) Regiment was sent to this location in June of 1956 to train for truck 
driving and infantry manoeuvres.

I was designated as a motorcyclist (without a motorcycle) to run back and forth between HQ 
and field units to carry messages.  As I appeared at units unannounced in the dark, sometimes 
NCOs would salute me.  I usually told them not to salute, and sometimes they would get nasty. I 
got used to it.   In the daytime, we found some Cougar tracks by a stream, that was rather  
exciting.  Military bases were often frequented by wild animals, as they are relatively safer than 
are private farmlands.

I took the truck driving course, although I had never driven a truck before, and I did not have 
a regular civilian drivers licence.  To my surprise, I passed it and was given a military driving 
licence.   Some  married  soldiers  took  the  course  and  failed  despite,  having  civilian  driver 
licences.

While we were at this base,  we had a WNSR Regimental  ceremonial  parade, when I  was 
presented with a silver cup for being the best shot in the Regiment.  That was nice.

Once, we were driven down to the Bay of Fundy shore for a swim and ordered to jump in.  To  
my dismay, the water was ice cold.  I wasn't long in getting out of it.  It might be just fine for  
sardines and whales but it was too cold for humans.

On the weekend, we went over to St. Stephens, and walked across the border into Calais, 
Maine.  The Gas there was 17¢ an American Gallon, while in New Brunswick, it was 54¢ for an 
Imperial Gallon.  We all knew that the perfect place to hide cans of beer was inside our pants.  
The putties would hold them in place.  No one was caught.

Some of us went to a dance in St. Stephens, and sure enough a local thug tried to make a 
name for himself.  He began to pick on a smallish older guy in civvies, who proceeded to wipe 
the floor with him.  He was an army specialist in hand to hand combat.  It served the idiot good.  
I was never so happy to see someone get the crap beat out of him.

I  remember the fellows horsing around in the barracks to determine a pecking order.   A 
“heavy set” private from Digby grabbed me and dragged me into the fray. I immediately grabbed 
two bunk legs and straddled him, holding him down on to the floor. I held on for dear life.  To my 
surprise, he finally gave up and submitted to me.  For awhile, I was the Cock of the Walk.  No 
one dared to bother me.  It only lasted while I was at Utopia.  All in all, I have good memories of  
Camp Utopia.  They closed Utopia down forever after Camp Gagetown was opened in late 1956, 
so we were the last soldiers to train there. 
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Canadian Army Camp ALDERSHOT
Aldershot was the home of the Royal Highland Regiment of Canada (the Black Watch), the 

toughest soldiers in the Canadian army, who were deactivated in 1970 for political  reasons. 
They were away on training for the summer so we used their facilities.  Our course was two 
months long and there was another course going on at the same time, a Basic Training Course.

The  base  was  situated  just  north  of  Kentville,  Nova  Scotia  in  the  Annapolis  Valley.   I  
remember a lot of sand as it was situated on a sandy area of land.  There were Militia regiments 
from all the Atlantic provinces attending those courses that Summer.

I remember how the differences in culture of the four provinces surfaced in the actions of  
their Regiments.  The Newfoundlanders always sang Irish songs when there were more than two 
in one place.  New Brunswickers were always high and mighty but they were careful not to get 
in any fights, whereas the only thing Nova Scotians did was fight each other.

I  remember  my two best  buddies  were  pounding  the  crap  out  of  each  other,  there  was 
Richard Surette from Digby and a guy named Perry with the Princess Louise Fusiliers of Halifax. 
Richard was probably the instigator as he had a nasty streak.

Every fight there was between Nova Scotians.  The only instance when a fight was to be 
between a Nova Scotia and someone from another province involved me.  We marched in the 
Natal Day Parade in Annapolis Royal, where I used to go to Grades 7 and 8.  It was a sunny day 
so I Put my sunglasses on before the parade started.  Afterwards, a Carleton and York fellow 
mouthed off that I had put my sunglasses on while marching during the parade.  I called him a 
liar and I challenged him to meet me out back of the barracks after supper.

In the meantime, our platoon did their normal thing and tossed me into the shower to teach me a 
lesson,   I  was  even congratulated  by one of  them for  my acquiescence during  this  event. 
Regardless, I waited over an hour for the liar to show up out back but he never showed.  I  
considered him a lying troublemaker so I ignored him and never associated with him again.

Our Sergeant Major was a Sergeant Dan.  He was a huge man and he put the fear of God in all  
of us.  The first day of parade, he strutted down the line in front of us and he noticed a fellow 
near me in the Royal Newfoundland Regiment, who was without a hat.  He asked him where his 
hat was.  The fellow replied “It was stolen Sir”.  So Sergeant Dan gave him a week disciplinary 
punishment.  I spoke to him after the parade, and I told him; “Everyone steals hats,  someone 
stole my hat and I stole somebody else's, that's the way it works”.

At the next parade, the RNR fellow had a hat.  As Sergeant Dan approached him, he said “I  
see you have a hat soldier, where did you get it?”  He replied “I stole it Sir!”  Well, Sergeant Dan 
almost had a fit, he screamed at him and gave him another week of punishment and sent him 
back to Newfoundland.  I thought he had enough sense to know that you keep your mouth shut 
as to where you get your hat.  He could have said he found it.  It was really ironic because he 
was a Salvation Army type, and he was the most honest guy on the base.

One day, they sent us out on “patrol” and after about ten miles of slogging, they sent a 3 ton  
truck out to pick us up and bring us back for supper.  I thought that this was a ridiculous thing 
to do and if this was an example of army life, they can stick it.  I would join the Air Force, where 
they treat people better than that.

Once, we performed a firepower demonstration for a group of brass. At my graduation parade 
in August, Mom and Carole Anne showed up to watch.  Some of the other guys were impressed 
with my sister, so I introduced a couple of them to her. Nothing came of it.

When  it  was  all  over,  I  bought  a  black  leather  jacket,  a  Clan  Gregor  tartan  shirt  and  a 
Mossberg 151K .22 calibre rifle with a scope with my pay. I took the Dominion Atlantic Railway 
train back to Bear River.  I hunted rabbits with that rifle for 20 years. (See photo on page 82).
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Principal C. Purdy's recommendation of me to the RCAF          

I was careful to stay out of trouble during the school year, and I never had an 
occasion  to  be  disciplined  by  Mr.  Purdy.   He  knew  my  family,  and  he  had 
personally ejected my father from the Digby school, for what I do not know for 
sure but probably for fighting.

I made spare money by trapping Raccoons in the Bear River area, and bringing 
the tails into the Digby Courthouse to collect the bounty on them ($1.00 each).

I joined the Canadian Army Militia (West Nova Scotia Regiment) in October of 
1955 and left in August of 1956, I received a trophy for being the best shot in the 
Regiment.   I  passed a truck driving course at  Camp Utopia,  NB and passed a 
Junior NCO course at Aldershot NS during the summer of 1956.  I did return once 
to my former school for a brief visit in the Autumn of 1957, while I was on leave 
with the RCAF, for nostalgic reasons.

Grammy took this photo in our front yard.   I was 17.                                                                       
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My Canadian Army Certificate of Service
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The Canadian Army Certificate attesting to my qualification as a Junior NCO at 17.
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My First Girl Friend Experience
I made a point of not ever going with any girl in Bear River.  I didn't relish the teasing or the  

infamy.  As a group, us boys played checkers for a pastime at a local Bear River restaurant.  We 
never engaged in illegal activities, although I was welcome at all the Bootleggers, because I 
never caused trouble.

I was attracted to a pretty dark haired girl in Digby so I took her out a few times.  On our first  
date, her older brother took exception and searched for us, determined to teach me a lesson. 
His sister had a pretty wild reputation, and he thought I had immoral ambitions.  I can't say he 
was wrong.  We hid in a second story haymow she knew of in Digby as he rummaged around 
looking for us below. Well, this was different, that's for sure.  I was the first guy who treated her  
like a Princess.

Later, she took me over to the parking lot for the Digby-Cornwallis Bus, and she wanted me 
to have sex right there in the Bus.  I declined because it was dirty and it wasn't that private.  On 
another  occasion,  I  bought  a  bottle  of  wine  and  she  asked  for  a  drink.   As  I  watched  in 
astonishment, she chug – a - lugged the entire bottle.  I never knew girls could drink like that.

On our second date, we went to a local Bootlegger's home in Digby, where we would be safe 
from prying eyes.  His name was Richard Doucette.  We got along well, and sometimes he let me 
sleep over when I didn't feel like driving home.

One night, we visited friends of hers, two girls and their mother.  The father was dying from 
cancer in the Hospital next door.  There were two Sailors from Cornwallis there also, and a 
friend of mine from Bear River.  One of the girls asked me to go downtown and buy her a pack of 
cigarettes.  I didn't smoke but I went with her anyway.  When I came back, I realized I had been 
had.  They just wanted to get rid of me for awhile.

My buddy was passed out in back of the stove and the two sailors had sex with my girlfriend 
while I was away.  I didn't know if they beat my buddy up or he just passed out.  To get even with 
them, I borrowed their bottle of liquor, and I went outside, and poured it on the grass. That was 
the last time I saw my first girlfriend.  I can't even remember her name.  For the record, my next 
girlfriend was the one I married.

Jobs I had in my Youth
✔ At 12, selling Christmas cards door to door and picking Strawberries for Bruce Reid.

✔ At 12, picking and cleaning Dandelion Greens, and selling them door to door.

✔ At 14, Bus boy at St. Charles Balcony Restaurant at CNE in Toronto.

✔ At 14, joined the Royal Canadian Air Cadets at Fort York Armouries, Toronto.

✔ At 15, Pin boy at Olympia St. Clair Bowling Alleys in Toronto.

✔ At 15, helped a Scottish Lady, Mrs. Oliphant, who was going blind.

✔ At 16, joined the RCAF Primary Reserve at School of Aviation Medicine in Toronto.

✔ At 16, took out garbage at apartment at a complex (1597/1599 Bathurst St, Toronto).

✔ At 17, joined the Canadian Army militia (West Nova Scotia Regiment), Cornwallis.

✔ At 17, worked for Nova Scotia Power Corporation at Gulch development in Bear River.

✔ At 17, began 8 year career in Royal Canadian Air Force at Saint Jeans, Quebec.
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Joining the RCAF Regular force
A friend of the family advised me to join the RCAF and get training in 

electronics.  There were only two places to get an electronics trade in 
Canada  at  the  time;  the  RCAF  for  free  or  at  Ryerson  Polytechnical 
Institute,  for  a  considerable  cost.  I  agreed to  that,  and I  went  to  the 
downtown Hamilton RCAF recruiting centre, and applied.

I  was on a train to Saint Jean, Quebec on January 4 th,  1957.   As I 
passed through Toronto, I arranged to meet my sister, Carole Anne for 
some photos.  At the RCAF basic training centre, I felt like I was at a 
summer camp.  After Aldershot, this was a piece of cake.  There were 
250 men in my course (5703), and I came tenth in physical shape.  For 
the first couple of weeks, they gave everyone lots of tests.  They were all 
written multiple choice and it was easy to answer them all keeping in 
mind what I was after.

It  was actually childish as I  was very familiar with multiple choice questions by now.  ie: 
Would you rather  work outside  or  inside?  Do you drink alcohol  alone?  etc,   etc.   Every 
question I answered in this manner depended on how I felt each one applied to an electronics 
career.  After they were finished grilling me with these silly questions, an officer called me into a 
little office, and told me I was just what they were looking for as an Electronic Technician.  I was 
happy with that.

The train ride from Hamilton to Saint Jean was uneventful.  It occurred on January 4 th, 1957, a 
day before my 18th birthday.  I was about to become part of Canada's regular Armed Forces.  I 
was not nervous about this coming training session, as I had become quite used to military life 
by now. In fact, I strongly suspected it would be a “cake walk”. 
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A recruit at RCAF Station SAINT JEAN Sur Richelieu, Quebec
 When the train reached Saint Jean, I met the Air Force handlers and went to the Station. I  

was outfitted in the standard blue winter uniform, and checked out my new living quarters. 
There were people from all over Canada and the British Commonwealth.  In those days, there 
was no such thing as a Canadian Citizenship. So Limeys, Jamaicans, etc. had as many rights as 
we native-born Canadians had.  One thing that bothered me was that I had to go to the Anglican 
church as there was no Baptist church on base.  I really felt uncomfortable in it.

My Room mate (so to speak) was a huge guy from London, England, who had been a prize 
fighter.  He arrived on the scene after me but I had no problem with him taking the bottom bunk. 
He was built like Superman, a good guy to have on my side in a bad situation.  He seemed a 
good sort.  He told me he had made love to Joan Collins.  I had a little trouble believing that until  
he pulled out some photographs and showed me pictures of him and her on the French Riviera 
together.  I found out later he joined the professional boxing circuit out west.

The  parades and the  discipline  were child's  play compared to  the  Army.   There  was no 
intense physical exercise, no long marches.  We had 250 men in our course (# 5703), and I came 
tenth in physical fitness.  I was pleased with that.  All we did were push-ups, sit-ups and chin-
ups. We had about a 10% failure rate in all, not bad compared to the 80% failure rate in the 
Armed Forces Basic training today.

The only thing that bothered me was the chilling cold and the fact, that those in charge did 
nothing  to  protect  our  ears  from  freezing.   Mine  didn't  freeze  but  many  of  my  buddies 
experienced it.  I remember hearing a distinct PING when someone nearby had his ears freeze. 
They had to go to the MIR and get salve applied. I can  imagine how that felt.  I still believe the 
drill instructors should have been charged with abuse re. that situation.  I am 100% sure that if  
we had been in trenches, we would have used some sort of scarf or something to ward off the 
cold.  However, on the parade square, one simply stands at attention and does what one is told.

When we recruits put on a variety show, I happened to look across the boxing ring and I 
spotted Blake Tanner sitting there.  I didn't even know he had joined the RCAF.  Coincidentally, 
he  was selected  for  Com.  Tech.  Ground  also.  Later  in  the  summer,  we hitch-hiked  across 
Ontario together to spend Christmas with my Father & Edna, Wayne and my half brother, Reigh.

I remember one older guy who put on his medals before a ceremonial parade.  A DI came 
along and tore them off him, but we had another parade shortly after, and they put them back on 
him, as he was a genuine war hero.  Talk about stupidity in the Staff.

One  thing  I  remember  well  was  a  WW2 
German ME 163 rocket-propelled Interceptor jet 
that was kept in the open on the base and was 
not in good condition. I felt it was a rare thing 
and  should  have  been  put  away  in  a  proper 
storage environment.  I sat in it once but never 
abused it.  I was told later in life by a German 
pilot it carried 30 seconds of fuel, so the pilot 
went straight up to 30,000 ft and then only had 
one pass at allied bombers on its dive to earth.

Our Drill Instructor was an LAC Johnston, a tall black airman that I was told had been in the 
US Army.  I was never sure of some of the rumours I heard. He was fair, and I had no problems 
with him.   The few women on the base were officer cadets, and they were kept away from us.

One day on parade, the DI walked down the line and asked each recruit discreetly when he 
last washed his shirt.  All those who answered more than a day ago were put on charge.  A neat 
trick, but all in all we had it too easy.
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Some photos from Saint Jean

This was indeed a cake walk compared to the Army.  I met a lot of good people in Saint Jeans 
although I saw few of them again.  The fellow in the picture above was from Richmond Hill, just  
north of Toronto.  He got homesick and opted to resign and go back home.  A lot of people did  
that. We had one fellow who was from Kentville, Nova Scotia, who was a Salvation Army type. 
He knelt down by his bunk every evening and prayed.  That was not a normal behaviour in the 
military, and he was let go.  Another friend was a guy from Cape Breton Island, a MacLellan, who 
had such a highland accent, he was put in with the French recruits, and was sent to the school  
of English. I never saw nor heard of him again.   A little guy from out west, was Russian, and  
could do Russian squat dancing really well but he couldn't get marching right  and was let go.  
Yes, smoking was allowed inside in those days, and I hated that.
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 In the lounge  Shining my boots



An AC1 at RCAF Station CLINTON
After the easy two and a half month basic course, I was on a train to RCAF Clinton, Ontario,  

home  of  Number  1  Radar  and  Communications  School.  The  first  full  day  there,  we  were 
assembled at the auditorium for a prep talk by Warrant Officer Brennan.  I learned two things 
from him; never to smoke cigarettes and never buy insurance except term.

The course there was nine months long, and it was a Philco course, designed to turn out five 
different  classifications  of  electronic  technicians;  Communications  Technician  (Ground), 
Communications  Technician  (Air),  Radar  Technician  (Ground),  Radar  Technician  (Air)  and 
Armament Systems Tech, depending on the student's qualifications and the requirement at the 
time.  After the basic electronics training, I was slated for a Com. Tech. Ground course. I could 
be sent to any RCAF base in the world.  The initial air base base was established in 1941 by the 
Royal Air Force as RAF Station Clinton under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan.

 Radar and Communications Training School
From its start, the base hosted the No. 31 Range and Direction Finding (RDF) School, (RDF was 
the British cover name for radar).  In July 1943, No. 31 RDF was decommissioned and No. 5 
Radio School was created in its place by the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF), with the base 
becoming RCAF Station Clinton. In June 1944 the BCATP began to scale back and No 5 Radio 
School was transferred to the RCAF's Home War Operations Training command.

Aerial view – RCAF Station Clinton in 1957
Unlike many RCAF stations across Canada, RCAF Station Clinton was not mothballed at the end 
of the Second World War.  During the Cold War, it hosted No. 1 Radar and Communications 
School,  No. 12 Examination Unit, No. 1 Air Radio Officer School, School of Food Services, and 
the Aerospace Engineering (AERE) Officer School. 
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My graduation class,  That's me with my eyes closed due to the sudden flash

I used to hitch hike to Winona, near Hamilton, on most weekends to visit Mom. Later, I bought 
a Prefect car.  I even drove it to RCAF Foymount once to spend a week with my father.  
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An LAC at RCAF Chatham, New Brunswick

Air Force Day 1958 in Chatham
My Ford Consul in 1959

RCAF Chatham was my first posting in the field.  After Clinton, I spent a month with Grammy in 
Bear River, and in early 1958, I took the CPR ferry to Saint John, then a bus to Moncton.  It was  
in the dead of winter so it was too cold for hitch-hiking but I tried anyway.  I managed to get a 
ride to the main corner going north from Shediac, and was stuck there all night.  I found shelter 
in a phone booth.  After nearly freezing to death, I caught a ride right to Chatham in the morning.

I looked up my maternal grandfather, Harold Seamone, in Blacks Harbour.  He had a third wife 
and was raising three young childen.  I associated with some young people in Navan, who lived 
in back of the Air Base.  The sister was Shirley Wormel, who had sung with King Ganum on TV 
from CHJS in Saint John.  Her two favourite songs were: The 
Leaves mustn't fall and Give my Love to Rose”. Occasionally, 
I  would  drive  them all  to  St.  Stephen,  New  Brusnwick  for 
weekends as they had relatives there.

I gave local youngsters help in their homework, and  some 
parents got together, and asked me to quit the Air Force and 
teach school.  I declined as I thought there was a better future 
in the Air Force.  I was also approached by the Salvation Army 
to make that a career but I declined their offer also.

I volunteered to go to Tracadie at the Air to Ground range. 
It was a great experience as we lived in a woods camp and 
took turns cooking meals. I also joined the Search & Rescue 
team,  and  went  to  Beechwood  Power  development  as  Air 
Controller  during  the  opening  ceremonies  and  flypast  of 
RCAF Neptunes from Greenwood & Sabre jets from Chatham. 

In 1959, I  started looking for a girlfriend in earnest.  I was 
attracted to a beautiful student nurse at St. Thomas Colege in 
Chatham with the name of Leda Rita Poirier.  Later, I took her 
home to Bear River  to meet  Grammy. We slept  in separate 
beds until we were married, my Baptist upbringing demanded that. In latter 1959, I was posted 
to Gander for a year.  Rita was finishing her nursing course, so she would be going to Moncton 
for work. We became engaged, and we planned to get married in 1960, as soon as I finished my 
stint in Gander.  Chatham was the only place in the world where I was called “Red”, due to my 
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At RCAF Gander in Newfoundland
  Back in 1959, the RCAF had a short-lived bright idea to improve morale, they would let  

airmen have an input as to where they would be sent next. I put in overseas, overseas, overseas 
for my three choices.  They sent me overseas but only for a short hop to Newfoundland.  I tried 
to make light of it but it was not funny. I flew to Gander, Newfoundland in the Autumn, not very 
happy with this posting. I was engaged to marry and I couldn't wait to get off this rock. 

RCAF Gander was a small radar station as part of the Pine Tree line, and it was within Goose 
Bay Sector, run by the USAF.  The Comm. Tech Ground section was small, about 12 people.  The 
NCO was a Sergeant Dennison.  He wore double thick eye glasses and had been educated at 
Acadia University, in what specialty,  no one had a clue, and he wasn't telling.  Our Warrant 
officer was a WO1 Naish.  A secretive type, who obviouosly had a grudge on the system. I made 
a mental note not to trust either one.  Gander was a townsite totally planned by the Canadian 
Government during WW2 to provide adequate housing for the nearby International Airport. They 
had a remote transmitter site and also a remote Receiver site.  So, one technician would be sent 
out to a site for 24 hours at a time to record meters and maintain the equipment. A boring job.

At first, they sent a Corporal Marcel Hudon (from Quebec) with me to show me the ropes. 
There was nothing special about this place as I had lots of previous experience attending to 
similar Transmitters and Receivers at Chatham.  Marcel had married an English girl,  and he 
never stopped running down Canada, and telling me how he was leaving this country to take up 
a position at a newpaper stand in London in Jolly old England.  I took that for about as long as I  
could, and then, I lit into him, advising him in no uncertain fashion to stop belly aching to me 
about his dislike for Canada.  Well, that did it, he reported me to Naish.

The next time I was at the base, I was called in to Naish'es office.  As I stood at attention  
before him, he asked me if I ever climbed poles in Chatham.  I replied honestly, Yes, I was the 
specialist in pole climbing in Chatham.  Well, he lit into me, and yelled if I didn't smarten up, he 
would ram a pole up my ass!  I was shocked!  Whatever Marcel said was taken as gospel. From 
that time on, I kept as far away from our two assinine NCOs as I could

  About a month, after Marcel had left the Air force and was living in England, 
Sgt Dennison posted a personal letter from Marcel on the notice board in our 
section.  It read in  part, “Poor MacGregor, guess he doesn't have it, does he!” 
Well,  my blood started to boil,  I  tore the letter down and hastily wrote up a 
complaint,  tore up to the Admin. Building, and asked to speak to the Admin. 
Officer.  He let me in his office, and I showed him the letter and my note of 
complaint.  Then, he asked me if I was any relation to Corporal Bill MacGregor 
at Foymount.  I replied , “Yes Sir, he is my father.”  I had an ally, he liked my 
father.  Then, I realized I had written my complaint rather sloppily in my anger, 
and I asked him if I could rewrite it better.  He said that didn't matter.

Later,  Sgt  Dennison called me into his office,  where he threw a piece of 
paper at me and said “Make this!”  It was a sketch of a monitor to mount in a 
rack for recording purposes.  This was the project I had to do to obtain my 
increment.  I  made the instrument and I  labelled it  as “BS 100”,  an obvious 
reference to bull shit.  I got my Group 3Z increment, and I never had any more trouble from 
Messeurs Naish or Dennison.  The Administrtion officer came through for me. I took my mid-
posting two week vacation in Moncton, where I stayed with Rita and her mother on Alfred Street. 
We hit every restaurant in Moncton at least once.

During a Penetration Exercise, I had an Appendicitis attack on the Gym floor, and had an 
emergency Appendectomy at the old wartime Hospital.  When they gave me two weeks leave, I 
caught a Hercules aircraft to Trenton and hitch-hiked to Sudbury, where Mom and Glenn were 
living.  In two weeks, I caught another Herc back from Trenton.  My one year posting was up at 
the end of July.  I arrived in Moncton for my August 1st wedding.                                        Page 94
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Married at 21 (Rita at 19), in Moncton on August 1st 1960.

A married couple posted at RCAF Saint Hubert, Quebec
On our combined Honeymoon/trip to my new posting at RCAF St. Hubert, Quebec, we went 

via  Niagara  Falls,  and  then on to  RCAF Foymount,  to  visit  with  my stepmother,  Edna  née 
Kennedy and Reigh.  My father was in the middle East with the UNEF for a year, so Rita never  
did get to meet him.

RCAF Saint Hubert was situated across the street from Mobile Command HQ.  This led to all 
sorts of contacts with arrogant officer types, at work and to and from work.

Rita got a position right away as a Nurse at the Hôpital General de Saint Lambert.  She wore a 
name badge which read 'Garde MacGregor', so her associates thought she was English.  They 
often criticized the French in front  of  her,  and when she came home,  she would say “You 
wouldn't believe what they are sayng about the French”.

Rita hated her Acadian French accent, and she worked hard at getting rid of it.  By the time 
we were living in Moncton, she spoke perfect English with no hint of a French accent and she 
spoke good French with no Acadian (or English) accent. As a result,  she often worked as a 
translator in hospitals, and was paid extra for it. 

While living in Saint Lambert, we had Bradley Douglas, born, September 15th,  1961.  After 
twenty one months, I was assigned to a three month training session on the NORAD ANFSQ7 
computer  system at USAF Keesler Air  Force Base in Biloxi,  Mississippi.  We drove down to 
Mississippi via Dorchester, New Brunswick & Bear River, Nova Scotia relative hopping in our 
1954 Chev.

At Rita's parent's house, mom called and advised that my father had drowned but they had 
not found the body.  Rita took the call, and she went to pieces.  It was the only time I ever saw 
her lose it and weep.  She was so affected that she wanted our next boy to be called William 
after my father.  She was due in early December, we named him 'Harold William', Bill for short.
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At USAF Keesler, Biloxi, Mississippi
We took the Ferry from Yarmouth to Bar Harbour,  Maine.    We 

made the trip in three days with no incidents, and arranged for a 
$40.00 per month, one room cabin in town.  Corporal Chalmers took 
his wife also but she went back to Canada after a few weeks.  I was 
the only one who kept his wife for the entire three month session. 
That is a good measure of how devoted we were to each other. When 
I reported to the Base, the Admin. Officer called me in to solemnly 
advise me that my father's body had been found, and the funeral was 
to be held the next week at the Baptist church in Smiths Cove, Nova 
Scotia. I got the distinct impression the officer was astounded I was 
not emotional, but I already knew my father had died. I thought that 
the  officer  got  the  impression  we  Canadians  were  cold  blooded 
people.  I could not go to the funeral but the RCAF sent me a bunch 
of large photographs of the military funeral.  

RCAF  St.  Hubert  was  located  close  to  Mobile  Command  Hq., 
leaving us with many upper echelon officers to deal with on a daily 
basis.   As  a  result,  St.  Hubert  was the  only  RCAF establishment 
where all enlisted men wore long sleeved nylon shirts with peaked hats, even in the Summer, 
when all  other airmen wore short-sleeved shirts & wedge caps, even when we were visiting 
other establishments.  This dress code led to all sorts of embarrasments.  At Keesler, I was the 
only RCAF enlisted man who wore such attire, and as a result,  I  was often mistaken for an 
officer, and I had to often gently advise USAF airmen not to salute me.  This often led to an  
annoyance on their part.  

I had trouble with the infestation of mosquitoes, and after a week, I had to go to the local 
hospital for treatment for infected legs. I met a USAF Instructor, A1C Carol (from Pennsylvania), 
who was married to a girl from Newfoundland.  They had one son the age of Bradley, we became 
good friends.  It took the pressure off Rita, and whenever I was sent out of town, she would go 
and visit with the Carols.  

One evening, we decided to go to the Drive-In theatre in town.  Brad was put in the back seat 
in the top to our Thistle baby carriage.  As we were driving down the main street approaching 
the Drive Inn theatre, I noticed a local police car in front of us, which was doing about 30 in a 30 
mph speed zone, nothing wrong with that.  Then, he started slowing down ever so slightly, to 29, 
28, then 27.  As the Drive-Inn theatre was just ahead, I slowed down and turned into the side 
street. The police car flashing lights came on, and he turned into the same street and pulled 
alongside us. I asked the officer what the problem was.  He said I was going too slow.  I replied 
that I have a baby in the back and the Drive-Inn theatre was close so I did'nt want to pass him.  
When he persisted, I lost it.

I knew that Mississippi police often targeted out of state cars, so I let him have it with both 
barrels. Angrily, I told him to listen very carefully, that I was invited into his country by the US 
Military. If he wanted to proceed with this ridiculous harrassment, the USAF would provide a 
legal defence that would rip him to shreds.  This was obviously a matter of entrapment, and he 
would be in a great deal of trouble if he persisted with it.  Well, he let us go and I never heard 
from  him again.  That was the only time I ever lost my temper with any policeman.

We were so anxious to leave that we departed Biloxi about 3:00AM in the morning.  We made 
a Bee line to New Brunswick and we crossed the Calais, Me/St. Stephens, NB border crossing 
about 2:00AM.  We visited with Mom & Pop Poirier, and then drove back to St. Lambert, Quebec.  
I contacted the Admin. Officer at Saint Hubert, and I advised him that my wife was expecting in 
December.  I reasoned with him that since they were sending me to North Bay in December, I  
requesting they send me right now instead so we could get settled in some housing before the 
second baby arrived.  They agreed, and we departed for North Bay ASAP.                         Page 96 
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At RCAF North Bay, Ontario
We arrived at North Bay in September of 1962, and arranged to rent a nice bungalow at 190 

Lee Avenue in West Ferris.  I was temporarily stationed up 
at the Air Base, where my father had been stationed a few 
years previously. I liked North Bay as I had briefly visited it 
when my father  was based there,  and there was lots  of 
good  hunting  and  fishing.  I  was  put  in  charge  of  the 
landlines between the Air Base hangars.  Those landlines 
were connecting the intercom systems, and they were in a 
mess.  Due  to  water  seepages,  etc.,  some  lines  were 
shorted,  so  I  had  to  test  them all  and  sort  which  were 
which.  By separating pairs, I managed to discover single 
lines that still worked and I arranged new pairs, and got all 
intercoms back into full service.  My superiors were very 
impressed. They put me on a first aid course at the base. 
One day, an instructor began to explain in detail how one 
drowns.  Suddenly, I was overcome, got whoozy and almost fainted.  An instructor went outside 
with me and we had a talk. I explained that my father had just drowned near RCAF Foymont this 
past Spring.  He was very apologetic.

I was the first technician to be posted to the Maintenance Control Centre, so I was able to 
park my car deep inside the mountain for the first year, even in the dead of winter.  My job at the 
CC/DC was to manage electronic equipment downtime in Ottawa & Bangor Sectors of Norad. 
All information was then put into the computer at the CC/DC in North Bay. Any malfunctioning or 
scheduled downtime on equipment  was reported to  us.   We had to  know the status of  all  
equipment 24/7.

 Bill was born on 3rd December, 1962.  We had girls (Diana & Darlene) on March 23 rd, 1964. 
The  RCAF  decided  to  send  some  of  us  to  Clinton  for  training  on  UHF  Communications 
equipment to show us we were not forgotten. I drove back to see Rita on the weekend. I was so 
in love with that girl, I couldn't keep my hands off her. In the Autumn of 1964, I sat down at our 
kitchen table and examined our finances,  I realized we were going in debt a dollar a day. Rita 
and I were both working, me in the Air Force and her as a Nurse.  I was also working at three 
spare jobs: 1/ Relief taxi driver. 2/ Waiter at Lakeshore Inn. 3/ Salesman for Fuller Brush.
    Still, we could not make ends meet, I realized that my next posting would be in isolation, while 
Rita, and the kids would be left in North Bay until it was over. I talked it over with Rita, and we 
finally  agreed  I  would  go  to  the  DEW  Line  for  five  years.  My  plan  was  to  take  out  my 
accumulated pension, buy a house in Moncton, NB, come home after 6 months for 2 weeks, and 
after 1 year for 45 days leave.
     After five years, we would have about $25,000.00 in the bank, and I could obtain a Canadian 
Tire Franchise somewhere in Canada.  We would be set for life. So I asked some Airmen who 
had taken the Dew Line test with Federal Electric (& decided not to go), to find out what sort of  
questions were asked.  There were three parts, Basic Electronics, Radar & Comm. I figured I 
knew Comm & Basic Electronics but I needed to brush up on Radar. So I borrowed two Radar 
books from the North Bay Library and studied like mad. It was a plan but it was not definite.

Then, something happened that changed my opinion of the RCAF forever.  A new Sergeant  
came into our section and was always on the same shift as me. He would constantly ask me 
how to do this and how to do that.  I finally asked him “Am I your shift supervisor”. He replied 
“Yes”.  I couldn't believe it! Why didn't one of our officers have the decency to tell me that? I  
immediately wrote up a Request for Release.  I got it in 30 days.  They said I was a poet. Two 
weeks after my release, at the Federal Electric test, I made 75% on the Radar, and did well on 
Basics & Comm. They wanted me to fly to Streator, Illinois right away, but I told them I had to  
drive to Moncton, NB & buy a house. I would be ready to fly out in two weeks. We looked at 
three houses, and we bought a new house at 200 Second Avenue for $11,400.00.             Page 97 
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At DEW Line Domestic Sector, Streator, Illinois

Streator Training Site for the DEW Line

I took an Air Canada flight from Moncton, via Toronto to Chicago in early October.  I took a 
train to Streator, sixty miles south of Chicago.  Once in Strator,i went straight to a hotel which 
was where all the Radicians stayed while in training.

Early the next morning, I caught a Federal Electric Co. Bus to the Domestic Sector training 
site about ten  miles south of town.  All the area around here was made up of corn farms.  This  
was part of the storied American Corn Belt.  We soon noticed all the small black and white pigs 
out in the empty corn fields cleaning up and the many wild pheasants in the scattered trees.

I met the other Radicians-in-training, most were Canadian but there were some British since 
Canada had not  established Canadian citizenship yet,  so these Brits had all  the rights and 
priveleges we Canucks had.

Our  American  instructors  were  for  the  most  part,  Southerners,  although  there  were  two 
Canadian Department of Transport (DOT) Atmospheric Environment Instructors on site,  who 
taught us how to take regular Stevenson screen weather reports and Aviation weather reports. 

One particular instructor kept referring to 'Parr' coming out here and there.  It  took us a 
couple of days to realize he was actually referring to power.

One student was of particular interest, as he was a naturalized Canadian, and had been an 
electronic technician in the Lufwaffe during the war.  He had a particularly interesting history.  
Some of us made a pact, partly in jest, that we would jump off the local bridge if we failed that 
course.  Of course nobody failed.

When Christmas came, we made arrangments to have a Xmas party at a local Bar, Otto's,  
which was named after the owner, who was German and had been a professional wrestler. 

Early on, I made arrangements with the Hotel manageress to share grocery costs, so I had 
supper with her quite often.  She was quite elderly but a motherly type.  She was looking after 
her two grandchildren, while their parents were separated.  I was particularly sad to learn that 
the boy committed suicide a month after I left.

One evening I  asked her  if  they were going to  allow black people into a new apartment 
building, which was being constructed.  She replied “No, they would never do that.” I thought, 
This is some different than in Canada.  I did not comment or let on I was amazed.

There were no American students on our course.  In fact, I don't remember there being any 
American students on site while we were there.  The reason Canadians were being trained for 
the Canadian portion of the DEW line was, the Canadian Government would not allow American 
citizens to man the sites in Canada.  It was a sovereignty thing.  It made sense to us.  In January, 
I  was 25,  a  veteran  of  the  RCAF,  and now  an employee  of  Federal  Electric  Corporation  of 
Paramus, New Jersey, bound for the DEW line.  I missed my family, What had I gotten myself  
into?                                                                                                                                             Page 98 



At FOX 2 DEW LINE Site on Baffin Island, North West Territories

My home for most of 1965.  There was snow here year round.
In mid-January, I flew from Moncton via Toronto to Winnipeg, then I flew north to Hall Beach 

via Fort Churchill & Cape Dyer in a DC4 in a two day trip overnighting at Cape Dyer.  Then, I was 
slated to fly to Longstaffe Bluff in a Nordair DC3 during the week.  I did a course at Hall Beach.

I was one of seven working 'Radicians', with Alexander Connors, as our Station Chief.  We 
had two Eskimoes & their wives, Abraham Kaunak and Joseph Angagoochiak (mechanics), plus 
two regular cooking staff (a Chef and a Cook), twelve in all. We had one 'horizontal' flight arrive 
once a week with mail, movies & replacements.  The air strip was six miles to the west. Fox 2 
was known as the best site on the DEW line. There were no mosquitoes near the site, the fishing 
was good, and the RCMP dropped in once a year to ensure we all had fishing licences.

We had four Tropospheric Scatter receivers east, four receivers west, two transmitters east & 
two transmitters west.  We had a FPS26 Radar, with one high beam and one low beam.  Each 
Radician put in eight hours a day, four on console and four on equipment, six days a week.   My 
equipment responsibilities consisted of two receivers and one  transmitter,  plus the FRT-37 
beacon and the SRE equipment.   If  any of  my equipment  went  unserviceable,  I  was to  be 
contacted immediately and I would repair it, no one else was allowed to touch it.  In that manner, 
we became the top site on the line with absolutely no down time. We also provided synoptic 
weather reporting for the Canadian DOT & Aviation weather  for incoming aircraft upon request.

I  was responsible for  the “Caribou” Club Bar,  the site library & I 
became  the  site  IBEW  Shop  Steward.  I  made  $10,000.00  per  year 
(double what I had received in the RCAF). I received a mere $25.00 per 
month  for  toiletries,  the  rest  went  into  the  bank  in  Moncton.  Non-
Eskimoes were not allowed to have nets, but that did not stop a Cook 
from Winnipeg and me from purchasing two 25', 2 inch mesh nets from 
the Hudson Bay Co., sewing them together, and catching lots of Arctic 
Char on every high tide (twice a day). I came from the Annapolis Valley, 
where fishermen, put out nets on poles at low tide and caught fish the 
same way. Most of our Char went into the freezer for the Site. However, 
I set aside an 18” by 18” by 16” cardboard box, with double thickness 
(for insulation), packed with 60 lbs of Char fillets to take home.

The Arctic appears desolate at a glance but I managed to have some 
memorable incidents with local animals -  One Spring day, I decided to go sight-seeing in the 
nearby valley, where there were a great variety of wildflowers. I drove a truck down near the 
beach and gathered my equipment together.  I strode up the slope, deep in thought.  At the 
summit, I was shocked, I suddenly saw an animal a few feet in front of me.                       Page 99
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 It  was  about  six  feet 
away.  At first,  it  struck me 
as  a  dirty  sheep,  then  I 
realized there are no sheep 
up here!   It  had strands of 
long yellowish hair hanging 
from its body. It saw me, and 
jumped up in the air, turned 
and  ran  down  the  slope 
away from me. At the same 
moment,  I  dropped  to  the 
ground  and  watched  it 
through binoculars. It would 
stop and look back at me for 
about ten seconds, and then 
turn  and  run  again,  and 
repeat that scenario.  I thought this was a very special experience. How many people ever find 
themselves alone, unarmed, face to face with an Arctic Wolf in the wilderness? 

Once, I decided to go ice fishing in the nearby inland lake, I 
drove down to the Airstrip,  and I  went  over  to the storage 
building, and began to sift through a large selection of keys to 
open the door. I was about half way through testing each key, 
when suddenly I felt something nudge me in the back.  Then it 
bit me! I almost had a heart attack!  What creature would want 
to bite me up here in the Arctic, miles from another human? If 
it is a Polar Bear, I am totally screwed, because it will play 
with me, and then kill  me!  As this unknown creature kept 
biting me through my thick winter  parka,  I  was scared too 
scared to look and see what it was. I finally worked up enough 
nerve to turn around, it was an adult male Caribou!  He was so 
close  I  could  have  touched him.   What  a  beautiful  animal! 
That was another moment I will never forget.

Once, I decided to go hunting with Abraham Kaunak.  He was after Arctic Hares.  Abraham 
was in the best shape of anyone at the site.  He had a single shot .22 calibre rifle, much like I  
had hunted with as a teenager in Nova Scotia.  Off we went on foot, 
and it  was not  long before I  realized  I  am going to  have  trouble 
keeping up with him.  As we traversed around the area, he noticed 
Arctic Hare tracks, and we followed them.  That was it! That is how 
they hunt  rabbits  up here!  After  about  half  an hour  of  following 
those tracks, Abraham finally caught up with the Hare.  He aimed the 
gun, fired, and missed.  He saw where the bullet went and he picked 
up a small  stone and knocked the front  sight  a bit  one way and 
raised the rifle again. He kept this up through several missed shots 
until  he finally hit  the Hare.   I  was not  really impressed with his 
hunting skill.  I would have sighted the rifle in before going on a hunt.

I flew home to Moncton after 6 months for two weeks on my first R & R.  My twins, Diana & 
Darlene, did not recognize me.  We made light of it, and as they sat on the couch continually 
rocking back and forth, hitting their heads on back of the couch, I made it into a game.  We 
wondered how long we could keep this up, with the kids not even knowing me. At the end of  
November, Rita called me and said “I need you, and the kids need you, come back”.  So I asked 
for leave and they gave it to me, as too many Radicians were leaving during Christmas. I took 
my box of Arctic char fillets, my clothes, and caught the next flight to Hall Beach, Winnipeg, 
Toronto & Moncton.  So much for my plans to get a Canadian Tire Franchise.               
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 An EL4 in the Atlantic Regional Pool of Department of Transport
I  arranged  for  two  interviews,  which 

had  to  be  on  Wednesday  morning,  one 
with  NB Tel  and one with DOT.   NB Tel 
offered me $67.00 a week.   DOT offered 
me double that.  I told my interviewer, Bill 
McGuinnes, that they would have to hire 
me right away, as I had to fly back to the 
DEW Line Monday.  Two days later,  word 
came to Rita they wanted me to come in 
to work on Monday. Bill told me I was the 
quickest  hire  DOT  ever  made  for  a 
technician.  My  career  in  the  Canadian 
Public  Service  had begun.   It  was early 
December 1965.

Rita and I were overjoyed I had managed to get employment in Moncton.  Now, we could live  
a normal family life in Moncton.  Rita was working as a Nurse at the Moncton Civic Hospital and 
she had her Driver's licence, & the kids could walk to school.  Finally, life was being good to us. 
Monday, morning, I drove downtown to the Federal Building in Moncton, ready to start working 
for DOT.  My boss was Jim Fraser.  He was an EL9, one of only two in DOT. I was starting out as  
an EL4, the working level. For the best part of a month, I sat round doing nothing.  I began to  
wonder what these people actually did, when one day Jim called me into his office.  He said, 
“You have three choices, Goose Bay Labrador, St. Johns Nfld or the ships”.

I replied, “I thought I was working in Moncton.”  He replied, “You are now in the Moncton  
Pool, you go wherever we send you.”  I asked, “What do you mean by “the Ships?”  He replied, 
“The MacDonald and the Labrador”.  I asked “Where are they based?” He replied, “Halifax”, they 
go into the Arctic in the summer and they break ice in the Gulf in the winter”. I thought, that's 
not so bad, I can stay at mom's while I am working in Halifax.  I never heard of the MacDonald 
but, I saw the film about the Labrador circumgating North America.  There was certainly no way I 
would go to Labrador or Newfoundland.  I said, “OK, I'll take the Labrador”. That news was not  
received well by Rita, nor by me, but we had to put up with it until something better came along.

On  the  following  Monday,  I  drove  to  the  Coast  Guard  Base  in  Dartmouth,  and  met  the 
Supervisor of the Dartmouth Ship Electronic Workshop (SEW), Bill Brown.  Bill was originally a 
native of the eastern shore, and we got along quite well. I then went over to the administrative 
building, and was fitted out in an officer's uniform.  While on ship, all the crew wore proper  
Coast Gurd uniforms, just like the Navy.  I had two gold shoulder bars,  I was finally an officer in  
something.  My title was Telecom Officer, equal to Lieutenant in the Armed Forces.

I  donned my uniform and I  went on board the CCGS Labrador to meet the guy who was 
supposed to show me around,  Bernie  Johnson.   We passed on the  gangway.   He  was so 
anxious  to  get  off  the  ship,  that  was  all  there  was  to  it.   His  next  assignment  was  at 
Charlottetown.  Although Bernie was born and raised in Halifax, he retired in Charlottetown. I  
asked to see the Captain, and was shown to his cabin.  I knocked on the door, and he answered. 
Captain Ivan Green stood before me.  We was a legend in the Coast Guard.  I instinctively gave 
him a sharp Air Force salute, and he advised “We do not salute in the Coast Guard”.  He was my 
only boss, and I was the head of the Radio Department, although the Chief Radio Officer, Paul 
Cooper,  had seniority to  me,  so I  never  gave  him any grief.  I  was relatively  happy on the 
Labrador, although I got deathly sea sick on occasion.  But then so did almost everyone else, 
especially Captain Green, so nobody said anything. Captain Green confided in me, and would 
often send a Quartermaster to get me up on the Bridge at all hours so he could discuss his 
concerns with me. I  was on the Labrador for 2 ½ years. Captain Green's two brothers were 
Captain Claude Green of the Sir William Alexander and Captain Gerald Green, Commander of 
the joint Navy/Coast Guard, Atlantic Search & Rescue Centre in Halifax.                         Page 101
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In the Canadian Coast Guard as Telecom Officer of CCGS Labrador   

The Labrador was a Canadian version of the four American Wind Class icebreakers.  The 
American versions (Northwind, Southwind, Eastwind & Westwind) were of military design, and 
were actually loaned to the Soviet Union during WW2. After the war, the US asked for them back 
and the Russians objected.  Finally, the Americans received a radio signal to the extent, “Four 
Icebreakers are at such and such Lat & Long”.  It was in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.  They 
were duly retrieved and went through major refits, until  they were considered fit  for service 
once again.

The Labrador was originally built  in a compartmentalized military design, but once in the 
Coast Guard, it was decompartmentalized.  The compliment went from about 250 to 110.  It was 
the second largest icebreaker in the Canadian Coast Guard in 1965, and it was the 'workhorse', 
whereas the John A. MacDonald was larger but it was the Cadillac, and the showpiece of the 
Coast Guard, so the Labrador got most of the dirty jobs.

Once, we were assigned to work with the USGC Northwind and a Danish cable ship,  the 
Edward Svenson, off the coast of Labrador to repair some broken undersea cables.  The two 
helicopters of the Northwind were both unserviceable, but our one helicopter worked fine.  After 
that successful mission, we all docked in St. John's harbour.  Once, we officers were invited 
over to the Edward Svenson for dinner.  I'll never forget it.  That dinner took about thrree hours 
to finish.  There were only a few officers from the Labrador there, and no one showed up from 
the Northwind.  Those Danes sure know how to live!

 During our Arctic trips, we had several Oceanographic people from DFO aboard to conduct 
scientific surveys, first in Diana Bay, at the southern tip of Ungava Bay, then into Baffin Bay, as 
far north as we could go. Each day seemed to be worse than the day before.                
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In the Gulf of St. Lawrence, we broke ice in the 
winter  to  shepherd  cargo  ships  into  places  like 
Campbleton,  Botwood,  Sydney,  and  on  occasion, 
up the Saint Lawrence River to assist ships there. 
On occasion, we were called out to do rescue work 
with fishing boats in trouble during heavy storms, 
and Captain Green had the habit of sending me to 
other  ships  to  repair  unserviceable  radio 
equipment. I could not refuse.

Bill  Brown  back  in  the  SEW,  was  my  DOT 
functional  supervisor,  and  he  refused  to  pay  me 
that overtime.  So I spoke to Captain Green, and we 
came to an agreement that any work I did on other 
ships on his behest, was to be entered as working 
on the Labrador.  That way, both Captain Green and 
I  were satisfied,  and what Bill  Brown didn't  know 
didn't  hurt  anyone.  What  Bill  did  not  understand 
was, according to ship articles, which we all had to 
sign, the Captain was God, and when he says “Jump”, we say “When can we come down?”.

When we sailed into Frobisher Bay, no seamen were allowed ashore.  That was due to some 
past bar fights that were blamed on some CCGS Labrador seamen. I  took advantage of my 
presence there to fly into Frobisher Bay by helicopter, and call the guys at Fox 2 to say hello.  I  
also looked up Neil Parker, from Bear River, who was the DOT Weather Forecaster there. I have 
never  seen  him  since.  On  our  way south,  we  docked  at  the  USCG  Base  in  Sondrestrum, 
Greenland, we all went ashore.  Being an officer, I was allowed into the USCG Officer's mess.

Every Spring, when the Labrador went into refit, I was sent to Ottawa for training, and I took 
along Rita and the four children.  We stayed in Motels and we had a great time. It was a paid 
vacation. On my second year in the Gulf, Captain Green was on temporary duty as an advisor at 
CGHQ regarding them dealing with unions.  Captain Green had some strong opinions of how 
the Coast Guard should be managed.  One of his objectives was to build a Coast Guard Telecom 
Division.  I agreed with that objective, as presently, DOT Air Services were providing Radio & 
Technical services, leaving the Coast Guard with no control of them whatsoever.

Captain  Green's  replacement  was  George  Burdock,  from Newfoundland.   He  was  a  real 
character. Sometimes, he would get so mad, he would throw his hat off into the ocean.  He 
related to me repeatedly how he came to have no respect for the Canadian flag. His previous 
ship was the John Cabot, our only cable laying & repair ship.  It was often on contract to the 
AT&T to attend to undersea cable business.  The head of the  AT&T crew would tell the Captain 
where to go, etc.  That burned Burdock.  At one point, he blew up, and said “It's either you or  
me, one of us has to go!” Well, the American called his contacts in Ottawa, and Burdock was 
sent packing, to the Maritimes Region of Coast Guard.

One Sunday afternoon, while docked in Sydney, Captain Burdock & I were standing on the 
Bridge, when he noticed his 'Tiger' (personal Steward), also from St. John's, walking up the 
gangway with a brown paper bag under his arm.  Burdock ran downstairs, confronted him, and 
walked him back to his room, making him pour the liquor down the sink.  Then he told him to 
get off his ship and sent him back home.  We never saw him again.

In the Spring of 1967, Bill Brown offered me three options due to my good performance, the 
Labrador,  the  John  A.  MacDonald  or  the  summer  ashore.  I  chose  the  latter.  A  Regional 
Competition came up, and I put in for it. I came 2nd, and they offered me Radar Ground but I 
insisted on Ship Electronics. Scott MacDonald complained, “These young guys get all the jobs”. 
However, I was the only one in the SEW who had applied.                                                  
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 As Ship Electronic Project Officer (EL5) at Moncton 

CCGS Louis S. Saint Laurent - 1969
It was 1968 & I was now an EL5. I had a job in Moncton! My boss was Ed Wall, the Regional  

Supervisor Ship Electronics (RSSE), an EL7. I was in a division called 'Engineering'. I went all 
over the Atlantic Region installing or supervising Shipyard installations of electronic equipment 
in non-military Government ships, incl. the Coast Guard & CNR Ferries. There was a lot of travel  
involved, as Moncton was the geographical centre of the Maritimes but there were no ships 
based there.  I drove a DOT station wagon, and almost every week, I drove out Monday morning 
to Halifax, Saint John or Sydney, or took an Air Canada flght to Newfoundland.  I may come back 
in a week or two or three. My marriage was suffering but I still had more time at home than I did 
when I was on ship or worked out of the SEW in Dartmouth, when I had to drive to Moncton 
every Friday evening and drive back to Dartmouth every Monday morning.  Life was improving. 

There was only one little problem, Bill  Brown insisted I  had to do one more stint on the 
Labrador  in  the  middle  of  the  Winter  Gulf  Ice-Breaking season.   I  arranged to  drive  up  to 
Campbellton, and rendezvoused with Cal Lomas in mid-February.  Just 2 ½ more months of 
shipboard  duty.   When I  arrived,  I  noticed the  Captain  had a  notice  in  my workshop,  “No 
overtime  will  be  done  by  the  Technician  without  my  previous  authorization!”  My  previous 
replacement, Harry White, had overdone it. I was a bit peeved but there was nothing I could do 
about it.  I had to get out of bed and go to the Bridge any time any Duty Officer sent for me, day 
or night, and no one ever had the nerve to wake up the Captain, so that rule did not work very 
well for me.  Captain Green was prone to sea-sickness & he didn't want to be disturbed.

In the Spring, I went back to Moncton for good this time.  I was particularly proud to have  
been chosen as the Regional Telecom Representative to accept and sign for all the Electronics 
equipment on the CCGS Louis S. Saint Laurent, the largest non-nuclear Ice Breaker in the world. 
I flew up to Canadian Vickers Shipyard in Montreal, and sailed back to Dartmouth in the new 
vessel. In 1969, I replaced Dick Reardon of GCGTS as the Coast Guard Telecom representative 
for the entire construction of the CCGS Robert Foulis at Saint John Shipbuilding & Drydock, a 
Bouey tender to be located in Saint John, NB.  For the entire summer, I drove to Saint John each 
Monday morning & drove back home every Friday evening. During Shipyard meetings, I wore 
two hats, I represented the Canadian Coast Guard as owner, and the Department of Supply & 
Services as the contractor.

My career in DOT had been entirely in Ship Electronics.  I now had a great deal of contact 
with other Technicians, and it began to look better in other areas.  Others enjoyed more home 
life than I  did,  as I  was almost  always 'on the road'.   One day,  I  noticed an 'Opportuity for 
Promotion' in 'Flight Inspection', which was entirely foreign to me.  I submitted my application, 
and a few days later, Jim Fraser came into my office. He asked me if I really wanted this job as it 
was the same level as mine.  I replied “Yes”.  He asked me if I could take 'the air'. I replied, “I  
took the sea”.  “OK the job is yours”, he said.                                                                      Page 104



At  Atlantic Regional Office as Flight Inspection Officer, Moncton, NB 

Transport Canada Beech King Air 90 Flight Inspection aircraft circa 1972

I was soon transferred into the Flight Checking section, and I was sent immediately to Ottawa 
for  training.  During  the  two  weeks  at  CARP  airport,  our  class  experienced  class-room 
instruction and practical flight training in a Flight Checking Aircraft.

Back home in Moncton, we first utilized a DC3 aircraft registered as CF-DOT.  We checked the 
Navigational  aids equipment at  all  airports in Atlantic Canada, even those of the RCAF.  We 
departed  Moncton  Monday  mornings,  flew  to  some  airport  in  Atlantic  Canada,  usually  for 
several days, maybe a week. So I was still doing a lot of travelling, this time in an aircraft. Over  
two years in that position,  the two Els senior to me were transferred into other duties so I 
became the senior Flight Check Officer.  I personally trained three new ELs; “Hap” Purdy & Val 
Landry from Moncton and Jim Trainor from Yarmouth.

Our Supervisor was Carl Schmid, who was also responsible for conducting the EL 'Barrier' 
exams throughout the Region.  There were three levels, 1, 2 and 3.  In those days, in order to 
advance to a higher level, an EL had to pass a Barrier exam.  As members of Carl's team, we 
were all expected to give those exams, so I had to pass levels 2 and 3.  Level 2 was considered 
to be highly technical,  & Level 3 was equivalent to first year University.  So, I studied and I 
passed Barriers 2 and 3.  Then, we received a new Beech King Air 90 aircraft, fitted out with 
advanced Flight Inspection equipment.  It was a smaller, faster  aircraft, and I didn't like it as it 
bounced all over the place and it reeked of jet fuel, to which I quickly became highly allergic.

I  developed  a  flight  checking  procedure  for  VASIS  (Visual  Approach  Slope  Identification 
System)  &  I  explained  it  to  senior  Telecom staff  in  Moncton.  It  was  adopted  by  Transport 
Canada. Then, I was sent with a pilot, Bob Mungall, in a Beech Queen Air to inspect all VASIS 
installations throughout Atlantic Canada, most of which were situated in Nfld & Labrador.

Suddenly, the exact same aircraft we were using experienced a wing falling off over Montreal. 
Everybody onboard was killed. It was a wake up call for me.  One day in the Spring of 1973, I  
had a stroke of genius, I asked Carl, “What book should I read to understand DOT's Philosophy 
of Management”? He quickly replied “Philosophy of Management by Schursberg & Osterheld”. I 
bought & studied that book, the very next Competition Board I entered, I came first. The position 
was Ship Project Supervisor, (EL6) at CCG Maritimes Region in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.

 We were moving to Nova Scotia! Finally, I would be travelling far less!  However, my marriage 
was on the rocks but I stayed married for eight more years for our kids' sake.  I remembered 
what it was like for me to grow up without a father.                                                   
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Our Entire Family Returns to Nova Scotia
After Buddy's death, Carole Anne married Norman Munro, and had two children; Kimberly 

and Glenn, she eventually moved to Granville near Annapolis Royal.  The entire family had gone 
full circle, and were back in Nova Scotia.  I wanted my kids to grow up in Nova Scotia. 

After moving around Ontario within General Motors dealerships, from Toronto to Hamiliton, 
to Sudbury, to Windsor, my stepfather, Glenn Veinot, decided to go back to Nova Scotia with 
Mom, when Bob McDonald opened a large GM dealership in Halifax in 1966.  He became the 
General Service Manager.  Mom and Glenn lived at Hatchett Lake for several years, then moved 
to Kentville, where Glenn was General Manager of another GM Dealership.  In 1973, Rita and I 
went  house hunting in Halifax County.   We both liked a large twelve room property on the 
Shubenacadie River about 25 miles from Halifax, in a place called Wellington.

Our Country home in Wellington, Nova Scotia

The incumbent in my position was Bill Simpson.  He refused to be seconded to Coast Guard,  
so they replaced him.  My previous boss, Ed Wall, & Bill MacGuinnes ran the competition. It was 
held in Moncton. Only Leon Fitzgerald had put in for it from Dartmouth. At one time, he had the 
title of RSEI, 'Resident Ship Electronic Inspector'.  Whenever I was sent to Halifax, I was ordered 
to report to him, but he was hardly ever in his office, and he never left any notice of where he 
would be. When he appeared at the Competition Board in Moncton, he was so upset with some 
of the questions, he left the room and sulked outside.  Ed tried to get him to go back in but he  
refused.  He was obviously the most senior & capable of all the crew in Dartmouth. His wife had 
died of cancer, and he was not in the best frame of mind.

I attributed that fiasco to a fault of DOT management. They depended on books to determine 
what questions to ask at Competition boards.  They had no idea what the jobs really incurred. It 
happened before, when Carl Nowlan was passed over for SEW supervisor, simply because he 
answered certain questions truthfully & those answers were not understood by the Board.

Captain Ivan Green, my Captain on the Labrador, became 'Commandant' of the Coast Guard, 
when Admiral Stores was caught with his fingers in the till.  Green had managed to get Coast 
Guard their own Telecom Division. I was the first EL supervisor in any Region to be seconded to 
Coast Guard. I could almost hear Captain Greene having a good laugh at that.               Page 106 



 As both Regional Supervisor Ship Electronics (EL7) & Ship Project
 Supervisor (EL6) at Maritimes Coast Guard Region Office in Dartmouth

The other two SPOs were Bill Roland & Doug Rawle.  Bill was ex-RCAF, like me. His specialty 
had been Radar, he had no experience in Communications.  Doug was an installer, so he had to 
go to Dartmouth Academy to obtain his Junior Matriculation to qualify as an EL.  All three men 
were older than me, senior to me and knew more about Ship Electronics than I did. Ed Wall 
visited Dartmouth to help set me up in my new position. My official title was the same as was 
Bill Simspon's, but Ed had won the job as Halifax Airport Manager in Air Services of DOT, so he 
would not be the RSSE.  I was to have an office on the fifth floor of the Royal Bank Building and 
do both jobs, RSSE & SPS. I would be on my own. I felt that Ed had contempt for me since I had 
chosen to apply for a lateral transfer from Ship electronics to Flight Checking. 

He cautioned me not to sign documents as 'Acting' RSSE but 'For' RSSE. Otherwise, they 
would have to give me EL7 acting pay. I was expected to assume the responsibilities & duties of 
both positions!  Bruce Wilson, Chief of CGTS in Ottawa, was my new functional supervisor, and 
no one in Moncton would provide me with any support whatsoever.  Bill Brown was still running 
the SEW, still reported to Air Services in Moncton and would probably view me as a threat. I felt 
some people thought I was in over my head.  They had no idea how stubborn I could be.

On the plus side, CGTS was running the annual installation program, supposedly supporting 
it with their technical expertise. However, CGTS was known as the “DND” section as they were 
all ex-DND, and they had no experience in actual Coast Guard  operations. I was allocated one 
Secretary, which was arranged by the Maritimes Region Director of Aids & Waterways, Mike 
Turner.  I  was  responsible  for  telecom installations  on  all  non-military  government  ships  in 
Maritimes & Newfoundland CG Regions, and the Coast Guard College.  I was cautioned by Ed 
not to go to Newfoundland.  They were bent on getting their own Telecom empire. This was a 
tricky situation, I had to watch my back. I discovered that my three SPOs could not write up 
proper technical reports, so I advised them I would polish up their reports and leave it at that. 
They would do their technical jobs, I would write their reports. As Coast Guard ELs, we could 
not participate in any Air Services courses anymore.  We were entirely on our own, like orphans.

In my Regional office, I kept busy preparing specifications for the installation of electronic 
equipment in Coast Guard ships (as Ed Wall had done in the past).  I had to be familiar with all 
ships under my responsibility, and I went to all the DSS Contract meetings that handled those 
projects to represent Coast Guard Telecom & DSS. I maintained the 'Monthly Ship Electronic 
Progress Reports', the 'Ship Electronic Equipment Inventory' for each ship and a list of surplus 
equipment kept in Stores for both Regions. I provided monthly copies to all pertinent authorities 
involved. I allocated work projects to my three SPOs, according to their abilities, and to develop 
their capabilities.  I also accompanied Leon to his camp on Five Mile Lake in the Winter. 

To get space for surplus equipment, I arranged with the Dartmouth Base Commander to build 
an equipment storage facility in the men's wash room at the Base. It was very useful. When the 
Newfoundland people began to complain that I was not paying enough attention to them, I sent  
all three SPOs there for a month to finish up any work needed to be done.  Then I went to  
Newfoundland to cement relations and ensure everything was good, I was criticized by some 
people in Moncton for going but I felt it was necessary.  

After six months, Air Services in Moncton promoted Bill Brown (EL6), from the SEW to the 
RSSE position (EL7), without a competition, and held a competition for the SEW Supervisor's 
job.  I was ordered to move to the Coast Guard Base and join my staff as SPS. Despite that  
arrangement, Bill Brown never really got into the duties of the RSSE position. When anyone 
asked him what was going on in our department, he would say, “Ask Hal”. He didn't prepare 
Monthly Progress Reports, write specifications nor go to DSS Contract meetings, so I had to do 
all that EL7 business. It would have been far fairer for them to offer me the RSSE position, and 
to offer Leon my position. No one would have appealed because it made sense. We had done 
those jobs very well without the benefit of any support from anybody.                             Page 107 



As Ship Project Supervisor (EL6) at the Dartmouth Coast Guard Base 
I noticed that Doug Rawle would take another tech with him anytime I sent him on a simple 

errand.   I  made a mental  note to speak to him about that  when I  did his next assessment. 
However, I didn't get the chance as he was sent to Moncton to replace a Supervisor who died, 
and before he left, he asked Bill Brown to do his assessment rather than me, althought he never 
worked for Bill. Bill wrote in my assessment that I upset my superiors and I caused resentment 
in my staff.  I  appealed my appraisal and we drove to Moncton together to straighten it out. 
These people had done nothing for me or my staff so I gave them my thoughts on the matter. 
My Appraisal was thrown out.  Bill and I got along after that but there was no love lost.  He 
basically coasted along without doing the job, leaving the complicated RSSE business to me. 
He never made any effort to learn it.     

I held two “Competition Boards to fill vacant positions in my staff during my tenure there.  At 
the first Board, we hired Joe Collier and Cal Lomas from the SEW.  At the second Board, we 
hired Bob Collier and Jack Dearnly Davidson, also from the SEW.  These were promotions from 
EL4 to EL5.  Before the second Board was held, our new Engineer (a former DND employee) 
asked me to arrange to interview some DND people. I did that but none of them were remotely 
qualified for these positions. DND ELs were used to having contractors to do all their work.

The Engineers hired to create a Newfoundland Regional Telecom empire came to Dartmouth 
to ask me how to do it. I met with them and gave them my advice. Several Competition boards 
were also held in Dartmouth to fill the newly-created CG Regional Office Telecom positions. My 
staff were all promoted or transferred. Doug Rawle had gone back to Moncton so he got lots of  
courses. When the new Superintendent of Electronics position came up, they asked questions 
from the last Course Doug was on.  I appealed but that went nowhere.  Politics had taken over. I  
was soon ordered to move up to the Regional HQ to become one of the others up there, so they 
could keep an eye on me.  Bill Brown was demoted to EL6, and he retired in an angry fit.  My 
former best tech. Leon Fitzgerald, was transferred into another section, and he quit in disgust, 
when a junior EL said he was going to check Leon's work. I  had always given Leon lots of 
respect. He went back to sea and became a Radio Officer in the Merchant Marine again. The new 
people  were all  imported from Moncton,  and the three people who used to run things,  Bill  
Brown, Leon & I, were tossed aside like so much garbage. 

One  day,  Bob  Collier,  of  my  staff,  got  into  a 
fracas with an SEW Tech, who was installing new 
equipment in the CCGS Sir William Alexander.   It 
was not the job of  Maintenance techs to do that. 
Mike Turner had become the Regional  Director of 
Telecom, and he called a meeting of some of his 
staff.  He  began  the  meeting  by  criticizing  Scott 
MacDonald, who was the Foreman of the SEW.  I 
had no love for him but I  jumped to his defence, 
and  blasted  Mike  for  bringing  in  his  “blue  eyed 
boys”,  and  not  advising  Scott  or  me about  what 
was  going  on.  That  was  the  abrupt  end  of  their 
'hanging party'. From then on, I got more respect. 
However, I was now working with cowards who had 
it  in for me.  Mike Turner was the blue eyed boy 
wonder  of  Coast  Guard  so  he  was  promoted  to 
Coast Guard HQ in Ottawa.    

In 1978, Grammy became very ill, and she went to live with Mom & Glenn in Kentville. I was 
called to see her for the last time. She was dying of Colon cancer & Rita did not want to go.  
Alone in her bedroom, we had a good talk. She said she would never see Bear River again. I  
immediately said, “Oh yes you will, we are going back to Bear River together”.  It was the only  
time I ever lied to her, but she didn't appear to mind.  She immediately displayed contentment.   I 
loved that woman, she took me in and raised me, when no one else wanted me.            Page 108 
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 As Telecom Logistics Officer (EL6) at Coast Guard HQ in Ottawa   
In the Spring of 1980, a temporary vacancy occurred in Coast Guard Telecom Operations in 

Ottawa, I was asked to go to Ottawa for six months in an acting position.   I drove up to Ottawa, 
and stayed at the designated Apartment Hotel on Cooper Street in downtown Ottawa.  My new 
boss was Dick Reardon. I knew several of the staff at Headquarters, especially in CGTS, and I 
decided to board with Rick O'Laney (an Engineer from Fredericton), in Orleans for two months.  

At 42 in Ottawa in 1981

I finished my six months tour, then I returned to the same position for another six months in 
1981. I rented a house in Nepean for a few months.  I brought my children up for a vacation. 
Diana & Darlene met the son of the Venezuelan Ambassador, and he was smitten with Darlene. 
He even managed to visit us back in Nova Scotia later.

While there, I finished producing the Coast Guard Telecom “Facility Availability Computing 
System” (FACS).  It was the new Coast Guard Telecom version of the Air Services 'Telecom 
failure reporting system'.  I decided to go from a green background to blue, as green was not a 
proper nautical colour. The process was comprehensive, I had to use the best features of the Air 
Services model, send prototypes to all Regions for input, and fit it all together so everyone was 
happy.  The only Region that did not give us any positive input was Maritimes Region, who 
claimed it was unnecessary. Obviously, their input was ignored by HQ, who were not impressed.

I also wrote the Coast Guard Standards for space requirements for Telecom installations on 
ships. and I corrected many others. Very few people at HQ were ever on CG ships. I flew or 
drove home occasionally, but our marriage had died, and I went home mostly to see my kids. On 
one return visit, Apache was born, and Diana claimed him as soon as she found he was a male.

When I arrived home after my 1981 temporary duty in Ottawa, three of my children had joined 
the military.  Bradley joined the Navy, Bill joined the Army (PPCLI) and Darlene joined the Air 
Force.   Diana was going to Dartmouth Technical  School. As previously arranged, Rita and I 
obtained a peaceful divorce.  I moved to an apartment hotel in Dartmouth, and Rita bought a 
new Trailer in Lower Sackville.  I boarded my two horses, Polly & Highland Dancer with John & 
Nan Uhl in Shubenacadie.  I kept my truck & automobile   I had no bills.  I gave Rita $10,000.00 to 
not touch my pension, $6,000.00 to buy two automobiles pl;us $200.00 per month for supporting 
Diana, while she attended a computer curse at Dartmouth Collegiate.  Rita promised to invite me 
to her new place for a final Christmas together but that never happened. 
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Remarried & in Vancouver as SPS (EL6) in CCG Western Region
Living alone in an apartment in Dartmouth 

in 1982, I met a  beautiful dark-haired lady at a 
One Parent  Family  Meeting.   Her  name was 
Leah Lorraine née Evans.  It was love at first 
site (for  me).  I  took her to Shubenacadie  to 
see my horses, Polly & Highland Dancer.  We 
went out a few times and she said, “Don't tell 
any of my friends that I'm going out with you”. 
I  thought  that  was  cute,  because  soon,  we 
were  living  together,  and  she  was  all  mine. 
She asked me how old I was, and I said “I'm 
38”.  That was ok, as she was only 36. A week 
later, I admitted I was 40.  She didn't take that 
too well.  A week later, I admitted I was 43. She 
said  “I  want  to  see  your  drivers  licence!” 
Well,  I  really  was  43,  and  she  had  a  little 
difficulty  processing  that  because  of  the 
seven year age difference but  it ended well. 
First we lived in her apartment in Dartmouth. 
Then, I bought a house trailer in Lake Echo Trailer Park, east of Dartmouth. We moved there in 
the Winter. Life was good again!  Lorraine was different in that she wanted to be with me all the 
time.  I took her along on trips to “Sydney, Saint John and even Ottawa.

We were married on 10th June 1983. We 
had a daughter, Tanya Lorraine. I managed 
to buy a house at 208 Salmon River Drive 
in Preston.  There was even a Trout Brook 
in the backyard.   Lorraine and I  turned it 
into a duplex and rented it  out.   We both 
felt that we should get out of the Maritimes. 
I had grown disatisfied with my job, and we 
needed  a  fresh  horizon,  where  we  could 
concentrate  on  our  future  together.  A 
position  opened  up  in  Western  Coast 
Guard Region in Vancouver.  It was exactly 
the same position I had been working in for 
the past 10 years. So I knew I had a very 
good chance of getting it.  I flew up to Ottawa for the Board, and sure enough, I came first. We 
were overjoyed, we were heading for the West Coast to begin a new life!

I had to go ahead for two weeks, while I looked for a place. I rented an apartment for us at 
Davie & Jarvis street in the old West end.  We were within five blocks of English Bay, where we 
spent lots of time on the beach. Downtown Vancouver was within walking distance, so we went 
there often. The CG send me to Victoria ocassionally as we had a major base and some ships 
there.  Tanya learned to swim in the swimming pool of a motel in Victoria.  A lady saw me 
teaching her and she asked, “Are you a professional trainer”?  I thought that was nice.

Lorraine's favourite place in the world was 'Butchart Gardens', just north of Victoria. There 
was every flower in the world there, and they put on an amazing variety show every night.  Her  
favourite place in Vancouver, was the Swinging Rope Bridge at Capilanno.  We went there often. 
In the Spring, we bought an upscale house in Surrey, that had two fireplaces and a fantastic 
view.  From the 2nd floor, we could see snow on the mountains in June.  We had our dream home 
with a great job on the West Coast.  What else could we want?                  
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It was not long before Lorraine became homesick for Nova Scotia. I arranged for her & Tanya 
to fly to Halifax for a month to get it out of her system.  While they were gone, I finished the 
room her Spa was in totally in Cedar.  I also renovated the metal shed in the backyard with clear 
rigid plastic to make it into a nice greenhouse. The trip worked, and she was never homesick for 
Nova Scotia again.  Every evening after supper, we would make a dash for the Spa.

Our Surrey, BC home with Lorraine sitting in the patio

I was doing well in my new job.  I was the first Telecom SPS in Western Region, so I applied 
my Monthly Progress  Reports  & Equipment  Inventories  from Maritimes Region,  to  Western 
Region.  I  visited  every ship  and listed  all  electronic  equipment  therein.  The  Regional  Fleet 
Superintendent said he actually knew what was going on in Telecom for the first time.

When I first arrived on the job, I felt I should keep a diary of everything I did.  That really came 
in handy, when I had to accurately account for what I did a few times. I had no staff, so I had to 
depend  on  the  various  Maintenance  people  to  install  new  equipment.   That  arrangement 
demanded I  be very pleasant  with all  techs.,  and keep them up to date  on Ship Electronic 
projects.  It worked very well.  At first, some ELs felt I was parachuted in, and I knew little about 
Ship  Electronics.  I  met  with  some  of  them  cordially,  and  I  explained  my  previous  work 
experience.  That put a damper on any further bickering. I got the full cooperation of everybody 
concerned. I won several Suggestion Awards while In Maritimes Region but in Western Region, I 
designed new CG equipment but I never applied for awards - to prevent any possible jealousy. 

We visited my sister, Carole Anne and her family, who were living up the coast in Powell 
River.  Bradley visited us from Victoria, and helped me paint our two lions out front in gold with 
black manes. Lorraine made friends very quickly, she settled in well.    I could have retired and 
sold the house for a million dollars, the way prices of homes there increased after I left.

Leon Fitzgerald once called me from a ship in the Pacific. That was a nice gesture.
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As Chief of Electronic Inspection (TI7) at DSS in Ottawa
In early 1985, a position opened up in Ottawa that I was made for. It was in DSS Electronic  

Inspections, which I had been doing for years anyway. It  was a two level promotion to TI7, 
which was equivalent to EL8, the highest EL level in Canada. There were no EL9s anymore.

 I applied and flew to Ottawa for the Board.  I came first.  They offered me an office, a trip (or  
two) home to see my wife and a free trip for her to go house hunting.  Sounded good.  However, 
my supervisor, Alex Yu, lied to me, and I was not allowed any trips home at all.  My 'office' was a 
desk  in  the  hallway.  The  first  week,  my going-away present  from Western  Region,  a  large 
Thesaurus, was stolen. I was not impressed with this new arrangement nor my compatriots.

I was now the functional Supervisor of all Electronic Technicians on contract to DSS in every 
Shipyard in Canada. The only problem to begin with was, a Naval Architect & a Marine Engineer 
had travelled across Canada and had selected Electronic Contractors in Vancouver, Toronto, 
Montreal and Halifax, who were not competent.  I knew all these people and I informed our boss 
of the screw up.  So I had to redo that mess, and I did it all from my desk.  They didn't want me 
to travel, it would highlight their screwup, so I called friends in all those cities and arranged for 
qualified people to get contracts with DSS in those cities.  The incumbents were ignored.

While in this position, on my own initiative, I wrote a DSS Standard for the Installation of  
Echo Sounders in non-military Government-owned Ships. After about six months, Lorraine was 
allowed to come for a house-hunting visit. She flew to Ottawa, and we selected a nice bungalow 
at 138 Larch Crescent in Orleans, a suburb of Ottawa, my home for the next five years    

We joined the Pentecostal Church in Orleans and made a lot of friends.  Then, Lorraine had a 
recurrance of her VHL illness.  She was rushed to Hospital, where, after several checks they 
said nothing could be done.  She was terminal.  I brought her home but after a few weeks, she  
had to return. I arranged for my mother, and then her mother, to come to look after her and 
Tanya. Mom administered morphine after I showed her how. Lorraine was first admitted to the 
Civic  Hosptial,  where  thgey  kept  her  highly  sedated  for  several  weeks.  Then,  she  was 
transferred to the Riverside Hospital. At work, I was falling apart, so I went to see the DSS nurse. 
She immediately gave me unlimited leave to attend to my dying wife.  After that, I stayed with  
Lorraine at her bedside 16 hours every night, from 4PM to 8AM until she died on 15 th January 
1986.                                                                                                   
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As Flight Inspection Officer (EL6) in Microwave Landing Systems
(Major Crown Project) in Ottawa       

Back at work, I had to meet with my boss, Allex Yu, Ken Pollard and a girl from Personnel.  I 
was put on probation for six months, and I would not be getting my regular increment.  So much 
for the Public Service of Canada supporting its employees who were in a traumatic situation. I 
decided to call  in my union for assistance.  I  called Daryl  Bean, the President of the Public 
Service Alliance of Canada, who was a friend as I had bought my house from him. He sent me 
his best man, We jointly prepared a case and went to Court.  I won hands down, and I got my 
increment.  Then, they told me my position was temporary.  I wished I had known that before. 

I was offered a position in Air Services of DOT, in a Major Crown Project in Ottawa. I went to  
work in an office at the corner of Slater & O'Conner Streets, where my boss, Steve Bellingham, 
introduced me to Computers.

Once, while visiting with some friends over at Place de Ville, where Coast Guard HQ was 
located, Isaac Ginsburg, the Chief of CGTA, came to my table and had coffee with me. He was a 
legend and was a good friend of mine.  He asked me what this Pollard guy was like, as he had 
just been promoted from DSS to the Chief of Fleet Systems in CG. I told him that Pollard would 
last about a month.  Sure enough, he insulted some of his staff the first day on the job, a month 
later, he was told to pack up and get out. He deserved it as he had the personality of a snake.

 After two years, my position was declared bilingual, so I took a year of French training at the 
School of French (now 'Polytecnique francais'). I graduated with CCB (C being better than B), C 
in Reading & Writing and B in Speaking. I then received a bilingual bonus  until retirement. 

 At that time, Canada was leading the world in MLS technology. I was sent to Kansas City for  
MLS  Receiver  training.  Then,  I  was  tasked  with  preparing  a  Manual  for  Flight  Checking 
Microwave Landing Systems.  It was the first manual of its kind in the world. I was given three 
months, I did it in three weeks.  The rest of the time I tried to look busy. A copy of my manual  
was provided to the DOT Flight Checking crew based in Ottawa. I  participated in MLS flight 
checking at Niagara Falls (NewYork), Toronto Island, Ottawa and Nanaimo, BC.

 After 5 years in Orleans, I decided to move to the country, I bought a farm in Montague 
Township on July 1st, 1990. I retired in 1995 with a full Public Service Pension after 38 years of 
service. I planted 5,000 Red Pine trees, expanded to Wild Boars & Ferrets. I designed and built a 
30' by 40' steel insulated Barn with water & electricity, for raising Meat Rabbits.  

After retirement, I studied the Picts, the Indigenous people of Britain, and I became an expert 
on them.  I visited Scotland in 2011, where I toured all their Universities & Libraries, the Hadrian 
& Antonine Walls and the old fortresses of Dunnottar & Dumbarton. I was disappointed in the 
Scots' lack of knowledge of their past, so I wrote several books on the Picts to better explain 
that period of  Scottish history as my major contribution to European history.  I  donated my 
books to all the Libraries and Universities I could find in Scotland.
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My Two Families

My first family – 1967 - 
In our living room at 200 Second Ave. 

Moncton, NB
My second family – 1983 -

On front steps of 208 Salmon River Drive
  Preston, NS                                    

In Smiths Cove, where the present Baptist church and cemetery property was donated by my 
paternal great grandfather – Rev. Dr. James Wells MacGregor

My Tombstone in the MacGregor family plot at Smiths Cove, NS    
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My Ten Miraculous Near Death Experiences
No. 1.  Being run over by a loaded hay wagon:

One afternoon, when we were let out of school, a loaded hay wagon was being pulled down the hill  
in front of the school by a pair of oxen.  Some of us boys ran for the wagon and we climbed aboard.

Suddenly,  a  smart-ass,  pushed another  boy,  who bumped into another,  and I  was  pushed off  the 
wagon,  landing in the path of the left rear wheel.  The wagon was outfitted with truck tires, not the  
usual narrow steel wheels, thank goodness, as a steel tire would have cut me in two. As it was, the 
pressure of the tire squished my stomach and I uncontrollably peed myself.  I  slowly stood up and 
managed to walk downtown.  I  had a stomach ache for quite awhile.   I  knew who did the original 
pushing, a bully I made a point of not associating with.  He was trouble and he eventually ended up in 
the Dorchester Penitentiary for several break and enters in Bear River stores and garages, among 
other things.  That was the last time I ever jumped on a loaded moving hay wagon.

No. 2. Falling asleep at the wheel: I remember at least three instances, from western Ontario to 
Nova Scotia, when I fell asleep at the wheel going about 80 mph. I woke up in the nick of time..
No. 3.  Being shot at (twice):

First time: My first instance was when a fellow in Bear River made a 'sound' shot, and nearly shot 
me in the head when I was 16. That experience is fully explained on page 79.

Second time: While living in Moncton, after I managed to get a position when I was home often, I  
was coaxed into running a Boys Group, The Moncton Fish & Game Protective Association Junior 
Branch'.  I had about twenty boys, ranging in age from 7 to 17 years of age. I had arranged to use the  
RCMP basement facilities for rifle shooting practice every Saturday afternoon.  One day, I noticed the 
eldest boy, a 17 year old, working his breech back and forth trying to unjam it.  He was standing with  
the rifle pointed direcftly at my stomach.

I shouted “Put the gun down”.  But it had fired.  I immediately checked my stomach looking for a 
bullet hole.  That bullet disappeared into thin air. To this day, I don't know what happened to that bullet.
No. 4. Tossed in the air by Highland cattle (twice):

My favourite cow was 'Hester'.  She had beautiful horns and a perfect form.  When she had her first 
baby, the older cows gave her a hard time. and they would not let her eat.  So, I grabbed some feed 
bags,  jumped into the pasture, went around her and chased the others away by flapping the feed bags 
and shouting at them so she could eat in peace.   Suddenly I felt a pressure on my back and I was  
flying through the air about four feet above the ground.  Hester was merely protecting her baby, and 
she considered me a threat. Thank God, she didn't continue to butt me.

Once, I was inside my shed when Newton, my 800 lb Bull, was free. He tried to come into the shed 
but his head & horns were too big.  I got some feed, tossed a quart at a time off to the left so I could slip  
past him and get outside. After one particularly lengthy toss, I made my move, but Newton was too fast 
for me, he jerked his head upwards, rammng his left horn completely through my leather jacket.

I was panicky for sure but I quickly calmed down, dangling two to three feet in the air completely at  
his mercy. I calmly said to him ”Are you going to put me down Buddy?”  And he put me down. I knew 
that he was not nasty, just stupid. However, I couldn't help but think of that Carroll fellow up the road, 
who was attacked by his Holstein bull, and they found pieces of him scattered around his backyard. I 
knew that if I had a pot belly like some people, that horn would have gone straight through my stomach. 
As it was, I didn't even get a scratch, just a little wiser.
No 5. Being thrown by a horse (the first time) and getting a concusion.

We drove out to Mom & Pop Poirier's place in Dorchester in the morning of early July 1970.  I  
saddled up Sioux and walked her through the 2nd longest covered bridge in the world, which was next 
door.  When I got in the saddle, she seemed frustrated, and she took off hell bent on doing her own 
thing.  Ilet her work it off. As she reached a fast gallop, the saddle slid to the right and I fell off hitting my 
head on the hard road surface.  I saw lights but I got up and walked after Sioux.  She turned around 
and ran for home.  I decided to walk homeward after her, and after a few minutes Rita arrived in our car. 
She topped for me and I got in. I joked and said I got into the car because she was a good looking  
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Back at her parents' house, she said I should not ride that horse anymore.  I said “What horse?” She 
replied “Sioux”.   I  said “I  can't  ride that horse,  she is too small!”.   Then, Rita knew there was 
something wrong with me. She said “We're going to the hospital”.  On the way back to Moncton, I 
said “You're just trying to get rid of me”.  At the Moncton Civic Hosptial, I met Dr. Chesser.  He said, 
“My name is Chesser, in a few moments I'm going to ask you my name”.  Sure enough, a few 
minutes later, I couldn't remember his name.  He did that the second time with the same results.  Then,  
he said you're going to Saint John. They strapped me down in the back of an ambulance and we took 
off.

I woke up seeing bright lights overhead. I was strapped down on my back, Rita was sitting by me. I 
knew exactly where I was.  We were driving through Magnetic Hill interchange where al the overhead 
lights were.  I said “I have a bad headache.”  Rita replied  “That's the first time you said that.”  By the 
time we got to Saint John, the headache was gone, and I had to show the driver how to get to the 
Hospital. I was diagnosed with a concusion, and they had to do a number of tests on me.  They put  
sensors all around my head, and they evenutally proclaimed me sane.  They also did a spinal tab, 
which left me in a severely weakened situation.  I came down with every allergy known to man.  I was 
even allergic to the the cold.  I was prescribed to inhale Isaprel any time I ran out of breath for over a 
year.  Evidently, a bone was moved in my head and my nose was broken.

Dr.  Murray referred me to a specialist,  Dr.  Vickers,  in  Bangor  Maine,  and we drove there.   He 
prescribed Cortisone, which probably saved my life.  No New Brunswick Doctor would touch Cortisone.
No 6. Thrown from a horse, and almost being crushed when she fell on me.

In  the  Spring  of  1982,  on  a  Saturday,  I  drove  up  to 
Shubenacadie,  to  see  my  horse,  Polly.   Nan  Uhl  was 
boarding her, and she did not let Polly out of the barn, so 
she was eager to go for a ride.  We cantered down the road 
and veered off  onto a woodroad.   There was  no traffic 
there so I let her run.  She had a lot of pent up energy, she 
was into a full gallop in no time.

Suddenly,  her  two  front  hoofs  went  though a  partially 
concealed culvert.  She immediately went head over heels 
into  a  rolling  somersalt,  with  me  flying  like  superman, 
gliding through the air head first.  I landed about thirty feet 
down the road on my stomach, tearing my boots off.

I  gradually  ground  to  a  halt  but  Polly  was  still  rolling 
head-over-heels behind me.  I remember thinking, “Please 
Jesus, don't let her roll on to me!”  But she did.  It took 
the wind right out of me. She got up, but I couldn't breathe. 
I immediately realized she would tear back up the road for the barn if I let her loose so I got up and 
grabbed her reins. I hung onto her reins for dear life, and soon I was able to breathe again.  I slowly 
walked her back to the barn, Nan Uhl was only concerned by a little scratch on Polly's knee.

No.7. When a Jealous husband tried to kill me (three times).
In 1989, I met a pretty slim French Canadian girl at the Ukrainain Hall on West Wellington street. 

Every Saturday night there was a singles dance there.  Her married name was  Reiss, but she was 
legally separated from her ex.  His adult son was a Security Officer, and carried a pistol.  She worked at  
the Ottawa Civic Hospital, which was just around  the corner from her apartment.  Our routine was for 
me to drive her to her home Friday night, spend the night and drive back to my place in Orleans in the 
morning. One morning, as I proceeded through Ottawa, my brakes gave out, No Brakes! I managed to 
coast up on to the sidewalk and stopped without hitting anything. Very carefully, I managed to drive all 
the way home.  I crawled under the car and noticed the break fluid tubing was damaged, so I replaired 
them as best I could, and I didn't think any more of it.                        

  The next time I left her place, the same thing happened.  I thought that I had not done a proper job  
at repairing the brake linings so I went to a local garage in Orleans, and asked them to repair the 
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After  a few minutes,  the mechanic asked me to have a look at  the car,  and he explained that 
someone had been tampering with my brakes, cutting the brake fluid lines.  I knew him as he was the 
son of a friend from Halifax, who came to Ottawa with IBEW local 2085.  He urged me to get in touch  
with the Police, and he asked me where it could have occurred. I replied “In Ottawa.”  So I drove down 
to the south Elgin Ottawa Police Station and advised a Sergeant Nadori, of the situation.  He arranged 
to examine the vehicle and he wrote up a report.  Back in his office, he asked me to recount where I 
had been.  I  explained my relationship with Ms.  Reiss,  and how the car had no brakes twice after 
leaving her apartment.  He asked me to make a sketch of the parking location. Then he asked me to 
call my girlfriend, and tell her I was coming to her place tonight. I replied, that I only went there on 
weekends and during the week was her time alone. Sgt. Nadori said, “You're not listening to me Hal, 
I want you to tell her you are coming tonight.” I replied “OK”.   So,I called her, and she said “OK”. 
Then, I asked Sgt. Nadori how he was going to catch the culprit.  He said that he was going to borrow 
the RCMP infra-red camera.

That  evening,  on  the  way  to  my  girlfriend's  apartment,  I  wondered,  who  could  be  cutting  my 
brakelines? I assumed it was the son. He probally wanted his mother to get back with his father, and he 
was often at her place, and he appeared a little odd carrying that pistol around. When I arrived at my 
usual parking spot, I noticed a black van with dark windows all around, parked just up the street a bit.  
That  is  it,  they are  in  there  with  their  infra-red  camera!   So,  I  walked  over  to  my girlfriend's 
apartment, and we shortly went to bed.  About 2:00 AM in the morning, her doorbell rang.  We both 
went to the door, in our pajamas.  At the door were two Ottawa plainslothed Police, and one said “Mrs. 
Reiss, we have just arrested your husband, I guess he still loves you!”  Then, he turned to me and 
said, “Well, Hal you had better explain to Mrs. Reiss what just happened!”

After they left, I explained the setup to nab the person who was cutting my brake lines.  Needless to  
say, that didn't help my relationship with her.  Back home, I called Sergeant Nadori and I congratulated 
him on his arrest. I said he had done a great job.  He asked me to put that in writing, and I did.  The 
next weekend, she passed me a cheque from her ex for $600.00. I asked her what that was for.  She 
said it was for all the damages to my car. I thought about it for awhile, should I or shouldn't I accept it? 
If I accepted it,  I was up $600.00 but I could not charge him, if I didn't accept it, I was out $600.00 and I 
could charge him.

So I decided to take the money.  I took my written recommendation down to the police station, and  
gave it to Sergeant Nadori.  I asked him what they were charging Mr.Reiss for, and I added “I hope you 
are  charging  him  for  attempted  murder.”   He  replied,  “No,  we  charged  him  with  Malicious 
mishchief  with intent  for  bodily harm.”   I  replied,  “My God,  you could charge someone who 
tripped a guy for that!”  He added, “Well, he has to take a series of psychological consultations 
for awhile”. Then he added, “Hal, is what your getting out of this relationship worth the risk?”  I 
replied, “Not really.”  That was the last time I consorted with Ms. Reiss.  I sat with her at times at the  
Ukrainian Hall but we never went out dating again. Earlier in my life, in the military, I thought it was a 
smartass thing to respond to anyone asking, “Hal, how would you prefer to die?”  I would respond, 
“By the actions of a jealous husband.” implying that I had done something enjoyable to deserve that. 
Well, I never said that again, I had my bout with a jealous husband, and I was not looking forward to 
another one, even in a jocular tone.

No. 8.  My Persistent and Misdiagnosed Appendicitis
At about the age of 12, I began to have stomach aches in the pit of my stomach. I had about one every 
month. No matter where I was, I had to lie down for about half an hour and it would go away for another 
month. I used to spend a lot of time in the woods trout fishing or hunting, etc. so when it happened, I 
would lie down and wait for it to go away.  When I was in the Air Force at Clinton, I still had them so I  
went to the MIR to get a doctor to determine what was wrong with me. He sent me to the DND Medical  
Centre in London, Ont. For a week, all I did was eat and drink chalk. It was to give a better highlight on 
the x-rays, etc. Finally the lead Doctor called me in and told me there was nothing wrong with me, and if 
I didn't stop complaining, they would kick me out of the Air Force. So much for military Doctors! So I  
kept it to myself.  About three years later, I was in RCAF Gander, NFLD, and they had a penetration 
exercise, where we all had to sleep on mattresses in the gym. I got my usual terrible stomach ache 
right on time, I began to twist and writhe in agony on the floor.                                                 Page 117 



Someone noticed, and an ambulance was called. They took me over to the old "H" hut (war time) 
hospital, where they performed an emergency appendectomy.  They gave me three weeks medical 
leave, so I caught an RCAF Hercules aircraft to Trenton, then hitchhiked to Sudbury, where mom and 
Glenn were living.  After three weeks, I hitch-hiked back to Gander via Trenton.. 
No. 9.  Almost being hit by a speeding CPR freight Train.
In the early Spring of 2013, a teenage boy was driving his truck northwards on Wood Road (which is  
the western border of my property),  as he approached the railway crossng, he didnt see any train 
coming so he proceeded across the tracks and was hit and killed by a westbound  train.  The sad news 
hit the local Smiths Falls newspaper and everyone wondered who would be next. The Municipality of 
Montague had previously known of the crossing problem, and with their limited funs, they arranged for 
the crest of the hill on the north side to be be lowered by eight feet.  This was a direct result of a school 
bus slipping on the icey road, sliding down the hill and stopped striding the tracks.  If there had been 
children in the bus, and a train was coming, those kids would have all been killed.
I used that crossing often but I didn't like it as in my GMC truck, no matter which direction I approached 
the crossing, I could not see down the track on my right side, due to the blind area caused by the 
structure of my cab.  The approach was not at 90 degress, but more like 60 degrees.  I could easily 
understand how the teenager  could  not  see the approaching train.  In  the  Autumn of  2013,  I  was 
proceeding home in my truck.  As I topped the hill, I noticed it was very dark out and I couldn't see a 
thing beyond the range of my headlights.  As I approached the tracks, for some reason I slowed down 
and stopped before the tracks, where I usually just raced across them. I peered left & right but I couldn't 
see anything.  I began to wonder why I had stopped. Then, I thought of backing up a bit & turn the truck 
so I could see down the track to the west. As I pondered this notion, I suddenly heard the train horn, 
saw its  light & saw the train roar past me at a very high speed, all within 2 seconds.   I started shaking. 
I would have been killed if I kept going instead of stopping! I had to do something about this crossing!
I sent a letter to the Canadian Railway Safety Board. I wrote “How many more people have to get 
killed here before you do something”. In mid 2014, I noticed there was some construction going on 
down at the crossing.  The Montague Township Reeve told me the CPR had notified Council they were 
installing a full Railway Crossing with bars and lights, at a cost of $170,000.00.                       
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No 10.  Falling 40 Feet in my barn 
I built my 30' by 40' two level barn by myself, and I knew every bolt, nut & nail in it. On April 23rd 2014 

at 4:00PM, I decided to climb up the inside wall on the upper level to open the pigeon hole.  The ascent  
went good but when I began to climb back down, my hands kept slipping, they were sweating! I found 
myself falling backwards. I cupped my head with my arms, and hit the floor, then tumbled down twenty 
feet of stairs.  When I stopped falling, I couldn't move my left leg. I decided to try to move my toes on 
my left leg, to see if I had any broken bones. I was able to move them so I thought, No broken bones.   I 
decided to try to get to the foyer so I could call for help, but nothng would move.  The only way I could 
move was to use my chin and my chest like an inchworm.

As I inched along the floor in my black leather jacked, I noticed two rats and pigeons came over to 
watch me.  I thought “Jesus help me! (I was not swearing). I began to be very cold. It took me 4 ½ 
hours to crawl 30 feet to call for help. By the time I managed to make contact with my grandson, Joel, 
and get an ambulance, I was shivering with my teeth chattering uncontrollably. They cut my pants to get 
them off. I told them not to cut my boots, 
they would come off with a pull.

 I broke my left femur in 3 places, my 
knee & hip were described by the doctor 
as  “a  mess”.  I  have  a  titanium  rod 
though the centre of my left femur and 
two titanium screws in both my knee & 
hip.   Dr.  Peter  Roney,  said  I  am very 
lucky to be alive.  I  believe God or an 
Angel have interceded in my life several 
times  to  save  me.  I  have  lived  longer 
than all my known male ancestors. I could easily have died on that mattress in Gander or in my barn.

I fell 20 feet inside this barn from the inside peak down to the second floor, and then tumbled 
down the stairs another 20 feet to the bottom cement floor.
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Descendants of my earliest traceable ancestors,
 John Bane MacGregor & Katherine McNabb (of Fortingall, Perthshire) 

Reference  researches:  Digby  Historical  Society  =  (DHS).  UK  Census  Records  =  (UKR)  Hal 
MacGregor research = (HMR). Lake Charlotte Area Heritage Centre = (LCC). Josephine Turner Bryant 
=  (JTB),   Reigh  MacGregor  =  (RMG)  Barbara  McGregor  =  (BMR)  Canada  Census  =  (CCR)  Hal 
MacGregor's direct Male line of descent is in bold.

_______________________________ 

1 John 'Bane' MacGregor   of Fortingall   (1683-1725)  m. Katharine McNabb 1705 @ Dull (OPR)
+ Katharine McNabb (1687-?) in Dull Parish. Parents: James McNabb/Janet ? (LDS)
..2 James b: 1710 @ Glassie.(OPR)
..2 Donald b: 1713 @ Glassie. (OPR)
..2 Alexander b: 1715 @ Glassie.(OPR)
..2 John b: 13 July 1718 @ Farlichir, Dull Wit: James McDugall; John McNabb (LDS)(OPR)
..2 Duncan b: 17 February 1721 @ Farliyear. Wit: David Campbell; John McNabb (LDS)(OPR)
..2 Janet b: 25 July 1723 @ Farlichir. Wit: Donald Breson; John McNabb. (LDS)(OPR)

..2 Christian b: 04 March1725 @ Farlichir. Wit: Patrick Ramsey; William Stewart (LDS)(OPR)

Notes: 'Bane' was a modified form of the old Celtic 'Bâno' (Gaelic; 'Bán'), meaning white (skinned).

The Perthshire MacGregors were the 'main line' MacGregors, and according to Forbes MacGregor, in 
his book, 'Clan Gregor', they were descended from the Picts. Therefore, 'white skinned' is apt.

2 John MacGregor (1718-?) m: Jean Robertson 29 Oct 1753 in Dull. Wit: Donald & Duncan 
MacGregor (LDS)
+ Jean Robertson b: 18 October 1728 in Dull Parish.(Parents: John Robertson/Isobel) (LDS)
...3 John b: 1754 @ Straid in Dull. (OPR)
...3 James b: 1756 @ Straid (OPR)

3 John MacGregor b: 1754 m: Janet McFarlane 1780 in Duntanlich. (OPR)
+ Janet McFarlane b: 1762 in Dull. Parents: Alexander McFarland/Janet Campbell (LDS)(OPR)
....4 Alexander b: 1781 Leightown of Duntanlich. (OPR)
....4 John b: 16 Nov 1783 Leightown of Duntanlich.(OPR)
....4 Duncan baptism: 13 Nov 1785 in Duntanlich.(OPR)

4 Duncan MacGregor m: Catherine MacLaren 1825. Parents: Archibald McLaren/Betty Clarke. 
+ Catharine MacLaren b: 08 December 1805 @ Comrie, Perthshire (UKR)(OPR)
.....5 John b: December 1826 (twin) (Conichern, Kenmore Parish, Perthshire) (UKR)
.....5 Janet b: December 1826 (twin) (UKR)
.....5 Archibald b: Autumn 1831, (Conichern, (UKR)
.....5 Susan b: 1833, (Conichern, (UKR)
.....5 Peter b: 1837, (Laurncroil. Kenmore Parish, Perthshire, Scotland).(UKR)
.....5 Donald b: 1840, (Laurncroil (died soon after birth). (UKR)

5 John MacGregor (1826-1899) m: Johanna Susan Healey about 1853 in Ireland. (HMR)
+ Johanna Susan Healey b: 1835, (Tipperary, Ireland) d: 13 November, 1868 in Bermuda. (JTB)
......6 James Wells (17 November 1854 (Boston, Mass.) Died -1898 Hyannis, Mass) (JTB)
......6 Edward Henderson, b: 04 Sept 1856 in Bermuda, d: 17 July 1947 (JTB)
......6 John George, b: 17 Sept 1858 (Bermuda) (JTB)
......6 William Lloyd b: 12 February 1861 (Bermuda) (JTB)
......6 Mary Louisa (12 Jan 1863 (Bermuda) - d: 7 June 1912) m: John Stuart Smith @ Fort William ON 
......6 Robert Campbell MacGregor b: 28 October 1864 (Bermuda) d: 09 Feb 1939 (JTB)
......6 Caroline b: 1866 in Bermuda. (died as an infant).(JTB)
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6 Rev. Dr. James Wells MacGregor m: Hannah Selena Rice 10 June 1876 in Annapolis (JTB)
+ Hannah Selina (Lena) Rice (1849-1880) (Annapolis, NS) (JTB)
.......7 Stanley Bigford MacGregor (02 January1877- 1937) (JTB)

7 Dr. Stanley Bigford MacGregor m. Josephine Purdy Crouse 20th May, 1903 in Bear River, NS. 
+ Josephine P. Crouse b: 1878 Bear River, NS (parents: Ebenezer Rice and Eliza Thomas) d: 1916 
........8 Greta M. b: Dec 1903 Smiths Cove, NS) d: 7 Jan 1938 (childless) (DHS)
........8 Orville Edward b: 6 Jan 1905 d: 19 December in 1930 in Atlanta, Georgia (DHS)
........8 Helen Josephine b: 8 March 1909. d: 25 December 1988 (DHS)
........8 William Vernon Stanley (12 Sept 1915 Smiths Cove- 28 April 1962) Round Lake, On 

8 Orville Edward MacGregor m: Edna Sharpe Florida on 29 August 1928 (LDS)
+ Edna Sharpe b: 22 October 1906 in Florida. d: June 1987 in Augusta, Georgia. (LDS)
......... 9 Barbara MacGregor b: 11 Dec 1928 in Georgia. d: 22 July 2011 (descendants unknown) 

8 Helen Josephine MacGregor (8 March 1909-25 December 1988) San Diego, CA (JTB)
+ Edward Creighton Bryant (USN) b:11 August 1908 (Woburn, Mass) Died 19 Nov 1990. (JTB)
......... 9 Edward MacGregor Bryant b: 1939 (Middlesex, Mass) (JTB)
..........9 James Rankin MacGregor Bryant b: 1945 (San Francisco, CA) d: 1997. (JTB)

9 Edward MacGregor Bryant b: 1939 (Middlesex, Mass) (JTB)
+ Josephine Turner b: 1940 (Mobile, Alabama) (JTB)
..........10 Carrie Bryant b: 1961 (Alaska) (JTB)
..........10 Jennifer Bryant b: 1967 (Mobile, Alabama) (JTB)

8 William Vernon Stanley MacGregor (1915-1962) m: Frances B. Seamone in1938. (HMR)
+ Frances Bessie Aileen Seamone b: 05 April 1922 (Bridgetown, NS) (HMR)
......... 9 Harold Stanley b. 05 January 1939 (Digby, NS) (HMR)
......... 9 Carole Anne b: 27 December 1940 (Digby, NS) (HMR)

9 Harold Stanley Mac Gregor m. Leda Rita Poirier 01 August 1960 in Moncton, NB. (HMR)
+ Leda Rita Poirier b: 17 November 1940 Shippagan, NB (HMR)
..........10 Bradley Douglas b: 15 September 1961 Montreal, QC (HMR)
..........10 Harold William b: 03 December 1962 North Bay, ON (HMR)
..........10 Diana Anne Frances b: 23 March 1964 North Bay, ON m. Gordon Shore b: Hamilton 
..........10 Darlene Anne Ruby (Kalin) b: 23 March 1964 (twin) (North Bay, ON) (HMR)

10 Bradley Douglas MacGregor b: 15 September 1961 (Montreal, QC) (HMR)
+ Christine Louise Barkowsky b: 22 March 1964 (Powell River, BC) (HMR)
...........11 Crystal Jonquil b: 01 December 1994 (Vancouver, BC) (HMR)
...........11 Nickolas Joshua b: 17 June 1998 (Vancouver, BC) (HMR)

10 Darlene Anne Ruby (Kalin) MacGregor b: 23 March 1964 (twin) (North Bay, ON) (HMR)
+ Dwayne MacKenzie b: about 1962 (Toronto, ON) (HMR)
...........11 Katrina Kalin MacGregor b: 02 September 1990 (Toronto, ON) (HMR)

10 Darlene Anne Ruby (Kalin) MacGregor b: 23 March 1964 (repeated) (HMR)
+ David Robert Keller b: 18 January 1965. (2nd husband of Kalin) (HMR)
...........11 Jasmine Valinda Keller b: 26 October 1998 (Vernon, BC) (HMR)
...........11 Leah Diana Keller b: 31 March 2002 (Vernon, BC) (HMR)

10 Diana Anne Frances MacGregor b: 23 March 1964 (twin) (North Bay, ON) (HMR)
+ Gordon Shore b: (Hamilton, ON) (HMR)
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9 Harold Stanley MacGregor b. 05 January 1939 (repeated) (HMR)
+ Leah Lorraine Evans b: 2 Dec 1946 (Sussex, NB) Parents = Evans/Macpherson (HMR)
..........10 Tanya Lorraine b: 10 June 1976 (Halifax, NS) (HMR)

10 Tanya Lorraine MacGregor b: 10 June 1976 (Halifax, NS) (HMR)
+ Christian Viau b: 1962 (Ottawa, ON) (HMR)
...........11 Leah Lorraine Viau b: 17 May 1993 (Ottawa, ON) (HMR)
...........11 Joshua Christian Viau b: 4 March 1995 (Ottawa, ON) (HMR)
...........11 Joel Rapheal Viau b: 18 June 1997 (Ottawa, ON) (HMR)
...........11   April Darling Viau b: 14 April 2000 (Ottawa, ON) (HMR)                                         

9 Carole Anne MacGregor m: Norman Munro 1962 in Toronto. (HMR)
+ Norman Munro b: 28 August 1939 (England) (HMR)
..........10 Kimberly Frances Munro b: 28 December 1963.(Toronto, ON) (HMR)
..........10 Norman Glenn Munro b: 28 March 1968 (Toronto, ON) (HMR)

10 Kimberly Frances Munro m: Tony Bent 1958 in Toronto. (HMR)
+ Tony Bent b: about 1962 (Annapolis Royal, NS) (HMR)
...........11 Steven Earl Douglas Bent b: 18 June 1983 (Powell River BC) (HMR)
...........11 Sarah Marie Bent b: 18 November 1985 (Powell River BC) (HMR)
...........11 Scott Frank Allan Bent b: 13 February 1988 (Powell River BC) (HMR)

10 Norman Glenn Munro b: 28 March 1968 (Toronto, ON) (HMR)
+ Susan Parsley b: 22 January 1969 (Powell River, BC) (HMR)
...........11 Michael Glenn Munro b: 03 March 1987 (Powell River BC) (HMR)
...........11 Karley Ann Munro b: 26 March 1994 (Powell River BC) (HMR)

8 William Vernon Stanley MacGregor b. 12 September, 1915 (his 2nd marriage) (HMR)
+ Edna Kennedy b: 05 April 1922 (Bridgetown, NS) (her 2nd marriage) (HMR)
..... 9 Reigh MacGregor b: 28 April 1948 (Halifax, NS) (HMR)

9 Reigh MacGregor m: Sheila Campbell in 1969 in Toronto (RMG)
...... + Sheila Campbell b: 1952 in Ipswitch, England (RMG)
..........10 Kelly MacGregor b: 8 December 1969 (Toronto, ON) (RMG)
.......... Colleen MacGregor b: 6 December 1971 (Toronto,ON) (RMG)

10 Kelly MacGregor b: 8 December 1969 (Toronto, ON) (RMG)
+ Russell Edwards (Indiana) (RMG)
....... 11 Erin Edwards b: 27 January 1991. (RMG)
....... 11Cora Edwards b: 27 August 1994. (RMG)
....... 11 Leah Edwards b: 25 March 1996. (RMG) 

10 Colleen MacGregor b: 6 December 1971 (Toronto,ON) (RMG)
+ David Myers (Jacksonville,FL) (RMG)
...........11 Reilly MacGregor b: 1998. (RMG)

9 Reigh MacGregor m: Barbara Rach in Calgary (his 2nd marriage) (RMG)
+ Barbara Rach (Calgary, AB) (RMG)

7 Dr. Stanley Bigford MacGregor b: 1876 (Digby, NS) Died: 1937. (repeated) (HMR)
+ Emma McGuire (his 2nd marriage) (HMR)
........8 Anne Maelja MacGregor b: 21 July 1923 (Digby, NS) (HMR)

8 Anne Maelja MacGregor m: Arthur Allen Butchart in 1944 (HMR)
+ Arthur Allen Butchart (RCN) (Victoria, BC) (HMR)
.........9 Judith Ann Butchart b: 1946 (Vancouver, BC) (HMR)
.........9 Heather Sandra Butchart b: 1950. (HMR)
.........9 Serita Dawn Butchart b: 1954 (HMR)
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6 Edward Henderson MacGregor m: Maelja Sibley . (JTB)
+ Maelja Sibley b: 1856, (Wittemberg, NS.) Parents: Isaac and Elizabeth Nauffts. (JTB)

6 John George MacGregor, b: Sept 1858 m: Gertrude Bowser 21 Dec 1881 @ Ostrea Lake, NS. 
+ Gertrude Matilda Bowser b: 24 Dec 1868 Musquodoboit, NS. d: 1948. (LCC)
.......7 Walter Seymour MacGregor b: 2 November 1882. (Musquodoboit Harbour, NS) (LCC)

7 Walter Seymour MacGregor m: Odessa Frances Williams 1912 (LCC)
+ Odessa Frances Williams b: 19 April 1892  (Pleasant Point, NS) (LCC)

........8 Walter Ernest MacGregor b: 23 June 1913  (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)

8 Walter Ernest MacGregor m: Odessa Frances Williams in 1914 (LCC)
+ Odessa Frances Williams b: 19 April 1892 (Pleasant Point, NS) (LCC)
.........9 Gordon William MacGregor b: 2 February 1915 (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)

9 Gordon William MacGregor b: 2 Feb. 1915 (Musquodoboit Harbours, NS) Died 29 August 1987. 
+ Eleanor Doyle (Musquodoboit Harbour, NS) (LCC)
..........10 Rodney MacGregor (Dartmouth) (LCC)
..........10 Darrell MacGregor (Red Deer, AB) (LCC)
..........10 Rhoda Mac MacGregor (LCC)

10 Rhoda Mac MacGregor (LCC)
+ Wallace Webber (Moncton, NB) (LCC)
...........11 Deborah MacGregor (LCC)

11 Deborah MacGregor (LCC)
+ Lloyd Miller (Lower Sackville, NS) (LCC)
...........11 John Everett MacGregor b: 1916. Died 1957 (LCC)

11 John Everett MacGregor (LCC)
+ Leona Bowser. (LCC)

9 Harold Thomas MacGregor b: 30 June 1918. Died 16 July 1924. (LCC)

9 Douglas Bruce MacGregor b: 9 September 1920. (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)
..... + Joan Cleveland. (LCC)

9 Owen Lloyd MacGregor b: 17 April 1923. (Ostrea Lake, NS) Died 1976. (LCC)
..... + Margaret Anastasia Haskett. (LCC)

9 George Frederick MacGregor (twin) b: 24 March 1925 (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)
..... + Ivy May Bowser b: 3 May 1920. Died 1 March 1948. (LCC)

9 Evelyn Marie MacGregor (twin) b: 24 March 1925. (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)
..... + Adam Clarke (Toronto) (LCC)

9 Freda Pearl MacGregor b: 15 November 1926. (LCC)
..... + Allan Darwin (Ottawa) (LCC)

9 Bernard Harvey MacGregor b 1929.  (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)
..... + Pauline Gardiner MacLeod (Dartmouth) (LCC)
..... 10 Charles Bernard MacGregor b: 12 January 1959 (Ostrea Lake, NS) D. 13 Jan. 1959. (LCC)

9 Murray Marvin MacGregor (twin) b: 13 October 1930 (Ostrea Lake, NS) D. 25 July 1979. (LCC)
..... + Barbara Wright (LCC)
..... 10 Bruce Allan MacGregor (LCC)
...... + Cara Lynn Stevens (Ostrea Lake, NS) (LCC)

.... 5 Edith Gertrude MacGregor b: 25 September 1911. (LCC)

..... + Charles Scargill. Died 29 April  at Bridgewater, NS. (LCC)
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9 Marion MacGregor (twin) b: 13 October 1930. (LCC)
+ Joseph Donald Robicheau b: 27 March 1930. (Chezzetcook, NS) (LCC)

9 Una MacGregor (LCC)
+ Ralph Hessler (Chezzetcook, NS) (LCC)

9 Edna Mildred MacGregor b: 1934 (LCC) 
+ Kenneth Roy Warnell (Dartmouth, NS) (LCC)
.... 10 Walter MacGregor (Montreal, QC) (LCC)
.... 10 Morris Harvey MacGregor b: 20 June 1885 (Ostrea Lake, NS) D. 24 December 1918 (LCC)
..... + Sophronia Eugenia Laybolt (LCC)
..... 10 Douglas Howard MacGregor b November 1909. (LCC)

9 Norman William MacGregor b:1891 (Ostrea Lake, NS)
 + Laura Blakeny b: 1895 (West Jeddore, NS) (LCC)
..... 10 Russell MacGregor (Musquodoboit Harbour, NS) (LCC)
...... + Madelyn Hartlin (Musquodoboit Harbour, NS) (LCC)
...... 11 Elaine Wanda MacGregor b: 27 January 1952 (LCC) 
...... 11 Deborah Lynn MacGregor b: 19 January 1953 (LCC)
...... 11 Brian MacGregor (LCC)
...... 11 Paul MacGregor (LCC)

...... 10 Kenneth MacGregor (Head of Jeddore, NS) (LCC)

....... + Vera M. Stoddart (LCC)

...... 11 Marvin Harold MacGregor b: 5 September 1947 (LCC)

...... 11 Ronald Merlin MacGregor b: 6 December 1949. Died 1997 (LCC)

...... 11 Wanda Margaret MacGregor b: 3 November 1951 Died 1952 (LCC)

...... 11 Daniel Roger Bruce MacGregor b: 12 November 1953 (LCC)

...... 11 Kenneth J. MacGregor b: 1954. Died 1954 (LCC)

...... 11 Sheila Karen MacGregor b: 7 December 1955 (LCC)

..... 10 Gertrude Margaret MacGregor b: 1918 (West Jeddore, NS) (descendants unknown) (LCC)

...... + Harold William Kent (LCC)

..... 10 Marvin MacGregor (LCC)

..... 10 Helen MacGregor (LCC)

..... 10 Joseph MacGregor (Dartmouth, NS) (LCC)

..... 10 Phyllis Anne MacGregor b: 1931 (West Jeddore, NS) Died 8 January 1992 (LCC)

10 Phyllis Anne MacGregor m. Lorne Purdy (descendants unknown) (LCC)

6 William Lloyd MacGregor b: 12 February 1861 (Bermuda) (JTB)
+ Adelaide Snow (1866 (Windsor, NS)-1902) (JTB)
... 7 Muriel MacGregor b: 1898 (Cambridge, Mass) (descendants unknown) (JTB)

6 Mary Louisa MacGregor (1863 (Bermuda)-?) m: John Smith 01 Sept 1891 in Fort William, Ont. (JTB)
+ John Stuart Smith b: about 1860 in Peterborough, Ontario. Parents: William/Ellen Smith. (JTB)

6 William Lloyd MacGregor b: 12 February 1861 (Bermuda) (2nd marriage) (JTB)
+ Annie S. Cossett (1865-922) (Her second marriage) (JTB)

6 Robert Campbell MacGregor b: 28 October 1864 (Bermuda). Died 09 Feb 1939 (JTB)
+ Lorna Carter b: (Belleville, ON) (BMR)
....... 7 Harold MacGregor b:1894.(Thunder Bay, ON) (BMR)
....... 7 Percy MacGregor b: 25 Dec 1896 (Thunder Bay, ON) (BMR)
....... 7 Bertha Candace MacGregor b: 30 Jan 1900. Died aged 13 days on 12 Feb 1900 (BMR)
....... 7 Bertha May MacGregor b: 1903. (BMR)
....... 7 John Hutton Lyons. (BMR)
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6 Rev. James Wells MacGregor (1854-1899) (His 2nd marriage) (JTB)
+ Annie S. Cossett (1865-1922). (JTB)
.......7 Lloyd Welles MacGregor b: 16 February 1882. d: on 6 January 1905. (JTB)
.......7 Jessie Welles MacGregor b: 5 May 1891 (JTB)

7 Jessie Welles MacGregor (JTB)
+ Crosby Raymond Young. (JTB)
........8 Eugene Francis Young b: 1912 (JTB)

8 Eugene Francis Young (JTB)
+ Rosalie Beatrice Manning (JTB)
.........9 Jeffrey Allen Young (JTB)
.........9 Doris Young b: 1913 (JTB)
...... + Fred Allen Nelson (JTB)

5 John MacGregor (1826-1899) (repeated) (CCR)
+ Susannah C. Nauffts b: about 1845 (NS) (his 2nd marriage) (CCR)
......6 Adelaide (Etta) Chambers b. 1880 (Pictou, NS) D. 11 April 1894 at 14 years. (adopted) 

(Revisiting early brothers)
6 Archibald MacGregor b: 1831 (Kenmore) (younger brother of John) (descendants unknown)
6 Peter MacGregor b: 1837 (Kenmore) (younger brother of John) (descendants unknown) (UKR)

2 James MacGregor b: 1710 @ Glassie. m: Grizel Stewart 30 December 1735 @ Moness in Dull.(LDS)
+ Grizel Stewart b: 1716 in Dull. Wit: Duncan McGregor/James Menzies (OPR)
...3 Isobell in 1736 @ Moness Wit: John and Donald McGregor. Parents: John Stewart/Janet Redoch 
...3 Ann in 1739 @ Moness Wit: Donald McGregor /George Munro (OPR)
...3 Christian in 1744 @ Burnside of Moness Wit: Donald McGregor/George Tyrie (OPR)

2 Donald MacGregor b: 1713 m: Janet McDonald 1734. Wit: Alexander McGregor/James McDonald 
+ Janet McDonald b: 1716. (OPR)
...3 Alexander in 1735 @ Camisearny. Wit: Adam McGregor; Alexander McDonald (OPR)
...3 Patrick in 1737 @ Inverchomrie, Kilichonan. Wit: John Menzies/Duncan McGregor (OPR)
...3 Robert in 1738 @ Camisearny. Wit: Alexander McGregor/Alexander McDonald (OPR)

2 Alexander MacGregor b: 1715. m: Janet Stewart 1735 Wit: Donald Stewart/Donald McGregor (OPR)
+ Janet Stewart b: 1717 in Dull. Parents: John Stewart/Janet Redoch (LDS)
...3 Elspet in 1737 in Dull. (LDS)
...3 Archibald in 1739 @ Camisearny. Wit: Donald Stewart/Alexander Irvine (OPR)
...3 Catharine in 1741 @ Camisearny. Wit: Donald Stewart/ John McInnes (OPR)
...3 Alexander in 1744 @ Camisearny. Wit: John Doer (OPR)

2 Duncan MacGregor b. 17 Feb 1721 m. Isobel Stewart 1741(Dull) Wit: John Stewart/John Kennedy 
+ Isobel Stewart b: 10 Feb1723 Kilmadock, Perthshire. Parents: John Stewart/Janet Redoch. (LDS)
...3 Janet b: 1743 @ Kinnardochie of Foss Wit: John McLois/John Cattanach (OPR)
...3 Donald b: 1745 @ Kinnardochie of Foss Wit: Alex Kennedy/John Cattanach (OPR)
...3 John b: 1747 @ Balintuim of Foss Wit: John Stewart/Robert Stewart (OPR)
...3 Isabel b: 1752 @ Balintuim of Foss (OPR)
...3 Duncan b: 1756 @ Balintuim of Foss (OPR)
...3 Charles b: 1760 @ Balintuim of Foss (OPR)

3 James McGregor b: 1756 @ Straids, Dull m: Jean Stewart in 1782 @ Easter Cosheville, Dull.(LDS)
+ Jean Stewart b: 20 May 1763 @ Aberfoyle, Perthshire. Parents: John Stewart/Isabel Graham LDS)
....4 Isabel Anne b: 10 Oct 1783 @ [Grantully] (LDS) 

....4 Isobel b: 1784 @ Grantully(OPR)

....5 ....4 John in 1787 @ Grantully (OPR)
....4 James in 1789 @ Grantully (OPR)
....4 Donald in 1793 @Tomtiewan (OPR)
....4 Duncan b: 12 April 1796 in 1796 @ Tomtiewan, Dull Parish Perthshire. (LDS)
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4 Alexander McGregor [schoolmaster of Dull] m: Catharine MacDougall 01 Jan 1802 (OPR)(LDS)
+ Catharine MacDougall b: 29 August 1784 (Parents: Alexander MacDougall/Margaret Campbell) 
.....5 Margaret b: 1802 (OPR)
.....5 Louisa b: 1804 (OPR)                                                                                             
.....5 Alexander b: 1806 (OPR)
.....5 Catharine b: 1807 [d: 29 Jan 1809] (OPR)
.....5 Robert b: 1809 [d: 11 June 1821] (OPR)
.....5 Joseph Robertson b: 1811 (OPR) 
.....5 Catharine [no2] b: 1813 (OPR)
.....5 Ann b: 1814 [d: 23 Nov 1814] (OPR)
.....5 Duncan b: 1818 (OPR)
.....5 Nicole b: 1820 (OPR)
.....5 Isabella b: 1822 (OPR)
.....5 Robert [2nd] b: 1823 (OPR)
.....5 Christian b: 1825 (OPR)

4 John MacGregor b: 16 Nov 1783 m: Isabel Walker on 19 Nov.1804 in Kenmore Parish (OPR)
+ Isabel Walker b: 07 March 1787 in Kincardine. Parents: Duncan Walker/Margaret McLaren (LDS) 
Descendents unknown.

Sources: Digby Historical Society = (DHS). UK Census Records = (UKR) Hal MacGregor research = 
(HMR), Lake Charlotte Area Heritage Centre = (LCC). Josephine Turner Bryant = (JTB), Reigh 
MacGregor = (RMG) Barbara McGregor = (BMR) Canada Census =(CCR) Old Parish Records on the 
Clan Gregor site = (OPR), the LDS site. 

 

The author's herd of Scottish Highland cattle resting in the shade on 29th August 2014
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Most recent five generations of senior MacGregor males in my family

Dr. Stanley Bigford MacGregor, born 02 January 1877 in Smith's Cove, Digby 
Co., Nova Scotia, and died 28 September 1937 of pneumonia.  Stanley's mother, 
Hannah  Selena,  (née Rice)  died  when  he was  one year  old.   Stanley's  father, 
James  Wells,  abandoned  him.  Selena's  sister,  Lizzy,  died  three  years  before 
Selena.  She left  a daughter,  Jessie,  who was less than a year old.  Selena and 
Lizzy's older sister Letitia "Delilah" had no children of her own. She adopted both 
children. She took them as soon as their mothers died. They were both adopted on 
the 1891 census. Stanley & Jessie Freeman Barteaux grew up as brother & sister.

William (Bill) Vernon Stanley MacGregor, born 12 Sept 1915 @ Smiths Cove, 
NS. His mother died when he was one year old, his father married the housekeeper, 
Emma McGuire. Although he was the son of a well-to-do Dentist, he was forced to 
earn a living the hard way. He became a bellhop for several years at the hotel "The 
Digby Pines."   Then,  he  bought  fish  at  the  Digby docks  and  peddled  them to 
farmers. He worked as a salesman at Wrights Shoe Store in Digby. During WW2, 
he was a clerk at HMCS Cornwallis. At 42, he joined the RCAF. He was sent to El 
Arish in Egypt as part of the UNEF, where he contracted pneumonia. He died in an 
attempt to save two Airmen from drowning on 28 April 1962 at Round Lake, ON..

Harold (Hal) Stanley MacGregor, born 05 January 1939, Digby, NS.  His father 
& mother divorced when he was five years of age.  He & his sister, Carole Anne, 
were raised by his maternal grandmother, Ruby Cornwall Benson née Annis in Bear 
River, NS.  At 12, he went to live with his mother and stepfather, Glenn D. Veinot. In 
Toronto, he joined the RC Air Cadets, then the RCAF Reserve.  Back in Bear River 
in 1955, he joined the WNSR Militia. At age 17, he joined the RCAF regular force. 
He married Leda Rita Poirier on 01 August 1960. In 1965, he joined the DOT, his 
Public Service career was mostly in Ship Electronics. His second marriage was to 
Leah  Lorraine  née  Evans  on  10  June  1983  in  Dartmouth  NS.  He  retired  near 
Ottawa after 38 years in the Canadian Federal Public service.

Bradley  (Brad)  Douglas  MacGregor was  born  in  Montreal,  QC  on  15 
September 1961. He first went to school in Moncton, NB. When his father was 
transferred  to  Dartmuth,  he  went  to  Puiblic  school  in  Fall  River,  and  later  to 
Sackville High School.  During summer break in 1980, he worked as a seaman on 
the CCGS Walter E. Foster out of Saint John, NB. In the Summer of 1981, he 
worked again as a  seaman on the CCGS Provo Wallis  out  of  Dartmouth,  NS. 
When he graduated from high School,  he joined the Royal Canadian Navy and 
became a Marine engineer on HMCS Algonquin, based in Victoria, BC.  Then, he 
volunteered for the submarine service and became a Marine Engineer on HMCS 
Okanagan, out of Halifax. He left the Navy in late 1987. He is presently a truck 
driver in BC.

Nickolas (Nick) Joshua MacGregor was born in Vancouver on 17 June 1998. 
He was raised by his mother, Christine, while his sister, Crystal, was raised by her 
father.  He  also  lived  with  his  mother  and  a  stepfather  for  several  years.  He 
associated with his father.  He went to school in Kelowna, BC.

It has been said many times that MacGregors thrive in adversity. As one can 
see, my immediate family is no exception.
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Author's Review and Comments
Looking back, I  would not want to be raised in any other place except Bear River.  The  

closeness and community spirit I was familiar with was a priceless thing which may perhaps be  
gone now with the Television, Computer & internet age upon us. 

Working as a bus boy at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto in 1953, I  spotted  
Theodore Rice & his mother from Bear River in a crowd of 250,000 people.  It made my day!

There is a quiet pride in every Nova Scotian, no matter where he/she goes.   One thing you 
will  never see a Nova Scotan do, that is to brag that he/she is a Nova Scotian first and a 
Canadian second.  In the Province that incubated the first Separatists, we all are very proud to  
be Canadians first.  In my youth, I was very proud to see the Halifax Chronicle Herald & Mair  
Star  newspaper include in  their  daily front  page,  right  at  the top,  (where it  belonged),  the  
caption read; “What have you done for Canada today?” 

Our village cenotaph commemorating the many sons of Bear River who died in “The War to 
End all Wars” and those in the Second World War, can put to shame many smaller ones I have 
seen throughout  many larger  towns in  Canada,  with  far  greater  populations than the little 
village of Bear River. 

I remember a story I read by Will R. Bird of an elderly Nova Scotian fisherman on the Fundy 
shore; When a party of tourists happened along and were bragging about all the places in 
North America they had been, they asked him if he had ever left his little village.  He quietly 
told them of the 37 countries he had visited in Asia, Africa, South America and Europe in his 
youth as a ship Captain.  They did not say another word.

Our greatest Nova Scotian hero was Joseph Howe, an avowed anti-Confederation activist. 
He warned our leaders in 1864 that the richest Province in British North America would soon 
become a  backwater  to  central  Canada.   Having  failed  to  persuade  the  British  to  repeal 
Confederation, Howe joined the federal National Unity Cabinet of John A. Macdonald in 1869, 
and played a major role in bringing Manitoba into the Union. Howe became the third Lieutenant 
Governor of Nova Scotia in 1873.

Nevertheless, the two most memorable achievements of Joseph Howe that are revered to 
this day are; He singlehandedly brought Freedom of the Press to Nova Scotia & he obtained 
the  first  Responsible  Government  in  any  British  Colony  in  the  British  Empire,  without  
bloodshed, both before confederation.  For those accomplishments, we will be forever grateful.

It is often said that Canada has produced many brave soldiers but no leaders.  Well, I can 
think of two great Canadian leaders I have mentioned in two of my books:  Joseph Howe of 
Nova Scotia, (the son of two United Empire Loyalists) and  General AGL MacNaughton CH, 
CB, CMG, DSO, CD, PC, (the allied General the Germans first tried to surrender to in April,  
1945), who was born on February 25, 1887 in  Moosomin, Saskatchewan.

I now have five children, nine grandchildren and three great grand-children.  Life hasn't all been fun 
for any of us, but it sure has been interesting.

Best Regards,

Hal MacGregor                                                    
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Note: The logo for Nobolis Publications is an actual Friesian Horse, Victor, who has never 
been defeated in the show ring.  He is owned by Gordon and Diana Shore (my daughter).
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FOLLOW THE LIFESTYLE OF A YOUNG BOY IN RURAL NOVA SCOTIA ASFOLLOW THE LIFESTYLE OF A YOUNG BOY IN RURAL NOVA SCOTIA AS  
HE  COPES  WITH  PARENTAL  ABANDONMENT,  AT  AGE  FIVE,  SEVERALHE  COPES  WITH  PARENTAL  ABANDONMENT,  AT  AGE  FIVE,  SEVERAL  
RELOCATIONS AND THEN A FORCED MOVE TO TORONTO. RELOCATIONS AND THEN A FORCED MOVE TO TORONTO. 

DISCOVER HOW HE SURVIVED IN A BIG CITY,  AND MANAGED BY HISDISCOVER HOW HE SURVIVED IN A BIG CITY,  AND MANAGED BY HIS  
OWN MEANS TO RETURN 1,548.6 KMS TO HIS ROOTS IN BEAR RIVER.OWN MEANS TO RETURN 1,548.6 KMS TO HIS ROOTS IN BEAR RIVER.

DISCOVER  HOW  HE  EARNED  THE  PRAISE  OF  HIS  HIGH  SCHOOLDISCOVER  HOW  HE  EARNED  THE  PRAISE  OF  HIS  HIGH  SCHOOL  
PRINCIPAL, WHO EJECTED HIS FATHER FROM THAT SAME SCHOOL.PRINCIPAL, WHO EJECTED HIS FATHER FROM THAT SAME SCHOOL.

DISCOVER THE UNIQUENESS OF A MARITIME TIDAL VILLAGE WITH ADISCOVER THE UNIQUENESS OF A MARITIME TIDAL VILLAGE WITH A  
HEART AS BIG AS ALL OUTDOORS.HEART AS BIG AS ALL OUTDOORS.

DISCOVER TEN TYPES OF NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES OF THE AUTHOR.DISCOVER TEN TYPES OF NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES OF THE AUTHOR.

 DOWNTOWN BEAR RIVER, NOVA SCOTIADOWNTOWN BEAR RIVER, NOVA SCOTIA              
 (Photo taken by author from Frank Parker's property on Bell Road (circa 1970s)         
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